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1.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

a Discuss the components of computer such as hardware, software, etc.

. Explain the input devices and output devices

o Define central processing unit, memory and secondary storage
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computer has become 
1 P?n of daily life. Though, a machine, a computer means differently todifferent people on the basis of ho*' ih.y interacr" wirh it. Thus, a .o-prrr.,. 

"rgin".r,, view of acomputer is different from that of a computer designer, which in turn is different from that of a
computer-user.

A manager generally falls in the category of users. For a manager a computer is a very porent tool. The
success of a manager depends, to a large extent, on how effectloely (s)he can use this tool. In order that
one is able to harness most of a tool it is imperative ro have a proper appreciation of the tool.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

1.2 COMPONENTS OF COMPUTER SYSTEM
A computer also known as computer system (since it is made up of integrated components input and

:::T:"1?:::':,::11s. 
central processing unii) works for a commo, o6i..tire of data processing. rtconslsts oI slx elements:

o Hardware

. Software

Figure 1.1: Various forms of Computer Devices

It is always better to know a little bit of the internals of a machine just as it helps knowing a bit of
c.arb.ure1o1 and spark-plug while driving a car. This lesson aims at making the readers acquainted v,iththe basic innards of a computer in siriple and, id,ealized form - idealizei because compurers are farmore complex than what is presented here.
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o People

a Procedures

. Data

. Connectivity

Hardware ds Sofiware

The physical components of a computer system such as electromagnetic and mechanical devices, keyboard, vDU, dot matix/laser printers, protter, mouse etc., are parts of hardware.
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Figure 1'2: Elements of a computer System showing its ..Logical 
Structure,,

computer hardware, although capable of performing lots of useful funcrions, does not work by itself.It needs to be instructed' The insiructions that hardi,rr" ,rd".rrrnds do only very primitive task likemoving the data in or out of the memory' adding ,*o ,r,rrrrt".s etc._ For more complex operations theinstructions are grouped together. A ,.q,r.rr.. of firi," number of instructio^ ir'called a computerprogramme or simply a programme.
\when instructions /ptogrammes are placed in the primary memory of the compurer, the cpu stansexecuting them one by one.

Software is the term used to describe the set of instructions that tells the hardware how to perform atask' They include oPerating system software, application and utiliry ,rfr*r;;-;een now replacedwith windows operating ,yri.- almost entirely. ititut .r"r,"J-ir, o*, version of DoS larer on. It was

ffffiL:*DoS 
to differentiate it from Microsoft's version or oos which is subsequently known as
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The personnel who operate the computer hardware and develop the software.

Proeedure

The rules, regulations and methods through which the computer responds to software.

Data

The facts and figures which have not been processed are called data. These are to be processed by
computer. The processed data will become information.

How Hardware makes system useful?

HARD\7ARE is.....The physical parts of a computer

F{ardware is a collectiye term. Hardware includes not only the computer proper but also the cables,

connectors, power supply units, and peripheral devices such as the keyboard, mouse, audio speakers,

and printers.

Devices are any machines or components that are attached to a computer. Examples of devices include
disk drives, printers, mice, and modems. These particular devices fall into the category of peripheral
devices because they are separate from the main computer.

Most devices, whether peripheral or not, require a programme called a device driver that acts as a

translator, converting general commands from an application into specific commands that the device

understands.

Citical Hardware

Hardware of a computer is made up of complex electronic circuits. For a user the details of the circuitry
are not important. However, the hardware units with which a user has to interact must be clearly
understood. For convenience, the hardware of a computer can be classified in the following categories:

l. Input Devices

2. Output Devices

3. Central Processing Unit (CPU)

4. Memory or Storage

5. Bus

6. Motherboard

Let us deal with each of these hardware components in slightly more detail.

t. Input Deaice,s; The form in which data is available to a user is not always in the same form as is

accepted by computer hardware.

Input devices are hardware equipment that receive data and instructions from users, convert the
data and instructions into a form that can be processed by the computer and passes the same to
the computer.
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2.

3.

Hence, if you have to enter employees' names into the computer you do not have to write it on apiece of paper and shove the- paper inside the comput.r. yoi will need ,.;. ;;"; device for this.A keyboard is an example of input device.

output Deuices: The result, Produced by a computer after processing, is not always in user readableform' An 9}tPut device is hardware equipmeni that transiates this non-readable resuk into a formunderstood by the users. A \DU Sisuj ohplry unit) or -orriro, is an example of output device.
central Processing unit (cPU).' central processing unit is to compurer what brain is to our body.It is the master organ of a comPuter. No .o-prrer can exist wiihout a cpu. It is composed oftwo simpler hardware units - Arithmetic Logic'unit (ALU) and controf u"ii (*) CU controlsall the activities of other hardware rrrritr.oohil. ALiJ p;;;r-r all the calcuiations. computerCPUs are yery fast in rheir calculations and swift in .orrtrol.

llemory or storage: This hardware is the place where a compurer stores all the data andinstructions given to it. The results of the processing are also stored here. A computer has manytypes of memories. Some memories are directly .orri..t.d to the cpu and .r. ."rr"rrr"ly fast asfar as storage and retrieval of data is concerned. These memories are called primary memory -RAM (Random Access. Memories) and RoIvI (Read only Memories) belong to this category o{memories. The cPU takes data and instructions stored oriy in the primary -".-ori.r.
Primary memories are also of various types. The one that looses irs conrenrs when power isswitched off is known as volatile memory such as RAM. some memories rerain the data andinstructions stored on them even after the power is switched off such as RoM. These memories
are known as non-volatile memories.

Secondary storage devices are placed outside the system unit and can be carried from one sysrem

':jlo+tl allowing portability of data and instructions. Flopfy disks or dirk.tt.r, hard disks andCD-ROM are some of the secondary storage devices. 
r r

Input devices' output devices and secondary storage devices are nor directly connecred to the cpuand hence are known as peripheral devices oruimily peripherals.
Bas" Bus is the communication line through which all these hardware componenrs are connecredto each other.

The relation between various hardware components of a computer sysrem is depicted in the figureshown below:

4.

5.
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Figure 1.3: Internal Vorking of CPU

6. Motherboard^: Motherboard, also called as Systern. Board, is the most important hardware

component of a microcomputer. Motherboard is so called as all the other boards (printed circuit
boarcis having chips or other electronic components) of the computer are connected to this board,

hence it is like the mother of all other boards.

1.3 INPUT DEVICES

Input devices are used to input data, information and instructions into the RAM. These are

"stand-a1one" data entry stations. These units usually have a small processor attached to a keyboard

and a visual display unit. The processor checks for the aco)racy of data at the time of entry.

The common input devices are mentioned below:

Kejboard: The keyboard is one of the most common input devices of computers. The layout of the

keyboard is like that of the traditional Qweny typewriter. Most keyboards have three sections of
keys: the standard typing keys, cursor movement keys and the numeric keypad. To help users enter

numbers quickly, keyboard provides a numeric keypad that functions much like a 10-key calculator.

To select the numeric keypad's operation, we need to use the Num Lock key. Most PCs come with a

standard keyboard, which is flat in appearance. Keyboard's keys match with that of a typewriter. The

keyboard also includes special purpose function keys, arrow and cursor control keys. The layout of a

simple keyboard can be seen in the Figure given below:
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Figure 1.4: Keyboard

Mouse: Vhile working with a display we are mostly pointing to some area in the display ro selecr an
option and move across on the screen to select subsequent options. Mouse is a handy device which can
be moved on a smooth surface to simulate the movement of cursor that is desired on the display
screen. An optical mouse offers quiet and reliable operation. But a mechanical mouse is much cherp.

Figure 1.5: Mouse

Vithin lVindows, user will make extensive use of mouse operarions, which he/she refers to as "poinr
and click operations." To point the mouse, simply aim the mouse pointer that appears on the ,.r.., ,t
the object of desire. To move mouse pointer across the screen, simply move the rnorrr. across the desk.
To click mouse, press and release the mouse-select button (normally the left-mouse button). Many
operations within Windows require that double-click mouse by pressing and releasing the mouse-select
button two times in quick succession. For notebook PCs, rouch pad, track ball or other pointer
devices are also available. They are assisted with additional keys for clicking. To reduce the strain on
wrist there is pad, which elevares the wrist while using the keyboard or *orrJe.

Trackball: A trackball looks like a mouse, as the roller is on the top with selection burtons on the side.
It is also a pointing device used to move the cursor and works like a mouse. For moving the cursor in a
particular direction, the user spins the ball in that direction. It is sometimes considered better than
mouse, because it requires little arm movement and less desktop space. It is generally used with
portable computers.

Alteraate lnp ut D e uice s

Light pen: Light pen is a pointing device, which is used to select a displayed menu irem or draw
pictures on the monitor screen. It's a pen shaped device allowing natural movement on the screen. The
pen contains the light receptor and is activated by pressing the pen against the display screen. Receptor
is the scanning beam which helps in locating the pen's position. Suitable ryrt"rrrroitware is provid"d
to initiate necessary action when we locate an area on rhe display surface with the help of the light
pen. It consists of a photocell and an optical system placed in a small tube. \[hen its tip ii moved over

%
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the monitor screen and the Pen button is pressed, its photocell-sensing element detects the screen
location and sends rhe corresponding signal to the CpU.

Figure 1.6:

Touch Screen: Touch screen is sensitive to human
selection on rhe screen instead of pressing keys.

Light Pen

fingers. Using this device, the user can point to a

Figure 1.2: Touch Screen

Game controller: A game controller is a device used with games or entertainment system used to
control a playable character or object, or othersrise provide iiput in a computer game. A controller is
typically connected to a game console or compute.Ly *.rm of , *ire, .*d or'no*rdryr, by meansof wireless connection. Controllers which have been classified as games controllers are keyboards,
mice, game pads, joysticks, erc

Figure 1.8: A Game Controller
optieal Bar'codc Rcafur (oBR): It can scan a set of vertical bars of different widrhs for specific data and
is used to read tags and merchandise in srores, medical records, \brary bookr, "r.. 

-

Image seanner: Scanner is mainly used in Desktop Publishing applications. Scanner is used fordigitizing images such as photographs, forms, do.rr-.rrtr, etc., in computer memory. some scanners
can also read text by converting them to digital code. These scanners are yeryuseful ft. .orrr"rring thetyped pages into word-processing files. Giaphics scanners converr a printed image in video imagewithout converring it to digital code.

optical character Readcr (ocR): It is. also an optical scanner, which is capable of detecting
alphanumeric characters typed or printed on paper ,rri.rg ,., oCR font. oCR devices are used forlarge volume 

-applicatioit_lt}" reading of prrr*g". ti.f,"tr; compurer printed bills of credit card
companies and reading of ZIP codes in pottrl serviies. The text, which is io be scanned, is illuminated
by a low-frequency light source. The dark areas on the text absorb the light *rril" iiglt areas reflect it.
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The photocells of OCR device receive this reflected light and
dark and light areas.

Microphone: Sometimes abbreviated as mic, a microphone .

computer users to input audio into their computers.

Components of a Computer 15

provide binary data corresponding to

is a hardware peripheral that allows

i)i,

Figure 1.9: Microphone

Voice-input Deuices: These devices can recognize the human voice. Voice recognition techniques, along
with several other techniques to convert the voice signals to appropriate words and desire the correct
meaning of words, are comprehensive speech recognition system. Today devices are available to
recognize and interpret human voices within a limited scope of operarion. They seem to be very useful
but are not popular due to storage of limited vocabularies and variations in the way of pronouncing
words by different persons.

Figure 1.10: Voice-input Devices

Digital ca.mera: A type of camera that stores the pictures or video it takes in electronic format instead
of to film. There are several features that make digital cameras a popular choice when compared to
film cameras. First, the feature often enjoyed the mosr is the LCD display on the digital camera. This
display allows users to view photos or video after the picture or video has been raken, which means if
you take a picture and don't like the results, you can delete it; or if you do like the picrure, you can
easily show it to other people. Another nice feature with digital cameras is the ability ro take dozens,
sometimes hundreds of different pictures.

Figure 1.11: Digital Camera

71*'*4r
--rrd/
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1.4 CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT
Central Processing Unit (CPU) is the main componenr or "brain" of a computer, v,hich performs all
the processing of input data. Its function is to fetch, examine and then .*...rr. tlre instructions stored
in the main memory of a computer. In microcompurers, the CPU is built on a single chip or
Integerated Circuit (IC) and is called as a Microprocessor. The part of a computer (a miciopoo..rro,
chip) that does most_ of the data processing, the CPU and the memory form the cenrral pr.t of ,
comPuter to which the peripherals are attached. The Central Processing Unit (CPU) is the par-t of a
comPuter that interprets and carries out the instructions contained in the software.

The CPU consists of the following distinct pans:

. Arithmetic Logic lJnit: The arithmetic and logic unit of CPU is responsible for all arithmetic
operations like addition, subtraction. multiplication and division ,, *..i1 as logical operarions such
as less than, equal to and greater than. Actually, all calcr.rlations and comparirJrr, ,.. performed in
the arithmetic logic unit.

' Control Unit:The control unit is responsible for controlling the transfer of data and instructions
among other units of a computer. It is considered as the "Central Nervous System" of compurer,
as it manages and coordinates all the units of the computer. It obtains the instrucrions from the
memory, interprets them and directs the operation of the computer. It also performs the physical
data transfer berween memory and the peripheral device.

' Registers: Registers are small high speed circuits (memory locations) which are used ro srore dara,
instructions and memory addresses (memory location numbers), when ALU performs arithmetic
and logical oPerations. Registers can store one word of dara (1 word : 2 b1'tes & 1 by'te : 8 bits.
Details of BITS & BYTES are discussed later in this lesson) unril it is overwritten by another
word. Depending on the processor's capability, the number and type of registers vary from one
CPU to another. Registers can be divided into six categories uii. c"n"il purpose Registers,
Pointer Registers, Segment Registers, Index Registers, Flags Register and Instruction ptinter
Register, depending upon their functions. The detailed funitions of each and every register is
beyond the scope of this book.

' Buses: Data is stored as a unit of eight bits (BiT stands for Binary Digit i.e. 0 or 1) in a register.
Each bit is transferred from'one register to another by means oi , ,Srrrre wire. This gro;p of
eight wires, which is used as a common way to transfer data berween ."iirr.r, is known as"a bis.ln
general terms, bus is a connection between two components to transmii signal between them. Bus
can be of three major types viz. Data Bus, Control b,rs a.rd Address Brrs. ihe data bus is used to
move data, address bus to move address or memory location and control bus to send control
signals between various components of a computer.

' clock: Clock is another important component of CPU, which measures and allocates a fixed time
t]:r fol pr_ocessing each and every micro-operation (smallest functional operation). In simple terms,
CPU is allocated one or more clock cycles to complete a micro-op.rrtiorr. CpU .r..rres rhe
instructions in synchronization with the clock pulse.

The clock speed of CPU is measured in terms of Mega Herrz Q{Hz) or Millions of Cycles per
second. The clock speed of CPU varies from one model ro anorher in ihe range 4.77 trrtUi 1in s6as
processor) to 266 MHz (in Pentium II). CPU speed is also specified in"terms of Miitions of
Instructions Per Second (\{IPS) or Million of Floating Point Operatiois per Second (MFLOPS).
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1.4.1 Different Types of CPUs

There aren't really different types of CPU, but there are some major differences between CPUs. Like Bus
Sizes - we have 32 A 64 bits. Some support SSE, SSE2 and SSE3. But there are different processor
architectures which you are probably talking about. There are SPARC, IA64, X85, X64, IBM Cell and more.

There are many different processors on the market. However, there are only a few that you should
consider purchasing. \Whether you're buying a computer off the shelf, buiiding it from scratch, or
upgrading your CPU, you must put some time and thought into which processor to buy. The choice
you make today will affect your computer's speed and functio naltty for years to come.

There are two primary manufacturers of computer microprocessors. Intel and Advanced Micro
Devices (AMD) lead the market in terms of speed and quality. Intel's desktop CPUs include Celeron,
Pentium, and Core. AMD's desktop processors include Sempron, Athlon, and Phenom. Intel makes
Celeron M Pentium M and Core mobiie processors for notebooks. AMD makes mobile r.ersions of its
Sempron and Athlon, as well as the Turion mobile processor v,hich comes in Ultra and Dual-Core
versions. Both companies make both single-core and muiti-core processors.

The following are the three types of CUPs:

I. CISC: Complex Instruction Set Computers

2. RISC: Reduced instruction Set Computers

3. MISC: Minimal lnstruction Set Computers

1,.4.2 Digital Signal Processor (DSP)

A digital signal processor is a specialized microprocessor designed specifically for digital signal
processing, generally in real-time. DSPs can also be used to perform general-purpose comput.ation, but
they are not optimized for this function. DSPs can also be purely software, and are usually used to
re-encode audio for Internet radio stations in real-time.

Interrupt Structure

A signal informing a programme that an e\rent has occurred is an interrupt. When a programme
receives an interrupt signal, it takes a specified action. Interrupt signals can cause a programme to
suspend itself temporarill, to service the interrupt.

Interrupt signals can come from a variety of sources. For example, every keystroke generates an
interrupt signal. Interrupts can also be generated by other devices, such as a printer, to indicate that
some event has occurred. These are called hardu,are interrupts. Interrupt signals initiated by
programmes are called software interrupts. A software interrupt is also called a trap ar an exception.

PCs support 255 types of software interrupts and 15 hardware interrupts. Each type of software
interrupt is associated with an interrupt handler - a routine that takes control when the interrupt
occurs. For example. when you press a key on your keyboard, this triggers a specific interrupt handier.
The complete list of interrupts and associated interrupt handlers is stored in a table called the interrupt
vector table, which resides in the first 1 K of addressable memory.

The processor is a highiy-tuned machine that is designed to cio one thing at a time. F{owever, we use

our computers in a way that requires the processor to at least appear to do many things at once. In
\ilindows 95,you may have been editing a document v'hile downloading information on your modem
and listening to a CD simultaneousiy. The processor is able to do this by sharing its time among the
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various programmes it is running and the different devices that need its attention. It only appears rhar
the processor is doing many things at once because of the blindingll, high speed that it is able to switch
between tasks.

Most of the different parts of the PC need to send information to and from the processor, and they
exPect to be able to get the processor's attention when they need to do this. The processor has to
balance the information transfers it gets from various parrs of the machine and make sure rhar they are
handled in an organized manner. There are two basic ways that the processor can do this:

o Pollirug: The processor can take turns going to each device and asking if they have anlthing rhey
need it to do. This is called polling the devices. In some situations this technique is used; hovrever,
it is not used by the processor in a PC fo,' a couple of basic reasons. One reason is that it is
wasteful; going around to all the devices constantly asking if they need the attenrion of the CPU
wastes cycles in which the processor could be doing something useful. This is parricularly true
because in most cases the answer will be "no". Another reason is that different devices need the
processor's attention at differing rates; the mouse needs attention far less frequently than say, the
hard disk, when it is actirrely transferring data.

o Interutpting: The other way that the processor can handle information transfers is to let the devices
request them u'hen they neeci its attention. This is the basis for the use of interruprs. \7hen a device has
data to transfer, it generates an interrupt that says "I need your attention now, please". The processor
then stops what it is doing and deals with the device that requested its attention. It actually can handle
many such requests at a time, using a priority level for each to decide which to handle first.

1.4.3 Microprocessor History

A micrcprocessor, also known as a CPU or central processing unit, is a complete computation engine
that is fabricated on a single chip. The first microprocessor v,-as rhe Intel 4004, introduced in l97l.The
4004 was not very- powerful. Ali it could do was add and subtract, and it could only do that 4 bits at a
tirne. But it was amazingthat everything was on one chip. Prior to rhe 4004, engineers built compurers
either from collections of chips or from discrete components (transistors wired one ar a time). The
4004 powered one of the first portable electronic calculators.

Figure 1.12: Intel4004 Chip

The first microprocessor to make it into a home compurer was the Intel 8080, a complete 8-bit
computer on one chip, introduced in 1974. The first microprocessor to make a real splash in the
market was the Intel 8088, introduced in 1979 and incorporated into the IBM PC (which first appeared
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around 1982).If you are familiar with the PC market and its history, you know that the pC market
moved from the 8088 to the 80286 to the 80386, to the 8C486, ro rh; Pentium I, to the pentium II, to
the Pentium III, and hence to the Pentium 4. Intel makes all of these rrricroprocessors, and all of them
are improvements on the basic design of the 8088. The Pentium 4 can execure arry piece of code that
ran on the original 8088, but it does it about 5,000 times faster.

1,.4,4 Processor Instruction Sets

The job of all processors is to execute instructions, which are the commands that make up rhe machine
language that the processor understands. Most software programmes are writt.n ln hlgher-level
languages, but they must be translated into the processor's -r.f,irr. language to enable th. Io-p.rt.,
to run (execute) them. This is calied compiling the programme to machine lrirg.rrg..

Collectively, all of the various instructions that the processor can execute are called its instruction set.
The instruction set determines what sort of software can run on the processor; in order for two
processors to be compatible, they must (among other thing$ be able ,o .*".rt. the same instructions.

Machine Language

Computers represent instruction sets in a particular way, and, this representation is what we call
machine language.

Machine language is a coding scheme which instrucrs the computer as to what to do. In the same way
as we used different notations for representing numbers (2's complemenr, excess notation), we need a
coding scheme which will allow us to represent each of orr item, in the insrruction set in binary. \7e
can't just tell the machine "add together 2 and 4". It doesn't understand our words. It also needsto be
told where to fetch data from memory and u,here exactiy to srore the resuit. The machine uses srrings
of 1's and 0's.

A typical machine language represents a certain instruction b,v way of a special code. These special
c_odes used for representing instructions comprise of different sections (called fields), u'hich describe
different aspecrs of the instruction:

t. The first part of an instruction code is called the operation code (op-code for shor-t). This indicates
which operation is to be performed (e.g. addition, rerrieval of a data item from memory etc.)

2. The second part is called the operand field. This part of the code fills in the details which are
needed before the operation specified in (1) can be performed. For exampie, if the op-code field
specifies addition, the operand fields N,ill tell the machine which -.-t.y addresses hold the
pieces of data which are to be summed.

So what do these op-code and operand fields look like? Well, they are simply bit patterns - strings of
0's and 1's. (Remember - the compurer only understands binary)

Figure 1.13: Intel 8080
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So a computer may well store an instruction as:

Operation
Code

Address
Field 1

Address
Field 2

Address
Field 3

A Typical Machine Language Coding For An Instruction

The operations which we represent in the op-code fall into three categories.

I. Data transfer

2. Arithmetic/Logic

3. Control (sometimes divided into two separate categories of compare and branch)

The DataTransfer group concern operations, which cause some movement of data from one location
to another. This could be loading the contents of a memory cell in RAM into a register on the CPU;
or it could be storing the results of an operation from a CPU register back into a RAM memory cell.

The Arithmetic/Logic operations involve the usual mathematical type of operation such as addition,
but also includes logical operations such as "is X greater than Y?" or "is A equal to B?" The condition
codes are special registers which are used for storing the results of these logical operations and can be

set to "1" if the result of the logical operation is true, or "0" if the result is false.

The Control Operations are those, which somehow affect the execution of a programme. Usually, this
means that a logical operation is performed, and then, depending upon the results of that operation, the

programme execution follows one "path" or another. ln other words, if X > Y then execute this set of
instructions, otherwise execute this other group of instructions ffhe "jump" and "halt" instructions).

lnstruction Set

It is a set of commands that a certain CPLI understands. These are very basic instructions that are used

into the logic of the CPU.

1.4.5 Processor Structure

Before we look at basic processor stnrcture, we need to briefly touch on two concepts: von Neumann
machines and pipelined, clocked logic systems.

Von Neumann Machines

In the early 1950s, John Von Neumann proposed the concept of a stored programme computer - an

architecture which has become the foundation for most commercial processors used today.In a Von
Neumann machine, the programme and the data occupy he same memory. The machine has a

Programme Counter (PC) which points to the current instruction in memory. The PC is updated on
every instruction. '$7hen there are no branches, programme instructions are fetched from sequential

memory locations. (A branch simply updates the PC to some other location in the programme
memory.) Except for a handful of research machines and a very small collection of commercial devices,

all of today's commercial processors work on this simple principle.

M.S. Universitv - D.D.C.E.
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1.4.6 Basic Processor Structure

Here, we will consider the basic structure of a simple processor. \7e will examine the flou, of data
through such a simple processor and identify bottlenecks in order to understand what has guided the
design of more complex processors.

Here we see a very simple processor stmcture - such as might be found in a small 8-bit
microprocessor. The various components are:

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)

This circuit takes two operands on the inputs (labelled A and B) and produces a result on rhe ourpur
(abelled Y). The operations will usually include, at a minimum:

. Add, subtract

a And, or, not

. Shift right, shift left

ALUs in more complex processors will execute man)- more instructions.

Register File

A set of storage locations (registers) for storing temporary results. Early machines had just one
register - usually termed an accumulator. Modern RISC processors will have at least 32 registers.

lnstntction Register

The instruction currently being executed by the processor is stored here.

Programme Counter

The programme counter holds the memory address of the next instruction to be executed. It is

updated every instruction cycle so as to point to the next instruction in the programme. (Control for
the management of branch instructions - which change the programme counrer by other than a simple
increment - has been omitted from this diagram for clarity. Branching instructions and their effect on
programme execution and efficiency will be examined extensively later).

Memory Address Rcgister

'Ihis register is loaded with the address of the next data word to be fetched from or stored into main memory.

Address Bus

This bus is used to transfer addresses to memory and memory-mapped peripherals. It is driven by the
prouessor acting as a bus master.

Data Bus

This bus carries data to and from the processor, memory and peripherals. It will be driven by the
source of data, ie the processor, memory or peripheral device.

Multiplexed Bus

Of necessity, high performance processors provide separate address and data buses. To limit device pin
counts and bus complexity, some simple processors multiplex address and data onto the same bus:
naturally this has an adverse affect on performance.
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Exe cuting I n struction s

Let's examine the sreps in the execution of a simple memory fetch instruction,

lvI.S. University - D.D.C.E

e.8.

1O1cro: lw $1,0($2)
In this, and most following, examples, we'11 use

instruction set.

This instruction tells the processor to take the addresi
the L{PS I stored in register 2, add 0 to it and load the word found at

that address in main memory into register 1.

This is chosen because

o ir's simple.
r it exists in one widely available range of machines

produced by SGI and
o there is a public domain simulator for MIPS machines,

which we wil\ use lor some performance studies.

As the next insrruction
1w instruction) is at memon'
counter contains 101c.

to be executed (our
address 101crr, the pro3ram

For convenience, most numbers - especialiy memoq/
acidresses and instruction conrenrs - will be expressed in
hexadecimal. When orders of rnagnitude and performance
are being discussed, decimal numbers will be used: this will
generally be obvious from the contexr and the use of

notations, e.g. 5 x 101r.

Execution Steps

t. The control unit sets the multiplexor to drive the PC onto the address bus.

2. The memory unit responds by. placing 8c41000016 - the lw $1,0($2) instruction as encoded for an
MIPS processor - on the data bus from where it is latched into the instruction register.

3. The control unit decodes the instruction, recognises it as a memory load instruction, ancl directs
the register file to drive the contents of register 2 onto the A inpui of the ALU and the value O

onto rhe B input. At the same time, it instructs the ALU to add iti irprrts.

4. The output from the ALU is latched into the MAR. The controller ensures that this value is
directed onto the address bus by serring the multiplexor.

Yhg" the memorv responds with the value sought, it is captured on rhe internal data bus and
latched into regisrer 1 of the register file.

The programme counter is nosr updated to point to the next instruction and the cycle can start
agaln.

As another example, let's assume the next instruction is an add instruction:

1020,,,: add $1.$3,$4 | This instructio,
isters 3 and 4 and place the result in register 1.

The control unit sets the multiplexor ro drive the pc onto the adclress bus"

The memory unit responds by placing aan2o2o!6 - the encoded add $1,$3,$4 instruction - on
the data bus from where it is latched into the instruction register.

The control unit decodes the instruction, recognises it as an arithmetic instruction and directs the
register file to drive the contents of register L onto the A input of the ALU and the contents of
register 3 onto the B input. At the same time, it instructs the ALU to add its inputs.

T.

2_

3.
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4. The output from the ALU is latched into the register file at register address 4.

5. The programme counter is now updated to point to the next instrucrion.

1.5 OUTPUT DEVICES

The output normally can be produced in m'o ways - either on a display unit/device or on a paper.
Other kinds of output as speech output, is also being used in certain applications.

Monitors: Visual Display Unit (VDU), commonly called as moniror is the main outpur device of a
comPuter. It consists of a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), which displays characrers as an ourput. It forms
images from tiny dots, called pixeis. That are arranged in a reoangular form. 'Ihe sharpness of the
image (screen resolution) depends upon rhe number of pixels.

There are different kinds of monitors depending upon the number of pixels. Depending upon rhe
resolution, monitors can be classified as follows:

(r) CGA (Colour Graphics Adapter)

(b) MDA (Monochrome Display Adapter)

G) HGA (Hercuies Graphics Adapter)

(d) EGA (Enhanced Graphics Adapter)

(.) VGA (Video Graphics Adapter)

(0 SVGA (Super VGA)

The differences between these monitors are summarised in Table 7.7. Depending upon the colour of
display, monitors can be classified as Monochrome (with single colour black/white display) and
Colour (with all colours display) Monitors. The pictures of two different models of color monitors are
shown in Figure 1.13.

20" Color Monitor

Figure 1.14: Two Models of Color Monitors

15" Multimedia Color Monitor



Table 1.1 Comparison among different Types of Monitors

Type of Monitor Display Type Text R.esolution Graphics Resolution (Pixels)

CGA Text & Graohics Fair quality 32A x 200

lVIDA 'Iext onll' Good quality

HGA Text & Mono Graphics Fair quality 32Q x 200

EGA Text 8r Enhanced

Graphics

Good qualiry 640 x 350

VGA Text 8r Video Graohics Much better than all

the above

640 x 480

SVGA Text & Video Graphics Best quality 1600 x 1280
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Video controller: Also known as a graphics card, r,ideo card, video board, or a video controller, a video
adapter is an internai circuit board that allows a display device, such as a lnonitor, to display images
from the computer.

Figure 1.15: Video Conrroller

PC Projector A projector is a device that uses light and lenses to take an image and project a magnified
image onto a larger screen or wall. Projectors can magnify still or moving images depending on how
thev are built. The image must be shone through a sealed tube or frame when passing through the
lenses to maintain focus.

Figure 1.15: PC Projector
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speakers: A hardware device connected to a computer's sound card
the card.
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that outputs sounds generated b,r,

Figure 1.18: Sound Card

Printer: Printers are used for.producing outplrt on paper. There are a large variety of printing clevices
which can be classified according to th; print qualiiy a.,d the printing rpl.d. or,ih" basis of"the way
impressions are made on the paper, printers are of two rypes:

' Impact printers: In these tlpes of printers, p.rinting takes place by striking ar rhe paper through a
ribbon soaked in ink. The impression on ih. prp., is ..eated by pr.rrirr'g a rigii ob;.., o,r.i ,r,
ink-soaked ribbon.

o Non'imPact pnnters: In this type of printers, there is no physical touch of any obje6 on rhe paper.on the basis of how rnuch is printed in a single operatio;, printers are o{three types:

* Character prinrcrs: These types of printers are capable of printing one characrer or lefter ar a
time. The convenrional typewriter also types a l"ttc, ar a rime.

n Line printers; These printers can print one line of characters or lerters in one go. Line printers
are obviously much faster than character printers. However, they are more expensive than
character printers.

{' Page printers: As the name suggests page printers can print the whole page at one time. These
printers are fastest but costliest at the same time. The speed of , p.irrte. i"s generally measured
in terms of the following units:

Figure 1.17: Speaker
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one second is expressed int Cbaracter Per Second (CPS): Number of characters printed in
rerms of cPS.

I Lines Per Minute (IPIA): It is the measure of printer capacity in terms of number of lines

printed per minute.

I Page Per Minute (PPM): It is the measure of printer capacity in terms of number of pages

printed per minute.

Some of the popular types of printers are dealt with hereunder.

Dot Matrix Pinter (IIiSk Speed. Printer):Dot matrix printers are impact printers. The printer head has

an assembly of a fixed number of pins and tiny hammers. These hammers strike at the pins, which in
rurn make impression of dots or1 the paper loaded in the printer through an ink-soaked ribbon.

Figure 1.19: Dot Matrix Printer

The prints on paper are thus made up of these small dots. The quality of printout depends on the

,rrr*b., of pins in dot-matrix printer. The more pins, the better quality of prints and more exp'ensive.

These types of printers do not produce very high quality printing and are therefore used in high

volume draft printing.

It is the cheapest of all type of printers. The speed and quality of printing suits high volume output for
analysis and review. Due to impact nature of printing, it can print more than one copy at a time. In
cases where print out is required in duplicate or triplicate, this type of printer is more suitable. Such

situations arise very often in banking industry. A copf is to be generated for the customer, one copy

{or the branch and another copy for head-office.

However, they suffel from some limitations, Due to mechanical impact on the paper, it makes lot cf
noise. The speed may not be adequate for some t1'pes of applications. The print quality is not suitable

for commercial communication. It has verv limited capability for color printing. It frequently requires

maintenance due to wear and tear.

lnkjet printer This type of printer belongs to non-impact class. Characters are formed as a result of
electrically charged or heated ink being sprayed in fine jets onto the paper. The printer head consists of
nozzles.Individual nozzles produce high resolution (up to 400 dots per inch or a00 dpi) dot matrix
characters. Magnetized plates in the ink's path direct the ink onto the paper in the desired shape. Inkjet
printers are capable of producing high quality print approaching that produced by laser printers. A
typical inkjet printer provides a resolution of 300 dots per inch, although some newer models offer
higher resolutions. In general, the price of inkjet printers is lower than that of laser printers. However,

they are also considerably slower. Another drawback of inkjet printers is that they require a special

type of ink. Because inkjet printers require smaller mechanical parts than laser printers, they are

especially popular as portable printers.
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Figure 1.20: Inkiet printer

Laser printer This printer also belongs to non-impacr rype. A drum is initially eiectrically charged andthen a high intensity laser beam is uJed tc dischJg. ,"1"';J;;r, on the drum where norhing is to beprinted. These discharged areas correspond to th. irhit" ,r", oi rrr" printed document.

Figure 1.21.: Laser printer
Dry ink or toner is attra.cted to Parts of the drum- with a high charge. The drum rorares and rransfersthe toner to the paper which hr, ,, even greater electrical .Ii..g.. Finally a heater fixes the roner onrothe paper' After printing this page the d..,m i, cleaned uy a"-"[.tr rtii^ii;.-i;;;r..ess conrinues foranother page' These-printers ,t. frr, (6-8 pages per minuie) 

^nd, ^ 
u"ryfigh ;;i";ion (300 - 600 dpi)but are costliest of all the printers.

color Priruters" color printers are the new standard in digital color printing. The complete family ofdigital color printers 
.effectively balances low total .o* oio*rrership with high levels of performanceand productivity to directly benefit your bottom il.. a;;;ared with oth.r-.olo, laser printers, rhenew c5000' c7000 and C90oo Series printers employ ow irrrrorrtive Digital LED and oKI single passcolor technologies.. These technllogie, ,1lo*' 

"". 
-iigi,rl 

priniers ro deliver high-speed,high-resolution, high-quality prir_t ortlrrt, and ,rr-rt.h.i media flexibility, unsurpassed in theindustry' color printers from bKI Priniing Solutions .rrrsi. yo, ro create high-impa6 color repo*s,presentations, mailers,,banners and many or.-h., ,yp., of printed business .o-rri.rr,i.rtions, without theexpense of using outside commercial printers.

Dle sublimation Printers: "Dye-sub" printers were_ among the first photo-quality color computerprinters, emerging in the early r99Os. Sadly:rrost of the prirr't, made -ith these machines had faded bythe time we entered the NewMillennium. Th. lrt.rt dyi*rri'p.lrr.rs allegedly produce more archivalprints but this whole technology seems ro be fading l' frrlo, of ink jet. color management is aproblem with dye-sub, as with ink jet. These are cMyK devices.

Fuiix )000 (and' now 4000): Though rather .long in the tooth, this is the choice of most imagingprofessionals' The Fujix machir", ,Ir., thre. laserl ,o 
"rpor. 

. specially treated ,'donor 
paper,, which isthen thermally developed and transferred onto "receiv", prp..': It is a traditional silver halide processbut one need not maintain chemistry or clean pro..rro.'r.'1;r" Resolution is 4oo dpi on an g.5 x 11
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sheet (Fujix 3500) or 12 x 1g (Fujix 4ooo). Image qualiry is the_best of any printer available, comparable

to an Ilfochrome, and archival qualities ,r. ,.f.rt.d to t" good. The printer is a standard piece o{ office

equipment and the expended donor p"p.i goes back UPS r;o Fuii for recycling and disposal'

Ctniumables cosr $Z-a per page and you-can make transparencies as well as opaque photos.

Barcodc printers:Barcode printers typically come in fixed sizes of 4 inches, 6 inches or 8 inches wide'

Although a number of manufaci.rr.r, have made differing sizes. in the past, most have novr

standardised on these sizes. The main application for these printers is to produce barcode labels for

product and shipping identification.

The printers use a fixed width thermal print head, pressing onto a Paper o_r plastic label, over a driven

rubber roller called a platen. Between th. p.i.rt head and the label is sandwiched a very thin thermal

rransfer ribbol (o1. sometimes called "foil'), which is a polyester film which has been coated on the

label side with a wax, .wax-resin or pure resin "ink". The ribbon is spooled onto reels tp to 625 meters

(1965 feet) long and is dri,ren through the printing mechanism in sync with the labels, at speeds of up

io L2 inches p.-r r..ord (although 6 inches per second is adequate for most applications).

As the label and ribbon are driven beneath the printhead together, tiny pixels across the width of the

printhead are heated and cooled so as ro m.lt th. "ink"off the polyester film and onto the label. This

pro..r, happens very quickly and accounts for the frst ,pe.J of the printers- and is dry instantly'

th.r-rl prirrth""d, are'often 203 dots per inch (8 dots per mm) or 300 dPi-!l? dots per-mm). Though

some manufacturers now make 5oo dpi printers to produce very small barcodes for electronics

industries (ook inside the battery compartment of your mobile phone')

Because of the high print speeds, the label printers have becom e very sophisticated, with powerful

processcrs *rrd 1r.[" ,rr"rrro.y capacities, to ,iio* them to produce the label images to be printed at the

,r-. ,p..d as the 
"print 

,rr..hrrrirrrr. To achieve this speed, aimost all thermal label printers use special

irrt.rr,rl description languages to allow the label to be iaid out inside the printers' memory prior to

printing.

Each manufacturer has their own language and some are very complex and difficult to work with' For

example to print a barcode on a labJl, ih" .orrt.olling computer would send a series of codes to the

prirrt"r, r..q,l"rti.rg a particular barcode type and tp..ifyit g its size and location on the label, along

iirt rh" d"t, to b! prirrt"d as a barcode. The printer will then use pre-defined algorithms to construct

the barcode, keepirrg very strictly to the reiolrtion allowed by the printhead, to create the best

possible barcode'on"rhar'particuiar.type of printer. Barcodes have very strict rules for accurate

printing, ro ensure readability in a wide range of circumstances.

Label printers.. Labels come in two main rypes: Thermal (sometimes referred to as Direct Thermal) and

Thermal Transfer. A huge variety of specialist materials and adhesives are available to suit most

applications. These incl,rie plain white paper packaging labels, durable rating plates, and tamper-

evident labels.

Thermal transfer piruting is one of the commercial areas where Mac-based businesses could be at a

disadvantag" io-pr..d I pClvi"dows equipped offices. Some manufacturers in this market provide

\Tindows Jo-prribl" drivers, barcode ,rrd irb.llirrg software - such as Bartender - bundled with their

products, b.rt *ry not offer equivalent Mac software. Brother, for example, is a major mamrfacturer

ihrt i, cross-piatfo rm/ compatible with Macs. Independent software and driver developers' offerings do

exist and are another opiio., for the Mrc-centeied business. It may be an oPtion to invest in a
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\Tindows PC to handle labelling tasks if your Macs are all oider, but rhe currenr line of Macs also run
\flindows, with dual Operating Systems.

It should be noted that for most professional barcode printers programmeming documenrarion for the
printing protocols used is available at no charge

Therutal ribbons come in three main types - wax, wax-resin or pure resin and are almost always black
(other colors sometimes used are red and blue). These differentlypes are made to print orrro jiff.."r,
label materials and are used when the life of the label needs to U. to"g or rhe labels needs ro survive
harsh environments. \Vax ribbons are for printing onro paper labels, *i.r. the life of the label can be
years but must be kept dry and must not be abraded oi subjected ro cerrain chemicals or oil, which
would melt the wax image. \7ax-resin ribbons product a finer image on very smoorh prp", o. coated
paper labels. The printed image is much more durable than *rt, b,it can stili orrly ,tr.rd ,ligh, .orrrr.,
with water. Finally pure resin ribbons are formulated to prinr onto plastic labels such as"polyester,
polypropylene and vinyl. The "ink" is designed to slightlydissolve irrto o, adhere ro rhe plrrti. ,rrrf"..
of the label and becomes extremely durable, depending on the plastic material and ribbon make used.
Most printer manufacturers offer ribbon/label combinatio.rr *hi.h are known ro work well together,
w.h1ch is particularly important as some combinations produce no image at all. Plastic labels u.ith resin
ribbons will survive outside in full sunlight, can stand immersion in *ater and may be resistant to
chemicals and oils dependent on type. often used in Automotive and Aircraft parrs manufacrure, any
items stored outside and essential for the labellin g o{ hazardous chemicals which -rrrt ,.-ai,
identifiable, for example , after being submerged in ,., *r,., for extended periods.

Thermal pinting technology can be used to produce color images by adhering a wax-based ink onto
qaPer. _As 

the paper and ribbon travel in unison beneath the rhermal print h-ead, the wax-based ink
from the transfer ribbon me-lts onto the paper. \7hen cooled, the wax i, p".-rr.rtly adhered ro rhe
Paper. This type of thermal printer uses a like-sized panel of ribbon fo. er.h prgl ,o be printed,
regardless of the contents of the page. Monochrome piirrt.r, have a black panel ?oi.r.h prj. to b.
printed, 

_while color printers have either three (CMY| or four (CMYK) colored panels fo, 
"rlh 

prg..
Unlike dye-sublimation printers, these printers_cannot vary the dot intensity, which means thrt i*ri.,
must be dithered. Although acceptable in quality, the prirtouts from these printers cannor compare
with modern inkjet printers and color laser printers. Currentll, this type of prirrt.. is rarely ,rr.d fo,
full-page Printing, and is now empioyed for industrial label printing dr. to its waterfastr.r, ,nd speed.
These printers are considered highly reliable due to their imall ,irr-b., of moving parts. prinrours
from color thermal printers are sensitive to abrasion, as the wax ink can be ,.rrp.",J, rubbed off, or
smeared.

1.6 MEMORY

Memory system is a valuable extension in Von Neumann architecture. It is one of the central resources
required for a computer operation. Ivlemory is organizedin words. Each word may ccnsist of one
by"te, two bltes or more. Each memory io,:ation is addressable and has unique fixed address.

A programme resides on a disk as a binarv executabie file. The programme must be brought into
memory and placed within a process for it to be executed. The instructio.rs and data musr b; loaded
into the memory. The address where these components of a programme be loaded is decided,
controlled and managed by the operaring system.
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Assigning an address to an instruction or data or variable is known as binding. The addresses assigned

to high level language programme components residing on a secondary storage device are symbolic
addresses, viz. varrable names, function names etc. Vhen this programme is compiled, the addresses

are translated into relative addresses in the object programme. Another translation of the relative

addresses into relocatable addresses (relocatable address is an address that can be reassigned to a

different physical location) takes place when this object code is linked and loaded into the memory.

Thus, each binding is a mapping from one address space to another address space. The responsibility of
these address translations is basic responsibility of operating systems. How to utilize memory

optimally by manipulating objects in the memory is referred to as memory management.

Dynamic loading of programme r:iers to the strategy in which a routine is not loaded until it is called.

It affects better memory utilization. Dynamic loading does not require any special support from the

oPerating system.

There are in general two types of memories.

o Primary melnory: This type of memory is directly connected to the CPU. They are comparable in
speed to CPU and therefore are expensive. Some of the primary memories (Main memory) are:

* RAM (Random Access Memory): This primary memory is volatile, meaning that it looses its

contents when power is switched off. A typical PC has 64 MB RAM these days.

t ROM (Read Only Memory): This type of memory is fixed into the PC circuitry and is
essentially non-volatile. All the machine-level instructions are stored on it and is provided by
the manufacturer.

* Cache memory; This memoq/ is just like RAM, a little bit faster than RAM. It is used to
compensate the speed difference between CPU and RAM. A typical PC has 128K8 of Cache

memorv these days.

. Secondanjt mernorJt (storage): These storage devices are not directiy connected to the CPLI. Devices

called drive controllers or simply drives sit in between the device and the CPU. Therefore, they
are also referred to as peripherais. These devices have very high storage capacity and are

considerably cheaper. However, they are pretty slow as compared to primary memories.

. Flash Memory.. Flash mernory (sometimes called "flash RAM") is a type of constantly powered
non-volatile memory which means that it stores information on a silicon chip in a way that does

not need power to maintain the information in the chip. It can be erased and reprogrammed in
units of memory called blocks. it is a variation of Eiectrically Erasable Programmeable Read-Only
Memory (EEPROM), which, unlike flash memory, is erased and rewritten at the byte level, which
is slower than flash memory updating. Normal EEPROM only allows one location at a time to be

erased or written, meaning that flash memory can operate at effectively higher speeds when the
system uses it to read and write to different locations at the same time. Flash memory is often used

to hold control code such as the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) in a personal computer. 'When

BIOS needs to be changed (rewritten), the flash memory c^n be written to in block (rather than
byte) sizes, making it easy to update. On the other hand, flash memory is not as useful as Random
Access Memory (RAM) because RAM needs to be addressable at the b1'te (not the block) ievel.

Flash memory offers fast read access times and solid-state shock resistance. These characteristics

explain the popularity of flash memory for applications such as storage on battery-powered devices

like cellular phones and PDAs.
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Flash memory is based on the Floating-Gate Avalanche-Injection Metal Oxide Semicond,ctor(FAMos transistor), which is essentiallly an NMos transistor with an additional conductorsuspended between the gate and source/drain terminals.

Flash memory is made in two forms: NoR flash and NAND flash. The names refer to the type oflogic gate used in each storage ceIl. Flash memory t orr"r^.rr.a in Mp3 players, digital cameras andmobile phones.

tr.6.1 Virtual Memory

virtual memory is a common part of most operating sysrems on desktop computers. It has become socommon because it provides a big benefit to users 
^, ^rrry low cost.

Most cornputers today have something iike 32 or 64 megaby'tes of RAM avaiiable for the cpu to use.unfortunately, that amount of RAM is not enough ,J rrr' all of the pr;;;;-;s that mosr usersexPect to run at once.

For example, if you load.the operating system, an e-mail programme, a \web browser and a wordprocessor into RAM simultaneously,3i megabytes ir rrot.r*.rgh to hold it all. If rhere were no suchthing as virtual memory,. th.r, orr.. you filied up ,rr. r"ril.[L nau your compurer v/ould have tosay' "Sorry, you cannot load any more applications. Please .1or. ,rrother application to load a newone'" \with virtual memory, what the computer can do is look at RAM for areas that have not beenused. recently and copy them onto the hard disk. This frees up space in RAM to load the newapplication.

Eg rrrlror*rr
SitlereS6
A,re**.

Because this copying happens automatically, you don'r even know it is happening, and it makes your
;:::::T"::"-T"J'f":: l: :lt'::d RA&} 

'pT"^_"y.1 'hoysh 
i' ,;; [;];']"s,by-tes instaued.Because hard disk space is so much cheaper rt *r, natu.rrrpt, 

""r]r.'h;;;;..r"r*r."i"tilnl1
Speed Concetns

The read/write speed of a hard drive is much slower than that of RAM, and the technology of a harddrive is not geared toward accessing small pieces of data * . ,i-.. If your sysrem has to rely too

{3tE}reltl6
,+ra.a*
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heavil.v on virrual memory, you will notice a significant performance drop. The key is to ha.,e enough

RAMio handle everyrhing you rend to work on simultaneously - then, the only time you "feel" the

slowness of virtual ,rr.-ory'i, when there's a slight pause \il/hen you're changing tasks- 
'$/hen that's the

case, virtual memory is p.if..t. \When this is not the case, the operating system has to constantly sv/aP

information back and forth between RAM and the hard disk. This is called thrashing, and it can make

your computer feei incredibly slow.

The area of the hard disk rhar stores the RAM image is called a page file. It holds pages of RAM on the

hard disk, and the operaring s1-srem moves data back and forth between the page file and RAM. On a

\X/indows machine, page fiies ha"e a .SIWP extension.

C onfiguing Virtual Ment orY

Take 'Windows 98 as an example of a typical operating s,vstem that has virtual memory' 'Windows 98

has an intelligent virtual memory *r*rg., that uses a default setting to help Vindows allocate hard

drive space fJpir-tual memory as needed. For most circumsrances, this should meet your needs. But

you may wanr ro manually configure virtual memory, especially if you have more than one physical

hard drive or speed-critical applications.

To do this, open the "Control Panel" windori' and double-click on the "System" icon' The syst:m

dialog window will open. Click on the "Performance" tab and then click on the "Virtual Memory"

button.

Click on the option rhat says, "Let me specify my own virtual memory settings'" This will make the

oprions below ,hr, ,rrr"*ent become ,.ii,r.. Click on the drop-dow-n list beside "Hard disk" to select
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the hard drive that you wish to configure virtual memory for. Remember that a good rule of thumb is
to equally split virtual memory berween rhe physical hard disks you have.

In the "Minimum" box, enter the smallest amount of hard drive space you wish to use for virtual
memory on the hard disk specified. The amounts are in megabl'tes. For ,h. "C" drive, the minimum
should be 2 megabl.tes. The "Maximum" figure can be anl.thing you like, but one possible upper limit
is twice the physical RAM space. Windows default is normaiy 12 megabyt, ,bor. the amount of
physical RAM in your computer. To put the new serrings into effect, cllse'the dialog box and restarr
your computer.

1.5.2 Memory Allocation

The amount of hard drive space you allocate for virtual memory is important. If you allocate too little,
you will get "Out of Memory" errors. If you find that you need to keep incrlasing the size of the
virtual memory, you probably are also finding that your ryrt.- is sluggish and accesses the hard drive
constantly. In that case, you should consider buying more RAM to k..p the ratio between RAM and
virtual memory about 2_:1.. Some applications enjoy having lots of virtual memory space but do not
access it very much. In that case, large paging files work well.

one trick that can improve the performance of vinual memory (especially when large amounrs of
virtual memory are needed) is to make the minimum and maximumiizes of the virtui'l memory file
identical. This forces the operating system to allocate the entire paging file when you srarr the
machine. That keeps the paging file from having to gros/ *-hil" proirrlrrr., are running, which
improves performance. M1y video applications ,ecommend this iechlnique ro avoid pauJs while
reading or writing video information between hard disk and tape.

Another factor in the performance of virtual memory is the location of the page file. If your sysrem
has multiple physical hard drives (not multiple drive lefiers, bur actual dri""ri you can .pr."d ,h.
work among them by making smaller page files on each drive. This ri-pi. modification will
significantly speed up any sysrem that makes heavy use of virtual memory.
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Main Meneory Unit

The main memory, also known as the primary memory, is a part of the central processing unit and is a

combination of both RAM (R.andom Access Mernory) and ROM (Read Only Memory)'

Random Access Memory

The random access memory is a read-write memory i.e. information can be read as well as written into
this type of memory. It is volatile in nature, i.e., the information it contains is lost as soon as the

system is shut down, unless it is 'saved' by the user for further usage. It is basically used to store

programmes and data during the computer's operation.

RAM Basics

A memory chip is an Integrated Circuit (IC) made of millions of transistors and capacitors. In the most

common form of computer memory, Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM), a transistor and a

capacitor are paired to create a memory cell, which represents a single bit of data. The capacitor holds

the bit of information - a O or a 1. The transistor acts as a switch that lets the control circuitry on the

memory chip read the capacitor or change its state.

For dynamic memory to work, either the CPU or the memory controller has to come along and

recharge all of the capacitors holding a 1 before they discharge. To do this, the memory controller
reads the memory and then writes it right back. This refresh operation happens automatically
thousands of times per second.

This refresh operation is where dynamic RAM gets its name. Dynamic RAM has to be dynamically
refreshed all of the time or it forgets what it is holding. The downside of all of this refreshing is that it
takes time and slows down the memory.

Memory cells are etched onto a silicon wafer in anarray of columns (bitlines) and rows (wordline$.
The intersection of a bitline and wordline constitutes the address of the memory cell.

DRAM works by sending a charge through the appropriate column (CAS) to activate the transistor at

each bit in the column. \7hen writing, the row lines contain the state the capacitor should take on.
\7hen reading, the sense-amplifier determines the level of charge in the capacitor. If it is more than 50

percent, it reads it as a 1; otherwise it reads it as a 0. The counter tracks the refresh sequence, based on
which rows have been accessed and in what order. The length of time necessary to do all this is so

short that it is expressed in nanoseconds ftillionths of a second), A memory chip rating of 70ns means

that it takes 70 nanoseconds to completely read and recharge each cell.

Memory cells alone would be worthless without some way to get information in and out of them. So

the memory cells have a whole support infrastructure of other specialized circuits. These circuits
perform functions such as:

. Identifying each row and column (row address select and column address select)

o Keeping track of the refresh sequence (counter)

. Reading and restoring the signal from a cell (sense amplifier)

. Telling a cell whether it should take a charge or not (write enable)

Other functions of the memory controller include a series of tasks that include identifying the type,

speed and amount of memory, and checking for errors.
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Static RAM uses a comPletely different technology. In static RAM, a form of flip-flop holds each bit ofmemory' A flip-flop for a memory cell takes foui or six rransistors alorrg *ith some wiring, but neverhas to be refreshed' This makes static RAY significantly faster than dynamic RAM. However,
because it has more Parts, a static memory cell ,rf", ,rp ,l'o, -o.. space on a chip thm a dynamicmemory cell' Therefore, you get less memory p", .hip, and that -rk., static RAM a lor moreexpensive.

So static RAM is fast and expensive, and dynamic RAM is less expensive but slower. so static RAM isused to create the CPU's speed-sensitive cache, while dynamic RAM forms the larger sysrem RAM
sPace.

Memory Modules

Memory chips in desktop computers originally used a pin configuration called Dual Inline package
(DIP)' This pin configuration could b" ,oii.r"i into holes on the lr-prt.r,, -ort .ruo"rd or pluggedinto a socket that was soldered on the motherboard. This method worked fine when compurerstypically operated on. a couple of megabltes or less of RAM, but as the need for memory grew, rhenumber of chips needing space on the moiherboard increased.

The solution was to place the memory chips, along with all of the supporr componenrs, on a separatePrinted Circuit Board (PCB) that could th"r, b._pl.rgged into 
" ,p".iri .orrr,..,t, (memory bank) onthe motherboard. Most of th-ese chips use a Smali oi,"ttlrr.l-l:id Qo) pin configuration, bur quite afew manufacturers use the Thin S-mail outline Package"(fson; .""figrrrtioi as well. The keydifference between these newer pin types_and the origirr"al Dttr configuration is that SoJ and Tsopchips are surface-mounted onto the PbB. In other *oidr, the pins are soldered directly to the surfaceof the board, not inserted in holes or sockets.

Memory chips are normally only available as pan of a card called a module. you,ve probably seenmemory listed as 8 x 32 or 4 x 16. These numbers represent the number of the chips multiplied by thecapacity of each individual chip, which i, m"rr.rr.iin Megabits (Mb), or or" ,,,litio, bits. Take theresult and divide it by eight to get the number 
?f ry:gluies on that module. For exampl e, 4 x 32means that the module has four 32-megabit.chips. Mult iity'+ ty 32 and,you get 12g megabits. Since weknow that a by'te has 8 bits, we need ro di',rid. orr...r.rlt o f tzs'ay g. our r.Jrl, i, 15 megabl.tes!

The type of board and connector used for RAM in desktop compurers has evolved over the past fewyears' The first types were proprietary, meaning that difLrenr computer manufacturers developedmemory boards that would work only with their Ipecific sysrems. Then came SIMM, which stands forsingle in-line memory module. This memory board ,r"d , 3o-pin connecror and was about 3.5 x .25inches in size (about 9 x 2 cm).In most computers, you had to install SIMMs in pairs of equal capacityand speed' This was because the width of the brx i, ,no.. thrr, , single SIMM. ro, .*r-ple, you wouldinstall two S-megauy,". 
SB) sIMMs to get 15 megabl.tes of total RAM. Each SIMM could send g bitsof data at one time, while the system bus could h"rrr&. 16 bits at a time. Later SIMM boards, slighdylarger at 4'25 x 1 inch (about ll x 2.5 cm), used 

^ 
72-pin ,onnector for increased bandwidth andallowed for up to 256 MB of RAM. 

r rvr ,rurL4Jl
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Figure 1.22 Fromthe Top: SIMM, DIMM and SODIMM Memory Modules

Common Ram Types

o SRAM: Static Random Access Memory uses multiple transistors, typically four to six for each

memory cell, but doesn't have a capacitor in each cell. It is used primarily for cache.
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DRAM: Dynamic Random Access Memory has memory cells each with a paired transistor and
capacitor, requiring consranr refreshing.

FPMDRAM: Fast Page Mode Dynamic Random Access Memory was the original form of DRAM.
It waits through the entire process of locating a bit of data by column and row and then reading
the bit before it starts on the next bit. The maximum rransfer rare ro L2 cache is approximately
176 MBPS.

EDO DRAM: Extended Data-out Dynamic Random Access Memory does nor wait for the entire
the processing of the first bit before continuing to the next one. As soon as the address of the first
bit is located, EDO DRAM begins looking for the next bit. It is about five percent faster than
FPM. The maximum transfer rate ro L2 cache is approxim ately 264 MBPS.

SDBAM: Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory takes advantage of the burst mode
concePt to greatly improve performance. It does this by staying on rhe row containing the
requested bit and moving rapidly through the columns, reading each bit as it goes. The idea is that
most of the time the data needed by the CPU will be in sequence. SDRAM is about five percent
faster than EDO RAM and is the most common form in desktops today. The maxim.rm iransfe.
rate to L2 cache is approximately 528 MBPS.

DDR SDRAM: Double Data Rate S,vnchronous Dynamic RAM is just like SDRAM except that is
has higher bandwidth, meaning greater speed. The maximum transfer rate to L2 cache is
approximately 1,064 MBPS (for DDR SDRAM 133 MHZ).

RDRAM: Rambus Dynamic Random Access Memory is a radical departure from the previous
DRAM architecture. Designed by Rambus, RDRAM uses a Rambus In-line Memory Module
(RIMM), which is similar in size and pin configuration to a standard DIMM. What makes
RDRAM so different is its use of a special high-speed data bus called the Rambus channel.
RDRAM memory chips work in parallel to achieve a data rate of 800 MHz, or 1,500 MBPS. Since
they operate at such high speeds, they generate much more heat than other rypes of chips. To help
dissipate the excess heat Rambus chips are fitted with a heat spreader, which looks like a long thin
wafer. Just like there are smaller versions of DIMMs, there are also SO-RIMMs designed for
notebook computers.

Credit Card Memoryt: Credit card memory is a proprietary self-contained DRAM memory module
that plugs into a special slot for use in notebook computers.

PCMCIA Memory Card: Another self-containeci DRAM module for notebooks, a card of this type
is not proprietary and should work with an1'notebook computer whose system bus matches the
memory card's configuration.

CMOS RAM: CMOS RAM is a term for the small amount of memory used by the computer and
some other devices to remember things like hard disk settings. This memory uses a small battery
to provide it with the power it needs to maintain the memory contents.

VRA-NI: VideoRAM, also known as MultiPort Dynamic Random Access Memory (MPDRAM), is
atype of RAM used specifically for video adapters or 3-D accelerarors. The "multiporr" parr comes
from the fact that VRAM normally has two independenr access ports instead of one, aliowing the
CPU and the graphics processor to access the RAM simultaneously. VRAM is located on rhe
graphics card and comes in a variety of formats, marly of which are proprietary. The amount of
VRAM is a determining factor in the resolution and color depth of the display. VRAM is also used
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to hold graphics-specific information such as 3-D geometry data and rexrure maps. True multiporr
VRAM tends to be expensive, so today, many graphics cards use SGRAM (synchronous graphics
RAM) instead. The performance is ne,,rly the same, but SGRAM is cheaper.

Read Only Memory (ROM)

The Read Only Memory contains non-volatile or permanent informarion. As the name suggesrs, the
information contained in this type of memory can only be read; it cannot be altered o. o',rer*.itt.r.
Information is entered into the ROM chip at the time of manufacturing. ROM chips are used for
applications which require a permanent information, for example, a programme for the functioning of
the visual display unit, or a programme for controlling the working of a washing machine etc.

\7ith the advent of technology, erasable ROMs have become available. \7e shall discuss these and
other ROM's in the following section.

Types of ROM

. Programmeable Rcad Onljt Memory QROM); A PROM program is used to record information in
the PROM chip. Information once programmed into the PROM chip is permanenr and cannot be
changed or erased. The process of entering the informarion into the PROM chip is known as
"burning the PROM." PROM chips are seldom used in modern day computers, bur they still find
their use in devices where a permanent ROM is required.

. Masked Rcad onlg Memoryt (MROM): In the masked ROM, the information is permanently
recorded by the masking and metallization process. It is not easy to perform this process as a large
infrastructure is required, and, therefore, it is usually the manufacturers who perform this process-.

. Erasable Programmeable Read Only Memory @PROM); An EPROM is an erasable PROM. An
EPROM can be (re) programmed using an EPROM programmer. Exposing it to high intensity
ultraviolet light for 30 minutes (approximately) can erase the conrenrs of an EPROM chip. An
ultraviolet source with a wavelength of 2537A (angstrom) is used for this purpose. The process of
changing the contents is not convenient, as the chip has to be removed from the toard for
exPosure to the ultraviolet light source. Another disadvantage is that the user can'r erase the
contents of a single memory location, and the entire memory contents have to be erased. The
EPROM chip is cheap, reliable and widely available.

o Electrically Erasable Programmeable Rcad Only Memorlt (EEPROM)I EEPROM is an electrically
erasable PROM. The use of electrical signals can alter the information, and so the chip need not be
removed from the board. One major advantage that this chip has over rhe EPROM is that even a
single memory cafl be altered, i.e., the entire memory need not be erased and reprogrammed,
unless so required. The change in the contents of the EEPROM chip is made in milliseconds,
which is much less than the erasing time for EPROM.

o Non-aolatile RAM: A non-volatile RAM combines a static RAM and EEPROM. Such a device
oPerates as normal RAM but, in case of power-failure, the entire contents of the RAM are stored in
EEPROM. \7hen the power is restored, the data from EEPROM is transferred back to the RAM.

The main memory is a fast memory, i.e., it has small access time. It is because of its limited capacity that it
is fast. The main memory contains the programmes that are currently being worked on. It passes on this
information to the control unit as and when required. In case, the CPU wanrs to access some data that is
present in a secondary storage device, this data is first transferred to the main memory and then processed.
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The main memory is for costlier than the secondary srorage devices. Although the ROM IC's of
various computers do not vary much in their capacities, the RAM chips are available in wide ranges of
storage capacities. In fact, the capacity of the random access memory is an imporrant specification of a
comPuter.

A larger RAM means that larger programmes (in terms of memory) can be loaded and executed.
Suppose you want to nrn a 58-KB programme on a machine with 64-KB. This means that the whole
Programme cannot be loaded into the main memory, at once resulting in either the non-execution of
the programme or 

^ 
yery slow execution.

A 64-K memory means that there are approximately 54OOO (65,536 to be precise) storage locations
which can store 1 bit of data each.

Different memories can be classified on the basis of their concepts:

l. Access Mofu; \(hich means how easily they are accessible.

2. Aecess Tbne: The average time required to reach a storage location and obtain its content is called
access time.

3. Transfer Rate:The transfer rate is the number of characters or words that a device can transfer per
second after it has been positioned at the beginning of the record.

4. Capaciti and Cost: The capacity and cost may depend upon the requirement and the budget.

The main memory has a very low access time and a very high transfer rate. It is limited in capacity and
costlier than secondary storage devices.

1.6.3 Cache Memory

The cache memory lies in the path between the processor and the main memory. The cache memory.
has lesser access time than the main memory and is faster than the main memory. A cache memory
may have an access time of 100ns, while the main memory may have an access time of 700ns.

The cache memory is very expensive and is limited in capacity. Earlier, cache memories were available
separately, but the latest microprocessors contain the cache memory on rhe chip itself.

The need for the cache memory arises because of the mismatch between the speeds of the main
memory and the CPU. The CPU clock as discussed earlier is very fasr, whereas rhe main memory
access time is comparatively slower. Hence, no matter how fast the processor is, the processing speed
depends more on the speed of the main memory (the $rength of a chain is the strength of its weakest
link). It is because of this reason that a cache memory, having access time closer to the processor speed,
was introduced.

The cache memory stores the programme (or its part) currently being executed or which may be
executed within a short period of time. The cache memory also stores temporary datathatthe CPU
may frequently require for manipulation.

The cache memory works according to various algorithms, which decide what information it has to
store. These algorithms work out the probability to decide which data would be most frequently
needed. This probability is worked out on the basis of past observations.
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1.7 STORAGE DEVICES

Primary memory (especially RAM) stores the data, instructions and information temporarily during
processing by CPU. \7hen the computer is switched off, this memory gets erased. How does a

comPuter store the data, information and software permanently, so that they can be retrieved
whenever required? Certainly, there must be some storage devices in the computer. Now, we will
discuss about different Storage Devices, sometimes also called as Secondary Memory Devices.

There are mafiy storage devices used with microcomputers. Some of the common storage devices are

explained below and are shown in Figure 1.23.

Floppy Disk Drives

(3.5' E 5.25) Hard Disk Drive CD ROM Drive

Figure 1..23: Common Storage Devices

Data is stored inside a computer in the memory. The storage capacity of a memory device is measured
in the following units:

l Nibble

1 Byte

l Kiloby'te (KB)

l Megabyte (MB)

l Gigabyte (GB)

1 Terabl.te (TB)

These devices are non-volatile. The stored data remains there as long as nor erased intentionally.

1..7.1. Magnetic Storage Devices

This type of storage device has a layer of coating of some magnetic substance on a rigid or flexible
surface. The drive is equipped with a read-write head assembly that can convert the data and
instructions represented in the form of O and 1 into some form of magnetic signal. These magnetic
signals can then be stored on the medium.

. Floppl disks: Floppy disk was introduced by IBM. The first floppy disks used to be 8-inch in
diameter. As it got smaller and smaller gradually it started being called diskette. Next smaller

: 4 bits

: 8 bits

: 1024 Bytes (21')

: 1024 KB

: t024MB

: 1024 GB
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diskette was 5.25-inch in diameter. These days 3.5-inch diameter diskettes having 1.44 MB srorage
space are most Popular on microcomputers_ for storing data and programmel. Yo., arr, .rriiy
calculate that as many as 400 pages of printed book can be stored o, , ,i.ril" floppy disk.

A- floppy disk is provided x'ith a small sliding switch called write-protect notch. If this switch is on
(that is when you can see through the whole from one side to antther) nothing can be wrirren on
the disk. This facilitates data safety. If this switch is on your data cannot be deleied.

Figure 1.24: Floppy Disk

Hard disks: Hard disks have existed since 1950s. Earlier they used to be 20 inches in diameter,
holding just a fe* megabytes. Hard disks have hard platters that hold the magnetic medium, as
opposed to the flexible plastic film found in tapes and floppies. A hard disk is .61" ,o store a large
amount of information in-a small space (usually 4OGB). A hard disk can also access any of iis
information in a fraction of a second.

Unlike floppy disks hard disks are packed with the drive itself. A typical hard-disk drive looks like
the one shown below.

Figure 1.25: Hard Disk

Hard disks have very_large capacity. They are thus used to srore dara and programmes rhar are
very frequently used. Because of rl.i, fast speed they mostly acr as acrive storage or online srorage
rather than backup storage.

Hard disk drives are fixed inside the computer casing and hence are nor easily removable. They
are not as portable as floppy disks are. However, some hard disks are detachable and can be
inserted into a drive just like floppy disks.

SlldHtgrh&r
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Hard disks are very delicate and can easily get damaged if some pressure is applied on the drive. It
can also get damaged if it suffers jerks when it is being carried from one place to anorher. It is also
very sensitive to power fluctuations.

. Magnetic tapes: Magnetic tapes are similar to the tapes that you see in audio cassetres or video
cassettes. Large computer systems use this medium for data storage purposes mostly as data
backup. They are strictly sequential access media. Tapes are divided into tracks (usually 7 or 9 in
number) running parallel to the length of the tape. One of the tracks is used to detect data
transmission errors and to control them. Magnetic tapes can store as much as 10GB of data. It is
reusable. You can erase it and rewrite new data. It has high data transfer rate and is yet cheap.
However, the main disadvantage of a magnetic tape is that it allows only sequential access. The
records cannot be easily updated and modified without copying them on anorher medium. Tapes
are not long lasting and are very r'ulnerable to heat and -rgrr"ti. disturbances.

. Zip disks: Zip disks are similar in looks to floppy disks. They are slightly bigger and thicker than
floPpy disks. On a Zip disk however, the magnetic coating is of much higher quality. The
read/write head is significantly smaller than that of a floppy disk (by a factor of 10 or so). The
smaller head, combined with a head positioning mechanism similar ro that used in a hard disk
enables aZip drive to pack thousands of tracks per inch on the track surface.Zip drives also use a

variable number of sectors per track to make the best use of disk space. All of rhese things
combine to create a floppy disk that holds a huge amount of data.

Their capacity typically lies between 1OOMB and 25OMB, making them ideally suited for backing
up data and programmes from the hard disks.

1.7,2 Optical Storage Devices

In these types of storage media signals stored are in the form of light. 0's and 1's are converted into
light information and is stored on the media by read-write head assembly of the driver. Conversely,
while reading the disk, bit-pattern of 0's and 1's srored on it are generated.

o CD-ROM: CD-ROM stands for Compact Disk-Read Only Memory. It is an optical disk impressed
with a series of spiral pits in a flat surface. A CD is burnt by high-intensity laser beams in bit-
pattern form which can be read optically by laser.

Wffi. --Wr
-ffiitl#l

Figure 1.25: CD-ROM

The optical disk is a random access storage medium; information can be easily read from any point
on the disk. A standard CD-ROM can store up to 650Mb of data, with 14,500 tracks per inch (tpi).
That is equivalent in space to as many as 465 floppy disks! \X/ith this capaciry, an entire
encyclopedia can be stored on a CD. Not only text but animation, video and sound can also be
stored.
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\Triting data and/or programmes on a CD is known as burning the CD. There are CDs on which
data and programmes can be written only once bur can be read any number of times. Such CDs
are called write-once CDs. There are other CD-ROMs where information can be wrirren onto
them by the user. These are called read/writable CD-Rs and these are becoming a popular and
cheap method for storage. \7ith the help of CD-\Triter (CD\rR) drive you can use such disks
agarn and again.

' DVD-R\M:DYD stands for Digital Versatile Disks. They look identical to a CD-ROM. However,
DVD can store between 4JG8 and 17GB of dara. They are used for storage of high quality video
and audio applications. Movies are frequenrly stored on DVDs.

' CD-Recordable: CD-R: (for compact disc, recordable) is a type of write once, read many (worm)
comPact disc (CD) format that allows one-time recording on a disc. The CD-R (as well'as rh;
CD-R\f) format was introduced by Philips and Sony in iheir 1988 specificarion joc.rm"rrt, th"
Orange Book. Prior to the release of the Orange Book, CDs had been read-only audio (CD-Digiral
Audio, described in the Red Book), to be played in CD players, and multimedia (CD-RbU), tI be
played in computers' CD-ROM drives. After the Orange Book, any user with a CD recorder drive
could create their own CDs from their desktop compurers.

' CD-Rewrita&/e; CD-R\7 (for compact disc, rewriteable) is a compact disc (CD) format that allows
repeated recording on a disc. The CD-RV format was introdu..J by H"*iett-iackard, Mitsubishi,
Philips, Ricoh, and Sony, in a 1997 supplement to Philips and Sony's Orange Book. CD-R\7 is
Orange Book III (CD-MO was I, while CD-R was II). Prior to the release of th" Orange Book,
CDs had been read-only audio (CD-Digital Audio, described fully in the Red Book), to b"e playej
in CD players, and multimedia (CD-ROM), to be played in computers' CD-ROM drives. Aiter
the Orange Book, any user with a CD Recorder drive could create their own CDs from their
desktop comPuters. CD-R\7 drives can write both CD-R and CD-R\7 discs and can read any type
of CD.

Short for CD-Rewritable disk, a type of CD disk that enables you to wrire onro it in multiple
sessions. One of the problems with CD-R disks is that you can only write to rhem once. \firh Cb-
R\W drives and disks, you can treat the optical disk just like a floppy or hard disk, writin g data
onto it multiple times.

The first CD-R\7 drives became available in mid-1997. They can read CD-ROMs and can write
onto today's CD-R disks, but they cannot write on normal CD-ROMs. This means that disks
created with a CD-R\7 drive can only be read by a CD-RV drive. However, a new srandard called
MultiRead, developed jointly by Philips Electronics and Hewlett-Packard, will enable CD-ROM
players to read disks create by CD-R\( drives.

Many experts believe that CD-R\7 disks will be a popular srorage medium until DVD devices
become widely available.

' Photo CD: Photo CD is a system introduced by Kodak for digitizing and storing black and white
or color negatives or transparencies on compact disks your .o*p,.rt.i can read. Each disk can hold
about 100 high quality images.

You can have a Photo CD made from your film at the same time it is developed, or you can have a
disk made from a collection of slides or cut negarives. The first method is^more conyenienr and
costs less per frame; the second method lets yor"choose the images you want scanned and usually
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costs less overall. You can also have images appended to an existing Photo CD; this creates what is
called a multisession disk.

Regardless of whether you start with a negative or a slide, your photographs are stored on the CD
as positive images, and you can get excellent results from either. Kodak does not currently offer a

service for scanning prints to Photo CD - to do this you will either need a flatbed scanner or you
will need to photograph the prints and send in the film to be developed and scanned.

Fill in the blanks:

G) Motherboard is called ..... Board also.

(b) Input devices are used to input data, information and instructions into the

(.) Scanner is widely used in ..... applications.

(d) COM is a technique to produce output on a .......... media.

1.8 LET US SUM UP

Hardware refers to the physical component of a computer. The harware components are classified into
7 types - (i) Motherboard, (ii) Input Devices, (iii) Output devices, (iv) Storage Devices, (v) Cards,
(vi)Ports and Cords and (vii) Powersupply. Motherboard contains mainly the CPU chip, memory
chip, I/O interface, expansion slots and logic circuits. Keyboard and Mouse are the basic input devices

of today's PC. Trackball, Light Pen, Touch Screen, Joystick, Digitizer, Scanner, Optical Character
Reader (OCR), Bar Code Reader, and Voice Input Devices are the other input devices that are used for
various special purposes. Monitor and Printer are the main output devices of a PC. There are many
types of monitors primarily based either on the quality of output. Printers are also of many types
depending upon their printing quality and speed. Plotter, another output device, is used to print high
quality graphics and drawings. Computer Output Microfilm (COM) is also an output device which is
used to produce output on a microfilm media. 'Winchester Disk (hard disk), Floppy Disk, Compact
Disk (CD), Magnetic Disk, Video Disk and Magneto Optical 0{O) Disk are the main storage devices

of a computer. Cards, Cords and Ports are the other important hardware components. Powersupply is

considered as the 'Heart' of a PC, because it provides the power source to a computer.

1.9 KEY\T/ORDS

OCR' Optical Character Reader

CD.'Compact Disk

MO:Magneto Optical

COM: Computer Output Microfilm

UPJ.' Uninterrupted Power Supply

Ctrll-' Constant Voltage Transformer

Your
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1.10 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1. Define hardware. Discuss, in brief, the classification of hardware componenrs of a microcompurer.

2. 'What 
is a motherboard? \7rite the names of various components of motherboard.

3. Name the basic input devices of a PC and explain their functions in brief.

4. 'What is a trackball? How does it differs from mouse and joystick?

5. Name the input device used:

(r) to create drawings and pictures

(b) for digitizing photographs and documents

6. Explain the differences between CGA, EGA and SVGA monirors. \fhich of these monitors has
the best quality display?

7. \7hat is the difference between impact and non-impact printers? Classify the following caregory
of printers as impact (I) or non-impact (N) printer and write their functions.

8. Explain the difference between character,line and page printers. Give examples.

Check Your Progress:

(") System board

(b) RAM

G) Desktop Publishing

(d) Microfilm

Model Answer

1.11 SUGGESTED READINGS
Ramesh Bangia, Business Systems, Laxmi Publication.

Roben J Thierauf, Data Processingfor Business and Management,John lViley Er Sons.

Elias M. Awad, Business Data Processing, Prentice-Hall.

Gershon J. \7heeler, Donlan F. Jones, Business Data Processing An Introductioz, Addison-Wesley Pub. Co.

Barbara J. Burian, Stuan S. Fink, Business Data Processing, Prentice-Hall.
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2.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Define computer software

. Describe the basic types of software

o Explain the operating sysrem

2.1 INTRODUCTION
A commercial organization performs various activities. The importanr ones among them include
financial accounting, inventory control, and payroll. Most of these activities 

^r, 
, rrr"d out manually.

As the dimensions of these activities increase, the organization may prefer to mechani ze the activitils
to operate smoothly. Computer manufacturers have come to the rescue of business organizations.
They have developed packages/programmes, for carrying our rhe activities like payroll prep"rrtion,
inventory control, invoicing system, and financial accounting. This lesson discusses these four
important computerized applications in detail.
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\7hen we consider the payroll problem, it is obligatory on the part of every.employer ro pay rhe
wag€s to employees within a prescribed time limit. \7hen the number of employees is large, it is
preferred to have a computerized system of preparing the pay bills rather tiran manual ones. A
comPuter software package on payroll thus becomes an integral part of a large business
organtzation.

Similarly, financial accounting is another field where computerization can play animportant role. The
financial accounting package is one which helps the organtzation in preparing various financial
rePorts, ledgers, and journals of monetary transactions. In alarge production-oriented organization, it
is essential to have a control over the investment in inventory of raw materials. A computerized
inventory control system can reduce considerable amounr of time in processing the data which is
necessary to control inventory.

2.2 EXPLANATION OF COMPUTER SOFT\TARE

Software can make a computer perform many tasks. \7ho creares software? Qualified and trained users
create software. These .rr.r, ,r. called programmers. Programmers also ,rri .o*p,rrers for creating
Programmes. They require tools for writing a programme, for converting the programmes intJ
machine instructions and for executing the programmes.

The software that allows programmers to develop programmes and software is known as software
development tool. These tools provide to the programmers ease of designing and developing software
having desired functions. Some of the popular software development tools are - Visual-Basic, Visual
C+ +, Java, etc.

File Management Utilities

These utilities provide file management capabilities like copying, comparing, searching, listing and
sorting the files. Although these features are offered by mafly operaring sysrems, utility prog.rir-.,
provide better user-friendly environment along with some additional featrres. Norton Utilities (NU)
and PC TooLS are the mosr commonly used file managemenr utiliries.

Data Compression U tilities

These utilities compress or decompress files that are stored on floppy and hard disks. As compressed
files take uP very less space in disks, data compression utilities ,r" *id.ly used during copying of dat,
from hard disk to floppy disks. PKZIPIPKUNZIP programmes are commonly ,m"d.*r*plei of data
compression utilities.

Diagnostic Utilities

These utilities can detect bugs (errors in hardware/software) in computers. For insrance, the problems
of floppy and hard disks can easily be detected by a popular utility programme called Norton Disk
Doctor (NDD). QAPlus and Disk Manager (DM) are other examples of utilities that can detect and
remove many bugs in storage devices, software and other components of computers.

Virus Detection and Rcmoaal Utilities

These utilities are used to detect and eradicate the different types of viruses. Before discussing their
importance, let us first discuss, what is a Virus?
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Virus is an unauthorised software that is used to invade and disrupt the normal working of computer.
Like biological viruses, computer virus spreads from one computer to another generally through
floppy disks. There are m ny problems caused by viruses like damage of daa,loss of user interface,
unexpected screen messages, system crashes etc. The potential problems caused by viruses in today's
organisational computer systems are the worst. There are many types of viruses and their numbers is

increasing day by day. The users and managers must take precautionary measures to control the spread

of these viruses.

There are many utilities, such as Nashscan, SmartDog, Dr. Soloman's Anti-Virus Toolkit etc. that can

detect and remove most of the viruses and are popularly called as Virus Scanners. These virus scanners

must be upgraded from time to time for detection and removal of new viruses.

Text Editing Utilities

These utilities are used to create, edit and print the non-document texts such as programmes, data etc.

Norton Editor (I.{E) is the most common example of text editor. Most operating systems, including
DOS, also has inbuilt text editor programme

P e rfo rmance Mo nit o ing U tilitie s

These utilities provide information about the efficiency of computer working. For instance, QAPlus,
PC Tools and Norton Utilities provide performance monitoring capabilities by providing information
about speed, storage capacity and other features of the system.

Spooling Utilities

In multi-user,/networking environments, the input and output devices are generally slow. In such

environment, the processing of computer is also slowed down. To control the computer from being
slowed down, the spooling programmes are used. spooling (Simultaneous Peripheral Opcrations
Onl-ine) programme is used to buffer data for the printer and remote batch terminals. This
programme sends the output to the disk and printer does not interact with CPU during printing.
Spooling utilities are used mainly in computer systems with multi-user/networking environment.

2.2.1 Definition

Software is a collection of computer programmes that allows the users to use the computer for a

specific purpose. '$Tithout software the hardware can do nothing useful. No software no work! By
creating appropriate software a computer may be made to do almost an1'thing under its capability.
Software, loaded into the primary memory, is lost the moment power supply to the memory is

switched off. Therefore, software is usually stored on secondary storage devices so that you do not
have to enter it into the computer's memory each time through an input device. A sortruare is a
progra.nTnTe or set of instructions, utbicb is required to use tlte computer. Many types of software are

available for various applications. The software development field is so advanced that day by day
existing software are becoming outdated and new software are coming in the market. So, we must get
aware of the latest developments in the software industry.

2.2.2 Application

Software that are required for general and special purpose applications like database management,
word processing, accounting etc. are called Application Software. Some of the examples of application
software are dBASE,'S7ord Star, Tally etc. Application software are developed using system software
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by Application Programmers. Application software can be further classified into following two
tyPes:

(r) General Purpose Application Software (Database Management Packages, '$7ord 
Processors,

Spreadsheets etc.)

(ir) Special Purpose Application Software (Accounting, Inventory, Production Management etc.)

2.3 BASIC TYPES OF SOFT\TARE

Software can be classified on a number of different bases. On the basis of the purpose served, they can
be classified as follows:

1. System software

2. Applicationsoftware

2.3.1 System Software

All the hardware components are also referred to as hardware resources. System sofrware is the
collection of programmes that control the functioning of all the hardware resources directly. No
computer hardware exists in operational condition rnless it is equipped with system software.

System software is not directly visible to the users. Most of the system software automatically gets

loaded into the main memory when the computer system is switched on.

The most important system software is an operating system. An operating system is system software
that controls the functions of all the resources. \flithout this a user cannot do an1'thing with a

computer. Operating systems are responsible for getting commands or a programme from a user and
getting it executed by the relevant hardware. You have to learn the commands of an operating system
to interact with the computer running that operating system. It also controls the storage and retrieval
of data and programmes to and from secondary storage devices. The relation between operating
system, hardware and application software is shown in figure shown below:

Hardware

Operating
System

User

Figure 2.1: Relationships between Hardware and User

There are a number of operating systems available to the computer-users, these days. Some of the most
popular ones for personal computers are:

(r) DOS (Disk Operating Sgstem): DOS was the most popular operating system used on personal
computers before the advent of \ilindows operating system. It was developed by Microsoft

I

I
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Corporation for IBM (International Business Machines) Personal Computers (PCs) and IBM
comPatible computers. It was small in size and could be stored on a single floppy disk, thus the
name. It has been now replaced with \Windows operating system almost entirely. IBM created its
own version of DOS later on. It was named PC-DOS to differentiate it from Microsoft's version
of DOS which is subsequently known as MS-DOS.

(ir) Windows: This operating system was also developed by Microsoft Corporation. It has become the
most PoPular operating system on personal computers. The most importanr feature of this
oPerating system is that it uses Graphical User Interface (GUI). In GUI system, the tasks are
represented as small icons. Using a pointing input device like a mouse, a user can selecr a task and
execute it by clicking at it. The earliest version of this user-friendly operaring sysrem was
Microsoft \Windows 3.0 released in early 9Os, \Tindows was well taken by the personal compurer
community. Since then the'S7indows has undergone a number of revisions resulting in \ilindows
3.1, 'Windows 95, 

'Windows 
98, \Windows NT to the latest versions \Tindows 2000 and \flindows

XP. Thls has been done in order to cater to the emerging computing environments and increasing
needs.

$i1) oslz: This operating system was designed for more powerful microcompurers.

(iv) tutaAntosZ; This operating system has been developed for Apple computers. It has very
user-friendly and powerful GUI.

(") UNrx This is a multi-user, multi-processing and multi-tasking operating system. It is very popular
with bigger compurers like mini compurers.

(vi) rrNux This operating system was developed based on UNIX. It is available to the user for free.
It is very useful for website development and hosting oq the Interner. It has very rich and
powerful set of networking functions.

If installed on a computer, operating systems load automatically into the memory once the compurer
is started without any intervention from the users. This process is called bootstrapping or booting.

2.3.2 Application Software

Computer is a general purpose machine. It implies that if you load appropriate software the computer
can play a song, can let you play games, can allow you to print salary details of employees of a
company, and so on.

The software that instructs the computer to perform some specific set of tasks pertaining to one
application is known as application software. There are wide varieties of application sofrware available
in the market. For each purpose there are many application sofrware. You have to install these
software on a machine on the top of the operating sysrem to ger ir up and running.

Some of the most frequently used application software arei

. Word processor:'Word processing is a set of activities involving writing lerters and documents,
editing them and printing them. The software, which allows you ro carry our these activities on a
comPuter, is known as word processor. Microsoft Word, Ami Pro, \7ord Star, Soft \Word are
some popular word processing software packages.

a Spreadsheets: Engineers, researchers and managers have to make lot of calculations. They use a
large sheet of paper divided into cells or boxes. They write the figures into these cells and make
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further calculatiols based on these figures. Each time they make any change in one cell they have
to uPdate all other cells with the current result. Such a sheet is krrown as spreadsheet. An
application software that allows the users to use a compurer like a sp.eadsheet is known as
spreadsheet software. Some popular spreadsheet sofrware packages aie Micros oft Excel and
Lotus-123.

o Database management sJtstems: Organrzations have lots of information to record and maintain.
They also have to perform calculations and processing on the stored information. A collection of
large volume of systematically organized data is known as database. A database needs management
continuously. An application software that allows the users ro use a computer for database
management is known as database management system. Microsoft Access, Dbase, FoxBase,
FoxPro, Oracle, Sybase, DB2, Focus, Ingress, Microsoft SQL Server are some of the most popular
database management systems.

o GraPhics packages: A lot of artwork and drawing are nowadays done using compurers. An
application-software that allows one to draw and manipulate images is known 

"r 
graphiis software.

Graphics-software helps users manipulate visual images. CorelDraw and Adobe Phoroshop are
very popular graphics sofrware packages.

o Communication sofiware: Computers are plal.ing a very important role in communication.
Through the Internet you can send and receive e-mails. Cellular phones use compurers ar rhe
back-end extensively. An application-software that allows one to carry o.rt electronic
communication through computer is known as communication software.

A user can send and receive e-mails using software called e-mail client. An online e-mail client allows
accessing mails only when connected to the Internet while an off-line e-mail client lets the users read
e-mails even when not connected to the Internet. Microsoft Outlook Express, Organizer, Eudora Lite,
etc., are a few very popular e-mail clients.

It is clear, therefore, that a computer can function differently according ro rhe sofrware running on it.
For a user, a computer is nothing but the software running on it!

2.4 OPERATING SYSTEM

The usage of an operating system with respect to a compurer can easily be compared ro rhe usage of
the heart with respect to the human body. S7ithout operating system , .o-ptrt.i is simply of ,ro .rr".
The visible part of an operating system is the Graphical User Interface (GUi) - ,.rd yet -ost of what
an operating system does is invisible.

Computer hardware provides us with the means of processing and storing information. However, the
'bare' machine on its own is vinually useless. In order to make the computer perform useful work for
us, it is has to be 'driven' by means of programmes-sofrware which specify the tasks to be done. The
combination of hardware and software provide a total usable system.

The lesson covers most of the basic topics of operating sysrems. A brief idea about the operating
system is discussed along with the different types of operating sysrems like serial processing, simple
batched system, multiprogrammed batched sysrem, time sharing sysrem erc.

You know a computer does not do anything without properly instructed. Thus, for each one of the
above Power-on activities also, the computer must have instructions. These instructions are stored in a
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non-volatile memory, usually in a ROM'. The CPU of the computer takes one instruction from this
ROM and executes it before taking next instruction. ROMs are of finite size. They can store only a

few kilobytes of instructions. One by one the CPU executes these instructions. Once, these

instructions are over, the CPU must obtain instructions from somewhere. 'Where 
these instructions

stored and what are 
^re 

their functions?

Usually these instructions are stored on a secondary storage device like hard disk, floppy disk or
CD-ROM disk. These instructions are coliectively known as operating system and their primary
function is to provide an environment in which users may execute their own instructions. Once the
operating system is loaded into the main memory, the CPU starts executing it. Operating systems run
in an infinite loop, each time taking instructions in the forrr of commands or programmes from the
users and executing them. This loop continues until the user terminates the loop when the computer
shuts down.

In order to exploit the most from a computer, therefore, a deep understanding of operating system is a
must.

Role

An operating system manages ail aspects of a complex system.

Imagine what will happen if three programmes running on a computer all try rc print their output
simultaneously on the same printer. The first few lines might be from programme one and the next few
lines might be from programme two and so on with the result resulting in chaos. The operating system

can bring order to potential chaos by buffering all the output destined for the printer on the disk.

The primary task of operating system is to keep track of who is using which resource) to grant
resource request, to account for usage, and to meditate conflicting request from different programmes
and users.

'When a computer has multiple users, the needs for managing and protecting the memory,
input/output devices and other resources are y^ry necessary. These needs arise because it is usually
necessary to share expensive resource such as tapes drives and phototypesetters.

Operating systems perform basic tasks, such as recognizing input from the keyboard, sending output
to the display screen, keeping track of files and directories on the disk, and controlling peripheral
devices such as disk drives and printers.

For large systems, the operating system has even greater responsibilities and powers. It is like a traffic
cop - it makes sure that different programme and users running at the same time do not interfere with
each other. The operating system is also responsible for security, ensuring that unauthorized users do
not access the system.

An operating system performs the following services for applications:

1. In a multitasking system where multiple programmes are run at the same time, the operating
system determines which applications should run in what order and how much time should be
allowed for each application before another application gets its turn.

2. It sends messages to each application or interactive user (or to a system operator) about the status

of operation and any errors that may have occurred.
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3. It handles input and output to and from attached hardware devices, such as hard disks, prinrers,
and dial-up ports.

4. It arranges the sharing of internal memory among multiple applications.

5. It can off-load the management of what are called batch jobs (for example, printing) so rhar the
initiating application is freed from this work.

6. In computers that can provide parallel processing, an oDerating system manages to divide the
instructions of a programme so that it runs on more than one processor at a time.

Other Operating System Functions

The operating system provides for several other functions including:

1. System tools (programmes) used to monitor computer performance, debug problems, or maintain
parts of the system.

2. A set of libraries or functions which programmes may use to perform specific tasks especially
relating to interfacing with computer system components.

The operating system makes these interfacing functions along with its other functions operate
smoothly and these functions are mostly transparent to the user.
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Fill in the blanks:

(, Software can make a computer perform many ........

(ii) The software that allows programmers to develop programmes and sofrware is known as

... rool.

(iii) System software is not directly.................. to the users.

(iv) Computer hardware provides us with the means of .............. and storing information.

2.5 LET US SUM UP

Software can make a computer perform many tasks. Vho creares software? Qualified and trained users
create software. These users are called programmers. Software is a collection of computer programmes
that allows the users to use the computer for a specific purpose. All the hardware components are also
referred to as hardware resources. System software is the collection of programmes that conrrol the
functioning of all the hardware resources directly. Computer is a general purpose machine. It implies
that if you load appropriate software the computer can play a song, can let you play games, .rr, 

"ilo*you to print salary details of employees of a company, and so on. The usage of an operating sysrem
with respect to a computer can easily be compared to the usage of the heart with respect ro the human
body.

2.6 KEY\TORDS

Sjtstem sofiware: It is the collection of programmes that control the functioning of all the hardware
resources directly.

Application soiftware: The software that instructs the computer to perform some specific set of tasks
pertaining to one application is known as application software.

os/2: This operating system was designed for more powerful microcompurers.

Maeintosh: This operating system has been developed for Apple computers. It has very user-friendly
and powerful GUI.

2.7 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1,.

2.

3.

4.

Explain the definition and need of compurer sofrware. Discuss the
software.

\7hat is operating system? Explain its different rypes.

Differentiate between sysrem software and application software.

Discuss various application sofrware used most frequently.

two types of computer

i Your
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Check Your Progress: Model Answer

(, Tasks

(ir) Softwaredevelopment

(iii) Visible

(iv) Processing

2.8 SUGGESTED READINGS
D. Bharioke, Fundamentals of IT,Excel Books

V. Rajaraman, Fundamentals of Computer,Prentice Hall of India.
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3.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

o Discuss the various DOS commands

a Describe the internal commands and erernal commands

3.1 INTRODUCTION
DOS was developed by Microsoft primarily as a single user operating system working on Personal

Computers. From 1981 till now many versions starting from Ver 1.0 till 6.2have been released. Each

successive version had its enhancements aimed at improving the management of the computer

resources available to the users.

As has been explained earlier, it is essential for the operating system programmes to be resident in the

memory of the computer. The process of loading these programmes into the memory is termed as

Booting the computer. In DOS, these programmes are MSDOS.SYS, IO.SYS and

COMMAND.COM. However MSDOS.SYS and IO.SYS are hidden programmes and cannot be seen

in the Directory listing.

Loading of these programmes is done either by inserting the systems floppy (the floppy containing the

above three programmes) in the floppy drive and switching on the computer. The loader programme

resident in the ROM reads these programmes and loads all the instructions in the memory. The screen

of the moniror displays the A prompt (A:\>), thereby signalling to the user that the computer is

ready to be used"

Alternatively, if the system is not available, the computer can be booted from the hard disk.

The only difference is that the screen will now show the C prompt (C:\ >) instead of the A prompt.

In order to load the DOS files from Floppy to Hard Disk the following command is used:

A: ) SYS A: C:

If one needs to make a system Floppy from the Hard Disk the DOS command used is:

C: ) SYS C: A:

3.2 DOS DRIVES

Under Microsoft's DOS operating system and its derivatives drives are referred to by identifying
letters. Standard practice is to reserve "A" and "B" for floppy drives. On systems with only one floppy
drive DOS permits the use of both lemers for one drive, and DOS will ask to swap disks. This permits

copying from floppy to floppy or having a programme run from one floppy while having its data on

another. Hard drives were originally assigned the letters "C" and 'D'. DOS could only support one

active partition per drive. As support for more hard drives became available, this developed into
assigning the active primary partition on each drive letters first, then making a second pass over the

drives to allocate letters to logical drives in the extended partition, then making a third, which gives

the other non-acrive primary partitions their names. (Always assumed, they exist and contain a

DOS-readable filesystem.) Lastly, DOS allocate letters for CD-ROMs, RAM disks and other hardware.

Letter assignments usually occur in the order of the drivers loaded, but the drivers can instruct DOS to
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assign a different letter. An example is network drives, for which the driver will assign lefiers nearer
the end of the alphabets.

Because DOS applications use these drive letters directly (unlike theldev folder in UnixJike sysrems),
they can be disrupted by adding new hardware that needs a drive letter. An example is the addition of
a new hard drive with a primary partition to an original hard drive that conr;ins logical drives in
extended partitions. As primary partitions have higher priority than the logical drives,l will change
drive letters in the configuration. Moreover, attemprs to add a new hard drive with only logical drives
in an extended partition would still disrupt the letters of RAM disks and CD-ROM drives. This
problem persisted through the 9x versions of \Windows until NT, which preserves the letters of
existing drives until the user changes it.

3.3 DIRECTORIES

In the DOS environment, each disk is organised into directories. Each Directory holds files. The
default directory is the Root Directory and contains the minimum DOS Files. The Iioot Directory has
no name in the DOS terminology.

The Root Directory cannot show more than 132 files in its direcrory listing.

Todays computing environment consists of using various computer languages and packages in order to
satisfy our computing needs. If all these packages, languages and associated data, programme files etc.
are kept together in the same directory, file managing and handling becomes extremely inefficient. In
order to tackle this inefficiency, DOS allows users to creare subdirectories within the Root Directory
and within subdirectories as well.

3.3.1 Commands to Create a Directory

In order to create a directory named DEEP in the Root Direcrory, rype in the following command:

C:\> MD\DEEP

or type

C:\ > MKDIR\DEEP

3.3.2 Changing your Vorking Directory

In order to work with files in the directory DEEP rype rhe following command:

C:\>CD\DEEP

3.3.3 Removing a Directory

To remove a directory; please ensure that the directory is empty and enter the command:

C:\>RD\DEEP

3.3.4 DIR Command

This command enables us to view the conrenrs of a directory.

C:\ > DIR - This gives a complete listing of files and directories.
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C:\ > DIR/P - This command pauses the directory listing at eyery screen.

C:\ > DIR/\X/ - This command shows the listing width-wise on the screen.

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

3.4 FILES

The most common requirement of a computer user are commands to manage his files. DOS has a

naming convention for all files which states that:

Files can have names upto 8 characters. This can be followed by a (.)dot and an extension of upto 3

characters. However, special characters like commas, slashes, blanks etc. are not allowed in a file name.
Hence

MYFILE is a valid file name.

MYFILE.BAK is a valid file name.

MY FILE is invalid because a blank space has been given.

MY,FILE is invalid because of the comma.

3.4.l Creating a File using Editor

DOS has an inbuilt editor which allows you to create a file. in order to create a file named ANYFILE
enter the command

C:\DOS > EDIT ANYFILE

DOS will present a screen as shown above. You can then enter your programme or text in the box and
exit out of the editor by using the ALT+F key and then press X.
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3.4.2 Commands to Copy Files

c:\ > coPY ANYFILE A: (This command will copy the file named ANYFILE in the Root Directoryto a Floppy)

c:\>coPY ANYFILE \DEEP (This command will copy rhe file ANyFILE from the RootDirectory ro rhe DEEP directory.) L J

3.5 \TILD CARDS

DoS supports two wild cards '?' and '*', which allow you to specify whole groups of file names. The'?' stands {o1 any single character in their specified position within ih" fiI. ,r'-" ,rd rhe ,{-, stands forany set of characters, starting at the specified porittn within the name and extension and continuingtill the end of the filename or exrensio;.

For example, DIR A:??001.'r will list all files having any characr.er values in the first two position ofthe filename followed by 001 and any three charact"l, i, th. exrension.

c\: > coPY'r.'r A: COMMAND will copy all files in the Root Dire*ory on to a floppy.

3.6 DOS COMMANDS

3.6.1 ATTRIB Command

C:\> ATTRIB -R ANYFILE : This command is used for making your file ANYFILE as read andwrite, i.e. you can both read as well as write from and to the file.

The following notations can be used with the ATTRIB command:

Makes the file read only

Suppresses the file in the directory listing, i.e. makes it hidden

Unhides the previously hidden file

Changes file settings to Archived

Changes file settings to nor archived

Marks file as DOS system file

Removes DOS system file setting

3.6.2 Renaming a File

C:\ >RENAME ANYFILE MYFILE

This command allows us ro rename the file named ANYFILE to MyFILE.

3.6.3 Deleting a File

C:\ > DEL ANYFiLE

The above command will delete the file named ANYFILE.
Erase can also be used to delete files.

+R

+H

-H

+A
.A

+S

-S
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3.6.4 DELTREE Command

If you wish to remove unwanted directories and their contents (files and subdirectories) use the

DELTREE command.

C:\>DELTREE C:\deep

3.6.5 Printing on Screen

C:\ > TYPE ANYFILE

This command will ourput the contents of the file ANYFILE on the screen. However, it will Pause at

the end of the rexr. As a result, you will not be able to view the total contents. In order to view screen

by screen, use the Piping feature of DOS.

3.5.6 Piping

If you desire ro reprocess the output obtained from a DOS command by another DOS command then

one way to do this is to redirect the output to a disk file and then send the contents of the file as input

to the next command.

However, DOS allows you a more convenient method in which you can combine multiple commands

on a single line. This technique is called piping and uses the pipe character I to combine the DOS

commands.

For instance, in the previous example if we wished to pause at eyery screen to view our outPut, we

would enter the following command:

C:\ > TYPE ANYFILE I MORE

MORE forces DOS to display output one screen at a time.

3.6.7 Redirection Options in DOS

Output can be redirected to various devices by using the ) symbol for output and ( symbol for
input.

Standard target device names are as under:

CON The screen or console

PRN The default printing device

LPT1 Parallel printer pon

COM1 Communication serial port 1

COM2 Communication serial port 2

AUX Auxiliary output device

NUL Null device (Suppresses output from device)

C:\ > TYPE MYFILE > PRN

The above command will redirect output of the screen to the printer.
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3.7 SOME DISK COMMANDS

3.7.1 Format Command

Formatting or initializing floppy or disk is the technique of creating tracks and secrors on the floppy
which are ultimately used for reading and writing data from and to the floppy. The command
provided by DOS for this important task is as follows:

C:\> FORMAT A: Formats the floppy in drive A.

C:\ > FORMAT A:/S Formats the floppy and also transfers the systems files to the floppy.

3.7.2 Scandisk Command

C:\>SCANDISK /ALL

This command available in DOS 6.2 version analyses and repairs logical and physical disk errors. If
DOS version is lower than 6.2 use CHKDISK/F command instead.

3.8 CONFIG.SYS FILE

This is a user defined file in DOS and contains additional information for the operating system
regarding the environment in which the user desires to work. For instance a config.svs file may
contain the following DOS commands:

DEVICE : \DOS\HIMEM.SYS

FILES:1OO

BUFFERS:40

DOS:HIGH

The device command tells DOS to look for extended memory. DOS would, by default, assume thar
your comPuter has the primary conventional memory of O+O KB only. However, HIMEM.SYS will
check for extra memory.

The FILES command tells DOS that upto 100 files can be open at a given point of time. Otherwise the
default of 8 files is applied by DOS.

DOS:HIGH tells DOS to load the operating system files in upper memory area leaving the
conventional memory area free for applications which require more of convenrional memory.

\flhen the computer is booted, the operating system first reads the CONFIG.SYS file in order to
configure the environment before bringing up the C prompt.

3.9 AUTOEXEC.BAT FILE

This is also a user defined file, which contains DOS commands to be executed before rhe user actually
stans his session on the computer. For instance, if the user desires that the compurer should check for
any viruses on his hard disk the following command should be written in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

MSAV C:
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\tr(e have so far discussed some of the very common and necessary commands and files of the disk
operating system which mu$ have given you an idea of the DOS environment & which must have
illustrated some important features of DOS. \fle shall now discuss the commands.

3.10 INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL COMMANDS
DOS commands can be divided into two categories:

1. Interual eommands: Internal commands are those commands that can be entered once the DOS
prompt is available, i.e., thev do not need any special files for their execution. For example

A:/ > CD\DOS

is an internal command that changes the directory.

2. External commands: External commands are those commands that need separate files, containing
their source codes, to invoke them. The external commands basically are accessories to the
operating system that increase its extensibility.

A:/DOS > FORMAT C:

The above command would format the drive C. The file FORMAT.EXE should be present in the
DOS directly of drive A: for the command to be executed as desired.

Given below are some of the common commands with their function and syntax.

Break

TTtp e : lnter nal command.

Function: 'When the 'BREAK' command is invoked, (i.e., BREAK ON), the computer checks to see if
Ctrl.C would stop the execution of the current DOS command.

Syntax: BREAK ON or OFF.

CD

Type : Inter nal command.

Function: The CD command is used to the change the directories which may be on the same or other
drives.

Syntax: CD drive:\path.

CTIKDSK

T9 p e : External Command.

Function: The CHKDSK command analyses, diagnoses and optionally corrects comman hard disk
errors. CHKDSK can also be made to work on a specific file to check whether it is contiguous (stored
in adjacent areas of the disk) or noncontiguous (scattered over separate areas of the disk).

Syntax: CHKDSK drive:\path\file\switches.
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CLS
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Typ e : Inte r nal co:nmand

Funct'ion: The CLS command clears the screen and only the operating system prompr on rhe top left
corner is displayed.

Slntax: CLS

coPv

Tgpe:lnternal command

Function: As the name suggests the copy command is used to copy files from one destination to
another.

Syntax: COPY source_drive:\path\file(s) target_drive:\path\file(s).

CTTY

T1 p e : Inter nal command

Funetion: The CTTY command redirects a console input or ourpur to a distant input/output device
(eg. printer).

Syntax: CTTY device-name.

Suppose the device is the printer connected to LPT1. The appropriare command would be.

CTTY LPT1

Date

Typ e : Inter nal command.

Function: If the DATE command is used q,'ithout any parameters, DOS displays rhe currenr system
date & promPts the user to enter another. If after the DATE command, the jate is included, DOS
changes the date.

Syntax: DATE date.

DBISPACE

Type : Exte rnal commands.

Function: The DBLSPACE command is used to compress the data files. It can also be used ro compress
the entire drive. The DBLSPACE has very vast applications which are beyond the scope of this book.
Sjt ntax: DBLSPACE/Swirches drive:

DEFRAG

Typ e : External command.

Function: The DEFRAG command is used to arrange the files in contiguous secrors. Files become
fragmented over a period of time. Hence, the DEFRAG commana slol"ta be periodically used to
increase the performance of the system

Syntax: DEFRAG drive:/Swithces.
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DEL (EBASE)

Typ e : Inter nal command.

Function: The DEL command is used to delete files'

Sltntax: DEL drive\path\file (s)/switches

ERASE drive:\path\file(s)/switches

DELTKEE

Tjtp e : External command.

Function:the DELTREE command is used to remove an unwanted directory, plus all files on it, and all

subdirectories nested below it, in a single command.

Syntax: DELTREE/switch drive :\path.

DIR

Typ e : Tnter nal command.

Function: The DIR command displays a list of files in a directory. The DIR command without

parameters displays the list of files in the currently logged drive and subdirectory.

Sltntax : DIR drive:\path\file (s) /switches.

DISKCOMP

TStp e : External command

Function: The DISKCOMP command compares the contents of two floPPy disks on a track to track

basis, reporting which track numbers are not identical.

Sjtntax: DISCOMP source; target:/switches.

DIScopjt

Tjtpe : External command

Function: The DISCOPY command copies the contents of one floppy disk to another on a track to

track basis.

Sjntax: DISCOPY source: target:/sw-itches.

DOSHELP

Tltp e : External command

Function: The DOSHELP command provides instant help to the user when invoked.

Sgtax: DOSHELP Command

or

Command /?

Vhen executed instant help is provided on the 'Command Name' entered.
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DOSkey

Type : External Command.

Funetion: Once invoked the DOSKEY command introduces a special buffer space in which the DOS
commands being entered are stored. Each time a command is entered it is added to the DOSKEY's
Command buffer. These commands can be recalled.

Sjtntax: DOSKEY.

EDIT

Tjtpe: External Command.

Functioru: The EDIT command provides a text editor for the editing of text files or batch files.

Syntax: EDIT drive:\p ath\filelswitches.

FC

Tjt p e : Extern al command

Function: The FC command matches the contents of two files or sets of files and reports the
differences between them.

Sjtntax: FClswitches drive:\path\file(s) drive:\path\file(s)

FDISK

Tlp e : External Command.

Function: The FDISK command is used to partition the hard disk. This command should be used on a

formatted hard disk, otherwise it may erase or overwrite the existing files.

Sjt ntax: FDISK/switch.

Find.

Tlp e : External Command.

Function: The FIND command is used to find all occurrences of a specified character string in a file.
This command is case-sensitive, i.e., it distinguishes between upper case and lowercase letters.

Sj ntax: Find/switches " string " drive : \path\file.

FORNIAT

Tgp e : External Command.

Function: The FORMAT command prepares a blank disk for storing, or creates a new blank disk from
a used one. In other words, the disk is formatted.

Sj ntax : FORMAT targetdrive :/switches.

IIELP

Type : External Command.

Function: The HELP command is synonymous to the DOSHELP command. It displays the syntax
summary of the command name entered.
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Sjtntax: HELP Command.

KEYB

Type : External Command.

Function: This command when invoked loads a non-standard keyboard configuration into memory.

Sjtntax: KEYB keyboard codepage drive:\path\library file.

The Library file usually is KEYBOARD"SYS

I.4BEL

Tgp e : lnter nal Command.

Function: Every disk has the option of having a volume label which can be used for its identification.
The LABEL command adds or modifies the volume label.

Sgntax: LABEL target: Labelname.

MD

Tlp e : Inter nal Command.

Function: The MD command is used for creating a new directory or subdirectory.

Syntax: MD drive:\path directoryname.

MK DIR can also be used in place of MD.

MEM

Typ e : Exte rnal Command.

Function: The MEM command displays the information on the allocation of the random access

memory.

Sg n t a x : M ElvI / swit c h e s.

MORE

Tjtp e : Inter nal C ommand.

Function: The MORE command when used displays the output one screen at a time instead of
continuous scrolling. The MORE command is used to display the contents of a data file or to display
the output of a programme.

Syntax: MORE ( drive:\path\file(s)

Command (parameters) | MORE

For eg.,

MORE < STUDENT.TEXT

or

TYPE STUDENT.TXT I MORE
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Moue
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Typ e : Internal C ommand.

Function: The Move Command Moves files from one locarion to anorher. This command is quite
identical to the coPy command the only difference being that the source files remain intact in the case
of the copy command while they are delated in the .rr. of the N{ove command.

STtntax: Move Source:\path\file(s) target:\path\file(s)

MSAV

Type : External Command.

Function: The MSAV (Microsoft antivirus) command scans rhe memory for the presence of computer
viruses.

Syntax : MSAV drive:\path\swirches

NL'FUNC

Type:External Command

Function: The NLSFUNC command when invoked loads national language supporr functions which
allows the user to switch to international characrer set tables in RAM.

Sy ntax: NLSFUNC drive : \path\country file

PATH

Type:lnternal Command

Function: The path command searches in a list of subdirctories (specified in its svnrax) for executable
programme files.

Syntax: PATH drive:\path1; drive\path2

For Example,

PATH C:\DIRI ; C:\DIR2

would look for all executable files on DIR1 & DIR2 subdirectories.

PROMPT

Type:Internal Command

Function: The PROMT Command is used to change the appearance of the Dos prompt.

Sjtntax: PROMPT prompr srarring

The prompt may one or a combination of the following:

$ $ Dollar Sign ($)

$b Piping Symbol (I)

$d Current date

$g Greater than symbol (>)
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$\ Less than symbol (<)

$q Equal sign (:)
$t Current time

$v DOS version number

$p Currently logged drive and directory

$n Current drive

$e Escape character

RD

Tgpe:lnternal Command

Function: The RD Command is used to remoye directories. The directory to be removed should be

emPty.

Sy ntax : N drive :\path\country file

RMDIR can also be used in place of RD.

Rename orREN

Tjtpe : Inter nal Command.

Function: The REN command is used to change the file names.

Sgntax: REN drive:\path\oldfilename drive:\path\newfilname

RENAME can be used in place of REN.

Replace

T1p e : External Command.

Function: The REPLACE command is used to repiace and files with new files of the same name. This
command is used update data files.

Sytntax: REPLACE source:\path\file(s) target:\path\switches.

The above statemenr replaces the files in the target directory with that of the source directory.

Sort

Tjtp e : Internal Command.

Function: The SORT command sons data in character based files or softs the output of DOS
commands.

Sgntax: SORT/Switches ( drive:\path\fi1e.

or

Command : SORT/Switches.

for eg.

TYPE STUDENT.TEXT : SORT
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Time

Type : Internal Command.

Function: The TIME command us used to display or change the system time.

Syntax: TIME (displa;,s the current system time)

TIME hh:mm:ss a/p

a & p stand for a.m. or p.m.

Tree

Tjtp e : Inte r nal C ommand.

Function: The TREE command displays the subdirecrory strucrure of a drive.

Sjt ntax: TREE drive:\pathlswitches.

T:vP"

Type : Inter nal Command.

Function: The TYPE command displays rhe contenrs of a file.

Syntax : TYPE drive :\path\file

The following statement.

TYPE STUDENT.TXT > PRN directs the outpur to rhe printer.

UNDELETE

Tgpe : External Command.

Function: As the name suggests the UNDELETE command is used to UNDELETE files that have
previously is not always successful in recovering the deleted files. A file may be undeleted if the disk
areait occupied has not been overu,ritten by another file.

Sg ntax: UNDELETE drive :\path\file (s)/Switches

UNFORMATED

Tjp e : External Command.

Function: The UNFORMAT command is used to recover files which were lost when the disk was
formatted.

Sltntax: UNFORMAT drive : /swithces.

WR

Tjtp e : Inter nal C ommand.

Fuructioru: The VER command displays the version number of DOS.

Sltrutax:YER.

VOL

Type : Internal Command.

DOS 73
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Function: The VOL command displays the volume label of the disk.

Sjtntax: VOL drive

Not all the commands have been covered, due to the scope of the book. lVe have tried to cover rhe
most commonly used commands.

1.

2.

\7hat are wild cards?

Define piping.

3.11 LET US SUM UP

In the DOS environment, each disk is organised into directories. Each Directory holds files. The
default directory is the Root Directory and contains the minimum DOS Files.

The most common requirement of a computer user are commands to manage his files.DOS has a

naming conyention for all files which $ates that:

Files can have names upto 8 characters. This can be followed by a (.)dot and anextension of upto 3

characters. However, special characters like commas, slashes, blanks etc. are not allowed in a file name.

DOS supports two wild cards '?' and "r'', which allow you to specify whole groups of file names. The
'?' stands {or any single character in their specified position within the file name and the "i-' stands for
any set of characters, starting at the specified position within the name and extension and conrinuing
till the end of the filename or extension.

DOS commands can be divided into two categories - (1) Internal commands and (2) External
commands.

3.12 KEY\TORDS

DOS: It was developed by Microsoft primarily as a single user operating system working on Personal
Computers.

Wild Cards: DOS supports two wild cards '?' and'*', which allow you to specify whole groups of file
names.

Piping: DOS allows you a method in which you can combine multiple commands on a single line.
This technique is called piping.

3.13 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1. Explain the directory structure of DOS with examples.

2. 'What 
is the difference between a file and a directory?

3. Explain the naming conventions used by DOS.

4. \fhat are wildcards? Explain by giving appropriate examples.

5. Differentiate between the internal and external commands of DOS by giving suitable examples.

Your
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6. Vhat is a batch file? \7hat is the difference between a simple batch file and an AUTOEXEC.BAT file?

7. Differentiate between the COPY, XCOPY and DISKCOPY commands with suitable examples.
8. rwrite down the steps to create a batch file. Create a batch file with name MOHIT.BAT to do the

following steps:

(r) To copy all the files from the floppy disk to hard disk.

(b) To give a listing of all the files present on hard disk.

O To delete all the files present on rhe floppy disk.

9. Which of the following are valid file names:

(r) o/o # $. abc

(b) Lefters.doc

G) Comprehend.a

(d) Lyrics.Path

G) eee.53

10. \Write rhe commands:

(r) To creare a directory letters on rhe hard disk.

(b) To creare anorher directory by the name zone on the floppy disk.

G) To go ro rhe roor directory.

(d) To display the name of the currently active directory.

G) To show the listing of files under the root directory (both pagewise as well as widthwise).
(0 To remove all the files with any primary name and exrension cAT.
(g) To create a directory planner and copy all the files from the root directoryto this directory.
(h) To show all the files having an extension EXE?

(, To creare a text file by the name MyFILE.

(j) To rename the file MYFILE as WONDER.

(k) To copy the file lY/onder from the root directory to the directory PLANNER.
1'1'. Explain the importance of following commands with suitable examples:

(r) CHKDSK

(b) DTSKCOPY

G) LABEL

(d) FORMAT

G) xcoPY
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Check Your Progress: Model Answer

l. DOS supporrs rwo wild cards '?' and "r', which allow you to specify whole groups of file
names. The "?' stands for any single character in their specified position within the file
name and the "t-' stands for any set of characters, starting at the specified position within
the name and extension and continuing till the end of the filename or extension.

2. If you desire to reprocess the output obtained from a DOS command by another DOS
command then one way to do this is to redirect the output to a disk file and then send the
contents of the file as input to the next command. However, DOS allows you a more
convenient method in which you can combine multiple commands or-r a single line. This
technique is called piping and uses the pipe character I to combine the DOS commands.
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4.0 ArMS AND OBJECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

o Discuss the graphical user interface and its features

. Explain the character user interface and its fearures

4.1 INTRODUCTION: USER INTERFACE

In information technology, the User Interface (Ui) is everl'thing designed into an information device
with which a human being may interact - including dispiay screen, keyboard, mouse, light pen, the
aPPearance of a desktop, illuminated characters, help messages, and how an application p.ogrr**. o,
a \7eb site invites interaction and responds to it. In early computers, there wai very little user interface
except for a few buttons at an operator's console. The user interface was largely in the form of
punched card input and report ourpur.

Later, a user was provided the ability to interact wirh a compurer online and the user interface was a
nearly blank display screen with a command line, a keyboard, and a ser of commands and compurer
responses that were exchanged. This command line interface led to one in which menus (ist of .hoice,
written in text) predominated. And, finally, the Graphical User Interface (GUD arrived, originating
mainly in Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center, adopted and enhanced by Appl" io-prt.r, ,trJ firrrlli
effectively standardized by Microsoft in its \Tindows operating sysrems.

4
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The user interface can arguably include the total "
appearance of the device, response time, and the
context of the user interface.

user experience," which may
content that is presented to
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include the aesthetic
the user within the

4.2 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI)

\7e have discussed the role of an operating svstem in managing the operations of a compurer. Most
microcomputers use DOS as an operating system. Although DOS is essential to operate a compurer,
but the user interface with DOS is not user-friendly. In order to operate the computer, one must learn
DOS cornmands. The user is expected to memorise all DOS commands and understand their correct
syntax (rules for writing staternents of a language). Therefore, only DOS environment is not
considered sufficient for running present day applications on PCs. Most of the present day applications
related to management and other fields need a graphics-based user interface that is easy to operare.
Such a graphics based user interface, that incolporates pull down menus and icons (small pictorial
rePresentations of files, programmes, storage devices etc.) is known as Graphical User Interface. For
example, as we have discussed earlier, the operatinB system of Mac PCs provide graphical user inrerface
(GUD. In IBM-compatible PCs, GUI is provided by an operating environmer.iti system -'\Tindows'.

I(indows is the most popular system software, that provides graphical user interface. 'Windows

provides an interface, which is similar to the Macnitosh user interfaco. In such interface, each active
application is displayed in a window on the screen as shown in Figure 4.1. The application window
can be closed, opened, hided, displayed, moved, resized, minimised or maximised. The user can run
several applications simultaneously, each in its own window. \Tindows allow the user to share data
among different applications. Vindows provides an interactive environment, where the user is engaged
in continuous dialog with the computer. In windows, although both keyboard and mouse are used as

input device, the mouse is the primary tool for selecting and running window applications.

Featires

. when you are allowed to work with any pointing device like mouse..

. it can use graphical images to executes commands...

a easy to access..

. easy to understand..

. works in windows..

o its slow compare to DOS...

a more memory requirment...

. expensive,high speedcomponents required...

a it can use keyboard,mouse..

. GUI is not linked to compurer itselft usually linked with

a os or a programme...

a more then one task can nrn at a time..

. its based on graphics...
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o user controls the flow of actions...

. eg. \7indows...
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Figure 4.1: A Vindow Screen showing many Active Applications
The different versions of windows are \Tindows 1.x, 'Windows 2.x, \Tindows 3.0, Vindows 3.1,\Tindows 3.11, \Tindows for rVorkgroups 3.11, \Tindows 95, '$/indows 9g and Vindows NT.\Tindows l'x, 2'x and 3.0 were the earliei attempts from Microsoft, Inc. for creating graphical user
interface but were not yery successful. \Tindows 3.1 and higher'versions provide" [o*".frrl ,nd
multifeatured GUI capabilities. \windows NT may appear ro you user same as 

'Windows 
3.1, but it is

based on entirely a diffuent ccncept. Therefore, *" hrr. alrridy discussed about \Tindows NT in our
discussions on 'Types of Operating Syrt.-r'.

Mac OS

Mac oS is a series of graphical user interface-based operating sysrems developed by Apple Inc.(formerly Apple Computer, Inc.) for their Macintosh line of computer sysrems. The Macintosh user
experience is credited with popularizingthe graphical user interface. The original form of what Applewould later name the "Mac oS" was ih" i.ri"g.rl and unnamed system ,ofi*rr. first introduced in
1984 with the original Macintosh, usually r"f.rr"d to simply as the dystem sofrware.
tilindow 3.x

\(indows 3'1 is generally misunderstood as an operating system, but actually it is nor an operating
system' Sflindows 3.1 is a graphics-based operating ..rrirorrment that ,.pir.", the DOS interface. In
order to run \windows 3.1. DoS must be lnstallJ on rhe computer. \xlirrdo*, 3.1 has all the basic
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features of other GUIs. It also provides non-preemptive multitasking features, which allow users to

nrn several programmes at once. Non-preemtive multitasking means the Programmes must voluntarily

give up .or,troi-to the computer for getting their turn. 'Windows 3.11 is the successor of \Windows 3.1,

with a trivial difference.

\Tindows for'Workgroups 3.11 is a peer to peer network (a network in which any comPuter can be

server) version of \ilindows. It includes 32-bit file access system, which is not provided by \Windows

3.tt.

OS/2 Warp

OS/2 is a single-user, multi-taskii,g operating system, developed jointly by IBM and Microsoft. This

provides , uiq.r. fearure of multitasking, where several programmes can be run simultaneously. OS/2

was rhe first operating system that provided users with a Graphical lJser Interface.

Although \Tindows 20OO was originally intended to provide a robust OS/2 operating environment,

the sucJess of Microsoft Vindows led to a change; during the early development of 'Windows 
2000, the

\ilindows environmenr became the default. Consequently, 'W.indows 2000 provides only limited

facilities in the OS/2 environmental subsystem. OS/2 7.x character-based applications can run only on
'$Tindows 2000 on Intel x86 computers. Real-mode OS/2 applications can run on all platforms by

using the MS-DOS environment. Bound applications, which have dual code for both MS-DOS and

OS/2,run in the OS/2 environment unless the OS/2 environment is disabled.

W'indow NT
'$Tindows NT (New Technology) is the single user 32-bit multi-tasking oPerating system for 386s and

above, developed by Microsofi Inc.\X/indows NT was driven by a need to exploit the tremendous

power of 32-bit microprocessors and runs applications, which are developed for DOS and'Windows.

Deaice Drioers

The device driver is the software that operates the controller. A device driver, or software driver is a

compurer programme allowing higher-level computer programmes to interact with a computer

hardware device.

A driver typically communicates with the device through the computer bus or communications

subsystem to *t itt the hardware is connected. tWhen a calling programme invokes a routine in the

drirrer, the driver issues commands to the device. Once the device sends data back to the driver, the

driver may invoke rourines in the original calling programme. Drivers are hardw-are-dependent and

operaring-system-specific. They usually provide the interrupt handling required for any necessary

asynchronous time-dependent hardware interface.

A driver acts like a translator between the device and programmes that use the device. Each device has

its own set of specialized commands that only its driver knows. In contrast, most programmes access

devices by using generic commands. The driver, therefore, accePts generic commands from a

programme and then translates them into specialized commands for the device.
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Figure +.2, Oi,^gr^ of Device Driver

4.3 CHARACTER USER INTERFACE (CUI)

Character User Interface or CUI is like Graphical User Interface which is used for the Input and
Output of the Data in the computer, except in the GUI apart from text there are also graphical
contents present, in CUI there is only use of text typed one after another just as commands used in MS
DOS.

Feature.c

. anything where you are allowed to work only with keyboard

a user requires commands...

. its difficult to remember all commands..

o its only in black nd white machine..

. works in DOS..

. DOS is fast compare to windov's...

a memory requirment less...

o its cheap compare to GUI...

. it can only use keyboard..

o it can linked directly...

a one task can run at a time..

. its totally based on text...

. programmer controls the flow of actions...

. eg. DOS...
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Fill in the blanks:

(, is the most popular system software, that provides graphical user interface.

(ir) \Tindows 3.1 is a graphics-based operating environment that ......... the DOS
interface.

(iii) The device driver is the software that operates the.....................

4.4 LET US SUM UP

The user interface can arguably include the total "user experience," which may include the aesthetic
appearance of the device, response time, and the content that is presented to the user within the
context of the user interface. A set of programme design concepts has evolved over the past three
decades. Although the degree of interest in each concept has varied over the years, each has stood the
test of time. \Tindows is the most popular system software, that provides graphical user interface.
'Windows provides an interface, which is similar to the Macnitosh user interface. In such interface,
each active application is displayed in a window on the screen. The application window can be closed,

opened, hided, displayed, moved, resized, minimised or maximised. Character lJser Interface or CUI is
like Graphical User Interface which is used for the Input and Output of the Data in the computer,
except in the GUI apart from text there are also graphical contents present, in CUI there is only use of
text typed one after another just as commands used in MS DOS.

4.5 KEY\T/ORDS

GUI: Graphical User Interface

CIJI: Character ljser Interface

4.6 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1.

2.

3.

4.

'What is the difference between GUI and CUI?
'What 

are device drivers?

Discuss the various features of graphical user interface.

\7rite short note on the following:

(, Mac OS

(i') OS/2Y/arp

Check Your Progress: Model

(0 \Tindows

(i,) Replaces

(iii) Controller

Answer
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4.2 SUGGESTED READINGS

D. Bharioke, Fundammtals of IT,Excel Books

V. Rajaraman, Fundamentals of Compilt"x,prettice Hall of India.
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5.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Describe the desktop, my computer, nerwork neighbourhood, etc.

o Define running programmes

. Discuss windows 95 features

5.1 INTRODUCTION
By starting your computer you automatically load the \Windows XP operating system. The first thing
you see is the Desktop.
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The Desktop is the main entrance to the resources stored on your compurer and beyond. This desktop
metaphor is the basis for all screen displays and processing activities under the control of Iff/indov.s.

The following table lists the names of the icons that appear on rhe \Windows Desktop. The desktop is a
folder on you hard disk, just like any other. It's located under your windows directory (usually
c:\windows\desktop), and can contain files, folders and shortcuts. The desktop is a good place to store
newly downloaded files from the Internet, email attachments and other recent files. Depending on
how you computer is set up, various items appear on your desktop when you starr \7indows. Listed
below are six important ones:

1t
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5.2 MY COMPUTER
The My Computer icon represents your computer. To open the My Compurer window, double-click
on its icon. The My Computer window contains icons ihat look iike dis'k drives connected ro your
comPuter. There are also three folders which provide access to the Control Panel, printers, and
Dial-Up-Networking.

Use My Computer when you want to view the conrenrs of a single folder or disk. A disk is a device,
such as a hard disk or floPpy disk, on which you can store files. tXih"r, you double-click My Co-prt",
9" -y-o"l desktop, icons representing the available drives appear in a new window.'Vhen yo,
double-click a drive icon, a window displays the folders .ortain"d on thar drive. you can then double-
click an icon ro open the folder or file.

Some of the following icons may appear in the My computer window.
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5.3 NET\T/ORK NEIGHBOURHOOD
Double-click this icon to see available resources on the network, if.your computer is connected to one.

(A network is a group of two or more computer systems linked together). If your computer is
conneced ro a network, the Network Neighbourhood icon allows you to view all of the network
resources available to your PC. These resources can include other computers, printers, fax servers, etc.

5.4 RECYCLE BIN

The Recycle Bin is a temporary storage place for deleted files. You can use it to retrieve files deleted in
error. When you delete a file in'Windows, it goes to the Recycle Bin. To delete the file permanently,

you can empty the Recycle Bin.

5.5 TASKBAR

If you think of your computers hard disk as a filing cabinet where all your programmes and

documenrs (files) are stored, then you can think of your \Tindows desktop as being like your real

"wooden" desktop. Only the things you're working with right now are on your'$Tindows desktop, as

well as your real desktop. (Not counting all the miscellaneous clutter you haven't gotten around to

putting away, of course).

At any given time, you might have several programmes, folders, and documents open on your desktop.

The short name for "anlthing that's currently open on your desktop" rs task. That is, we can refer to

each open item on your desktop - no matter what that item is, as a "task", shon for "task-in-progress'!.

The \Tindows raskbar, which is roughly centered across the bottom of your screen, as in figure.

fach taskbar buttCIn represents an open
prssrarn {a*task in Pr*gress"}

'$7hen you have lots of programme windows open, they pile up on your \Tindows desktop, just like
sheets of paper can pile up on your real desktop. You can use the taskbar to sort of "shuffle things

around", so you're in control of what is, and isn't visible at the moment. Here are some things you can

do with the taskbar along those lines:

. If a programme window is buried in the mess, click its taskbar button to instantly bring it to the

top of the stack.

. You can also click a task's taskbar button to make it invisible (so it's not taking up any sPace on

the desktop), then click that same buffon again to make it visible again.

. You can also close any open task (thereby removing it from the desktop and putting it back in the

filing cabinet) by right-clicking its taskbar button and choosing Close.
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5.6 START BUTTON
You can click the Start button to start a programme, open a document, change system seftings, get
H.eln,.find items on your computer, and more. Most of tire things you will l"ari ho* to do will beginwith the Starr burron.

s.z RLTNNING PROGRAMMES

A set of Programme design concepts has evolved over_rhe past three decades. Although the degree of
interest in each concePt has varied over the years, each has stood the test of time. Each provides the
Programme designer with a foundation from which more sophisticated design methods .ri b" applied.

5.7.1Top Down Design

The top 9o*l design approach is based on the.fact that large problems become more manageable ifthey are divided into a number of smaller and simpler t"rk, irhi.h can be tr.kl"d separately. \7hat is
really required is that each of these parts have the piopenies of a module.

Top 
f9w-n design approach is performed in a special way. The main programme is written first. It is

tested before sub-programmes are written. To do this, ihe actual ,.r6-p.Jgrr*mes are replaced with
stubs. The stubs simply resr ro see if the data is passed correctly.

{ftt1.'!.t main programme is written and checked, each module is written and tested in turn. This
should first be done without the main programme in order to isolate a srub if an error occurs.
A simple main-programme is written to test the sub-programmes. If the modules run properly, then it
is tested with the main programme.

If the module and the main Programme run properly then rhe next module is written and checked and
so on.

To.describe the programme at its highest level, we use somerhing called rhe "universal programme,,,
and then by a process of "stepwise refinement" work out the detai[ of each part of th" p.og.rl--".

5.7.2Bottom up Design

A bottom uP aPProach would be to write the most basic subroutines in the hierarchy first and then
use them to make more sophisticated subroutines.

The pure bottom up approach is generally not recommended because it is difficult to anticipate whichlow level subroutines will be needed {or any particular programme. It can often be a useful first step toproduce alibrary of basic functions and proced.rres before Jmbarking or, , -.1o, p-;".r.

l: lT.9t::-:1',P_Ptor.h 
it is usually assumed that the basic routines creared will be general enoughto be used more than once.

Using the subroutines, to constnrct a programme, save yourself repeating the same lines of code by
reusing it.

A routine that is used many times has a yery difficult srarus ro those higher in the hierarchy. It is more
like a basic instruction in the programmeing larrgrage than alarger.rl."prog."mme componenr.
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5.7.3 Hybrid Approach

Top Down and Bottom Up approaches may not always be the most suitable choice. An

intermediary approach - Uybiid Approach - is what is often used in practice. Hybrid approach takes

advantage .? Ulif, the top-jowr, 
"Jbottom-up 

approaches. The problem is attacked from both the

extremities.

\(hile the problem is being broken down from top to bottom the solution is synthesized

simultaneourly fro- botto--rrp*ard. The process terminates somewhere midway when the final

solution is obtained. A schematic illustration is given hereunder.

s.8 \TINDO\r/S 9s

Grap hieal D euiee Interface

The Graphical Device Interface (GDD is the graphical system that administers what emerges on the

screen. Ii also offers graphics sustain for pii.ri.rs and other output devices. It sketches graphic

primitives, manipulates" bitmaps, and interrelates with device-independent graphics drivers, together

with those for display and printer outPut device drivers.

\Tindows 95 is a much awaited replacement for'S7indows 3.1. It is a new 32-bit oPerating system from

Microsoft, released in 1995. \Windows 95 provides the following important features:

1. Built-in networking: \flindows 95 has sophisticated 32-bit built-in network comPonents, that

allows it to ope.rtl both as client in a client-server network and peer-to-Peer network operating

system. In client-server approach, there is a central computer acting as a file seryer, with which

workstations called'.li.nir' are attached. In peer-to-peer networking, every comPuter connected

with network can work as a file serve, arrJ th.r.fore can share files and printers with other

comPuters.

2. Multimed.iafunctions:\ilindows 95 provides all multimedia controls and functions' Multimedia is

the way of iisseminating information in form of text, audio, graphics/ animated graphics and

full-motion video.

3. preemtiae multitasking:\Tindows 95 provides preemrive multitasking features, which are found in

operaring systems like OS/2 and S7indows NT. In preemtive multitasking, operating systems

di.tat" the iime slice for each programme, resulting in smoother control and fewer crashes.

4. Memory proteetion: Memory protection feature of \Tindows 95 ensures that one application do

not crash other applications in memory'

5. 'plug and plajt'..'Windows 95 automates the hardware configuration_Proces;,_by knowing the kind

of plirrt.r, -trr" and other peripherals. This feature is known as 'Plug and Play'.

6. OLE (Objea Linking and. Embedd.ing): OLE is the key technology for \ilindows 95. Object

Linking 
"and 

EmbJding is the Microsoft's standard for creating compound documents

(compJund document i, a docrrrrrent made from different programmes) in windows. OLE permits

seamless integeration of applications in windows.

7. DjnarnicDataExchange (DDE):Network DDE is an expertise that permits applications that use

ttie DDE rransporr to riribly exchange data above a network. It includes two main comPonents:
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(0 The NetDDE agent. This is
application. k converses with
via NeIBIOS as revealed in the

Machine A

+-----------+

I DDE app t

Desktop 93

a service that performs as a substitute for the distant DDE
all local DDE applications, and with distant NetDDE agenrs
following chart:
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(i0 A DLL that executes NetDDE API functions like NDdeShareAdd, NDdeShareDel, and so
on. This DLL is generally named NDDEAPI.DLL.

In the well being of backwards compatibility,'S7indows 95 involves a NetDDE agent and a 16-
bit NetDDE API DLL. Though, \Windows 95 does not comprise a32-birNetDDE API DLL.

t.

2.

\7hat is network neighbourhood?

Define Object Linking and Embedding (OLE).

5.9 LET US SUM UP

MS-windows is a GUI based operating system. In windows operaring system, multiple applications can
be simultaneously run in different windows. In MS-windows, rhe screen upon whiih icons, windows,
etc., are displayed is known as desktop. The Graphical Device Interface (GDI) is the graphical system
that administers what emerges on the screen.

Your
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You can explore you computer through start button and taskbar, rny cornputer and aindout Explorer.
'fhe taskbar is a bar, which is usually located at the bottom of the screen. The start button is located at
taskbar. By clicking at start button, start menu appears wherefrom you can start programme, open
document, customize you system, get help, search for items on your computer and more.

5.10 KEY\T/ORDS

Desktop: The Desktop is the main entrance to the resources stored on your computer and beyond.

L4jt Computer:The My Computer icon represents your computer.

Rccltcle Bin:The Recycle Bin is a'temporary storage place for deleted files.

Object Linking and Embedding (Or.D: OLE is the key technology for \Tindows 95.

Dynamie Data Exchange (DDE): DDE is an expertise that permits applications that use the DDE
transport to visibly exchange data above a network.

s.11 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

l. \7hat is windows Explorer and give some of its functions?

2. \(hat is the function of taskbar and recycle bin?

3. \7hat are running programmes? Differentiate between top down design and bottom up design.

4. Discuss the features of windows 95.

5. \fhat is dynamic data exchange?

6. \7hat is My Computer? Discuss the icons that appear in this window.

Check Your Progress: Model Answer

7. Network Neighborhood icon allows you to view all of the network resources available to
, your PC. These resources can include other computers, printers, fax servers, etc.

2. OLE is the key technology for \Tindows 95. Object Linking and Embedding is the
Microsoft's standard for creating compound documents (compound document is a

document made from different programmes) in windows.

5.12 SUGGESTED READINGS
D. Bharioke, Eundamentals of lT, Excel Books

V. Rajaraman, Fundamentak of Compurer, Prentice Hall of India.
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6.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Describe fundamentals of computer networking

. Explain the different structures of networks

. Define networking standards and network topology

o Analyse the networking hardware and software

. Discuss network administration

6.1 INTRODUCTION

A personal computer serves its purpose well for a single user where all the programmes, data, printer
and other resources stay attached to it. Most of the home applications require a single computer where

you store all your programmes and data. However, in many other situations you would like to have

other computers attached to your computer so that your computer may interact with those

computers. This situation gives rise to computer networking.

This lesson deals with various aspects of computer networking in detail. You should be able to

establish a computer network and work with your operating system to make use of the network
resources after going through this unit carefully.

6.2 FLINDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER NET\TORKING

Since the beginning of the human civilization, the need to communicate had paved the way to develop

different techniques and methods based on circumstances and available technology. Many early forms

of communication were gesture, writing and depicted on cave walls etc. \With the development of
language and the use of symbols, papyrus and paper facilitated to record communication for later use.

The desire to communicate more and better beyond the geographical boundaries inspired man to use

different techniques. Some of these techniques were based on story telling using gesture, animation and

sound. This is an account about the evolution of communication during ancient time.

In 1948, Claude Shannon who worked for the Bell Telephone Company in United States of America

had proposed a model of communication as shown below. This served as a basis for explaining

communication since that time.
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In terms of oral communication between two people, rhe model is applied as follows:

Net.r'orking 97

Source

Message

Sender

Channel

Receiver

Destination

: The brain

: The idea, thought

: The transmitting device, the mouth

: The medium the message iravels over, air

: The receiving device, the ear

: The brain

Data communications concerns itself with the transmission of information between two locations.
The transmission broadly involves sending and receiving the information. This indicates sending
information between machines that are connected together by physical wires or radio links. The
machines may be transmitter, telephone, computer etc.

Computer network can be defined as a group of independent computers possibly located at different
physical locations inter-connected with each other so that thev can communicate with each other.

In data communication system, data is transmitted from computer terminals to the information-
processing unit through data cornmunication circuits. Following two types of data transmission
methods are used to carry data from its origin to the information-processing unit.

ofrline: Computers are not connected by communication circuits. Data is transmitted between a

terminal and information-processing unit through a magnetic tape and magnetic disk packs.

Online: Computers connected by communication circuits. Data can be instantly transmitted between
a terminal and information-processing unit.

Electronic communications can be classified in two categories - Analog and Digital.In the analog form
of electronic communications, information is represented as a continuous electromagnetic wave form.
Digital communications represents information in binary form through a series of discrete pulses.

Purpose of Networking

Computer networking is a logical follow through of personal computer applications in homes and in
small and large enterprises. To appreciate the imponance and need of a computer network consider
the following scenarios.

o In the present modern office almost every activity is carried out with the help of compurers.
Computers are installed in all the sections with many people working in each secrion. It is not
cost-effective to attach a resource - say a printer or a disk or any other sharable resource - each to
individual computers. Rather than that would it not be better if one high capacity printer is
installed on one computer and the rest of the computers are able to print on rhat! Networking
achieves this objective in a very convenienr and cost-effecrive manner.

. Many activities require collaboration from various individuals sitting in different parts of the same
office or organization. These individuals require a lot of file transfer be done among themselves.
One simple approach to allow this is to copy the required files back and fonh from one computer
to another. This approach obviously suffers from a lot of limitations. \fould it not be more
convenient if the files could be transferred without any physical movement right from sitting
where one is working! Networking makes this happen.
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. In the present global business scenario many organizations have their offices branched over different
locations spanning sometimes even continents. Networking allows them to communicate with each

other in a seamless manner through highly sophisticated video-conferencing to simple e-mail
exchange.

These instances are but only few from the practical applications. The benefits of computer networking
far outweigh its installation and maintenance efforts. It is only natural then that almost every
organization is hooked to some kind of computer network today.

To summarize the above mentioned points, the purpose of computer networking is to:

o Allow users to share computer resources like files, printers, disks etc. among each other.

. Have a centralized control on the other computers.

. Allow users to work from a place away from their own computers.

A computer network attains a better cost-benefit ratio as compared to standalone installations. You
can convince yourself by considering installing a printer each to 10 computers or to have a computer
network with a single printer attached to one of the networked computers and allow every user to use

that printer as if it belongs to her.

6.3 DIFFERENT STRUCTURES OF NET\TORKS

Just as computers differ from each other on many accounts, computer networks also differ from each

other considerably. Computer networks have been classified on various bases. On the basis of the
extent of geographical coverage area, computer networks can be classified into the categories shown
below.

6.3.llocal Area Network (LAN)

Computer Networks can also be ciassified on the basis of their geographical expanse. A local area

network is a computer network in which the panicipating computers and computing resources are all
located in a small geographical area such as a building or a university campus.

It is often a privately owned network. LANs
communication medium in order that users

files, applications, and peripherals.

LANs can also provide a connection to other networks, either through a computer which is attached
to both networks, or through a device called a gateway.

A LAN consists of the following hardware:

. Nodes or workstations, usually PCs.

. One or more relatively powerful computer with large storage capacity to act as server.

o Network interface cards attached to each of the workstations and servers.

. Cables (such as twisted wire cable) to connect the computers and the peripherals.

interconnect computers and peripherals over a common
might share access to connected computers, databases,
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A LAN consists of the following software:

. Network Management Software or a network operating system. Some popular network operating
systems are:

t Novel Netware

* \Tindows NT Server

n rX/indows 2000

t Linux

. Applications software capable of supporting network access.

o Seruer Sofiware: A frle server is server software that can process file related requesrs from the client
workstations. Print servers, similarly, process print related requests from the client workstations.

. Client Sofiware: This software runs on the client nodes and allows requests to be sent to rhe server
and to receive back the result.

Working of I-AN

A node sends a request to a connected server on the LAN. The server processes the request and returns
the result to the requesting node. For instance, to open a[i\e, a node sends the request to a fiie server
on the LAN. The file server searches the specified file and returns it to the node.

Aduantages of I-AN

o All the available peripherals and other expensive resources can be shared among the workstations.

r Application software and data can also be shared among the workstations.

. lJsers can communicate with each other through e-mail.

Disaduantages ofI-AN

o A required resource may be unavailable if the sen'er is down.

. A LAN having few workstations may be expensive due to cost of additional hardware and software.

o if not handled properly, data security may not be assured.

6.3.2 Metropolitan Area Network (MAN)

A computer network, which is spread over a larger area rhan that of LAN, is called MAN. For
instance, computer network connecting the computers located at hospitals in a city is a MAN.

6.3.3 Vide Area Network (\t[AN)
Networks covering larger area than that of MAN connecting the parriciparing compurers via
telecommunication and satellite links are called \WAN. A \fAN may span a counrry or rhe entire world.

The common transmission media used in 1MAN are:

o Radio waves

o Microu,,aves

o Communicationsatellites
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Some special hardware used in IS/AN are:

e Britlges; A bridge is an equipment that connects two similar networks.

a' Roy-tcrs' oy Gittewd),s: A router or a gateway is hardware that connects two dissimilar computer
net$rorks.

There are generally tv!,o types of \7AN, disringuished on the basis of accessibility. They are:

t l]ublic Networks: These net.v,rrks are controlled by the government. Public can use them by
subscribing to the serv'ices. Some of the pop.s|av Y/ANs are:

t Integrated Sen'ices Digital Netn'ork (ISDN)

a Pu'plic Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)

+ Pubiic Switched Data Network (PSDN)

* Value Added Netw-ork [,'AN)
For instance, Barclays Bank has branches all over the world connected through a \fAN. The
central sen'er is located in UK q'here all the customer information is stored. Nodes situated at

remote loc*tions can access this information and carry out transactions from almost anywhere in
the world.

S\fIFT netv,ork is another erample of \YAN. This netri'ork connects computer systems of
different banks all c,ver the s.orld to ensure secured fund transfer and payment handling.

o Priuatel{etworks: These WANs are owned and controlled by a particular party and are not open
for public use.

Fcr instance, a company may have branches in many countries. A \ilAN may connect its branch
offices. The company o\&.ns the \X/AN and it is not meant for public use.

6.3.4 Internet, Intranet and Extranet

The lnterner is a world wide network of several Corriputer Networks connected to each other using
TCP/P protoccl. Intormation may be shared and exchanged using web-page technology consisting of
web server and web-browser pa.ir. it is open for public use. We wili learn more about the Internet
later.

An irutranet is a computer network private to an organization. It uses the Internet technology for
information access.

An extraner is iarge scale intranet to r,,'hich restricted pubiic access is granted. Users in public having
proper authorization rna,v use this network.

6.4 NET\''ORKING STANDARDS

lnitially every organization n as free to develop its own way of establishing a computer network.
However, with the rapid growth in the netw'orking technology and as the networking transcended
national anti internal boundaries the need was felt to enforce network standards so that all the
computers throughout the network understand what is being transmitted to them.
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Consequently, several standards were designed and redesigned. The most {undamental network
standard is the OSI reference model. OSI or Open System Interconnecrion is a standard for worldwide
communications that defines a networking framework for implementing protocois in seven layers.
Control is passed from one layer to the next, starting at the application layer in one srarion,
proceeding to the bottom layer, over the channel to the next staiion and back up rhe hierarchy. The
structure of the OSI is given hereunder.

The top layer - Application lajter - supports application and end-user application. This layer provides
application services for file transfers, e-mail, and other network soft'w'are services. Teinet and FTP are
applications that exist entirely in the application leve1. The application layer attaches information like
the receiver's address etc. to the data being transmitted.

Presentation layer receives the packet from Application iayer and translates it into neru,ork format
applying encryption etc.

Session lajter accepts the packet from the Presentation la-rer adds some more information such as

communication session number etc. and passes the same to the next layer.

Transport lajer a$aches transparent transfer to the packet received from the Session laver and passes

the new packet to the next layer.

Nehvork lager provides switching and routing technologies, creating logical paths, known as virtual
circuits, for transmitting data from node to node. Routing and forwarding are functions of this layer,
as well as addressing, internetworking, error handling, congestion control and packet sequencing. The
resultant packet passes to the next layer.
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Phvsical Layer
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Data Link codes and decodes the data packeft into bits. It also furnishes transmission prorocol knowledge
and management and handles errors in the physical layer, flow control and frame synchronization.

Phgsical laidr conveys the bit stream - electrical impulse, light or radio signal - through rhe network at
the electrical and mechanical level. It provides the hardware means of sending and receiving data on a
carrier, including defining cables, cards and physical aspects.

As the packet travels through the layers its size goes on increasing. At the receiving end the reverse
process takes place wherein the extra information attached to the actual data are removed as the packet
moves up the ladder. Finally the transmitted data is received by the receiver.

6.5 NET\TORK TOPOLOGY

Computer Networks can aiso be classified depending on the manner the participating nodes are
connected to each other. The manner in which nodes of a computer network are connecred to each
other is called its topology. The main nerwork topologies are:

. Bus topology

. Star topology

o Ring topology

. Hybrid topology

r Fully connected topology

6.5.1 Bus Topology

in this topology, nodes and peripherals are all connected to a single transmission line called bus. A
message alongwith unique address of the target computer is placed on rhe bus and is transmitted to all
nodes. The node for which the message is directed reads the message while other nodes simply ignore
it. This topology is suitable if only a few compurers are to be networked.

Ethernet and Local Talk are examples of bus networks.

Adaantages of Bus Topologlt

o It is comparatively cheaper.

. It is eady to install.

a It is easy to attach a new node as also to remove an existing one.

Er] lEI
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Disadaantages of Bus Topologt

o It is not very reliable. If the bus fails the network fails.

. There is a limit to the number of nodes that it can support.
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5.5.2 Ring Topology

The ring topology has a closed loop of connecting cable. Each node on the network has two links and
forms unbroken circular configuration. Transmitted messages travel from node to node around the
ring. Information may travel around the ring in one direction or both the directions. Each node must
be able to recognize its own address in order to accept messages.

Token-Passing Ring and IBM Token Ring are examples of ring topologies.

Adaantage s of Nng Top o loglt

o It is very reliable.

o The network does not fail even when a link between tv' o nodes is broken.

Disaduantages of Ring Topologlt

. It is more expensive than bus topology.

. The network management is complex.

6.5.3 Star Topology

A11 nodes in this topology are joined at a single node. This single node is called as a central node, hub,
or switch, to which all other devices are attached directly. This topology is frequently used for
networks in which control of the network is located in the central node.
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Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is an example of star topology. This topology is very suitable in
banking network systems where a master controller computer system is connected with nodes spread
all over a ctt1r.

Adaantage s of S tar T op ologt

. The network is very reliable. Unless the hub fails the network remains functional.

o It allows bemer control and enhanced securitv.

. Addition and deletion of nodes is ven- easr'.

D isadaantage s of S tar T op ologt

o It is expensive due to extra hardware needed.

o The network fails if the central computer system fails.

6.5.4 Hybrid Topology

This network topology is a mixture of above mentioned. Usually, a cenrral compurer is attached with
sub-controllers which in turn parricipate in a variety of topologies.

m
rFl
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Adu antage s of H1 b nd T op o loglt

. It is extremely flexible.

o It is very reliable.

Disad.uantages of Hy bid T op ology

o It is expensive.

o Adding a node to it is nor very easy.

6.5.5 Fully Connected Topology

In this topology all the nodes are connecred to all other nodes with

Adaantagcs of F ulljt C onnecte d Topo logjt

' It is extremely reliable. Breakdown of one link does not affect the network.
. Communication is faster.

Disadaantages of Fullg Conneeted Topologlt

. It is very expensive.

. Additional node requires many links to be set up.

Networking 105
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6.6 ACCESSING AND SHARING RESOURCES IN A NET\TORK

If you want to use your folders when you dial into your computer from a remote location, you must

share thern. Likewise, if you want other network users to have access to the folders on your comPuter,

you must share them.

By setting permissions on the shared folders, you can control the level of access that other people have

to your files. The following table summarizes the shared folder permissions that you can apply and the

actions they allow.

Share Level Permissions

FulI Control Can open, read, and edit files, and can rdn Programmes Can change permissions and take

ownership of {older

Change Can open, read, and edit iiles, and can run programmes

Read Can read files and execute programmes

Ta Share a Folfur

1. Right-click the folder you want to share, and then click Sharing.

2. On the Sharing tab, click Share this folder.

3. In Share Name, use the default name, or tyPe a name.

You should use eight characters or less with no sPaces in the share name.

4. If you wanr ro provide a description of the folder, type the description in Comment'

5. If you want ro limit the number of people who can concurrently use the folder, in User limit,

click Allow, and then enter a number'

6. If you wanr to set permissions for specific users or groups, click Permissions, click Add, double-

click the user or gro.rp to whom you want to assign permissions, and then click OK. Next, select

rhe user o, grorf, ,.i..t o, clear the appropriate Allow and Deny permission check boxes, and

then click OK. Click OK again.

'When you create a shared folder, the default permission is Full Control for the grouP Everyone.

6.7 NET\TORKING HARD\TARE

To establish a computer network between two PCs you need to carry out the networking broadly at

two levels - hardware and software. Networking hardware typically includes routers, switches, access

points, modems, network interface cards and cables'

Other hardware prevalent within computer networking is datacenter equipment (such as file servers,

database servers and storage areas), network services (such as DNS, DHCP, email etc) as well as other

specific network devices such as content delivery.

Other diverse devices which may be considered networking hardware include mobile phones, PDAs

and even modern coffee machines. As technology grows and IP-based networks are integrated into

building infrastructure and household utilities, network hardware becomes an ambiguous statement

owing to the increasing number of 'network capable' endpoints'
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6.7.1 Network Interface Card (NIC)

NIC is an add-on card that can be insened into a PC. It can be conneced to communication media
leading to the Nic of anorher compurer. A typical NIC is shown in the figure.

5.7.2 Routers

These are devices and programmes (hardw are andsoftware) used in a network to determine the path of
flow of the transmitted data.

6.7.3 Gateways

are devices and programmes (hardware and software) thar connec rwo nerworks of differentThese

kind.

6.7.4 Hubs

A hub is like a distribution box consisting of a number of ports where cables from various nodes can
be directed and redirected in a LAN. th.y prorride full bandwidth to each client, unlike BUS
networks where the bandwidth is shared.

6.7.5 Modems

Modem (Modulator - DEModulator) is a device thar converts digital signal into analog signal
(modulation) at the sending end and analog signal into digital signal @emodilation) at the ,!."iiir,g
end' As you know, telephone lines carry ,rrrlog signals (voi.") *hil. compurers work on digirai
signals. Therefore, in order to use telephone linls ior digital transmissio' it i, necessary ,o f,r,r.
modems at both the ends.
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Generally, three types of modems are available:

. External Modcm: This type of Modem remains outside the computer. It is attached to the

compurer on one side through a data cable and to the telephone line on the other side' It also has

a separate power supply.

o Internal Modem: Internal modems are add-on cards that can be inserted into the computer. It has a

jack through which telephone line can be connected.

. Wireless Modem: These types of Mqdem do not have any physical cable connection to the

telephone line. They are often used in portable laptop computers'

5.7.6 \ri-Fi
On the lines of Hi-Fi for High Fidelity, Wi-Fi is unofficially known as 'Wireless Fidelity. It is a

q,,ireless technology brand o-r.d by the \fi-Fi Alliance intended to improve the interoperability of

wireless local area network products"

A \fi-Fi enabled device such as a PC, game console, cell phone, MP3 player or PDA can connect to

the network when within range of a wireless network. The area covered by one or mor€

inrerconnected access points is called a hotspot. Hotspots can cover as limle as a single room with

wireless-opaque walls o, ,, -.r.h as many tq.rr.. miles covered by overlapping access points. \fi-Fi
can also b" 

"r.d 
to create a mesh network. Both architectures are used in community networks'

Many consumer devices use Wi-Fi. Amongst others, personal computers can network to each other

,rrd .orrrr..t to the Internet, mobile computers can connect to the Internet from any \7i-Fi hotspot,

and digital cameras can transfer images wirelessly.

\fi-Fi ailows LANs to be deployed without cabling for client devices, typically reducing the costs of

network deployment and expansion. Spaces where cables cannot be run, such as outdoor areas and

historical buildings, can host wireless LANs.



once the network hardware is installed with each of the parriciparing compurers rhe nerwork is ready
to function. However, as you know hardware acts only rrd., th. .oitrol of ,orn. software. Therefore
a network software must be installed on each of the nodes of the network.

The network software provides the implementation of various protocols among the computers on the
network. Network Drirters are the software component, ,hr, respond tJ th. communication
commands of the panicipating computers in the network. Every noie in the network must have
appropriate nerwork drivers loaded.

Operating System provides a number of netu,orking support. You will discover how \X/indows 2000
provides a complete ruite of^software suppon fo, establirt l"g compurer nerworks. Computers hooked
to- a network primarily perform two roles - client o. ,"rr.-.. Some computers receiv. ,.q.r"rt, from
other computers on the network and after processing the request provide the result to the sender of
the request. Such nodes are called serLrers o,hil. nod.1 submiiting ih. ,.qrr"rrs are known as clients.
Note that programmes can also behave like clients and servers. Tf,u, , .o-prrr", may play the role of
file-server or print server or internet serv-er etc.

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.
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6.8 NET\T/ORKING SOFT\TARE

6. 9 NET\T/ORK ADMINISTRATION
rf your computer is physically connected to a network during installation, Setup installs the necessary
software components you need to connect to the network. FJr example, Windows 2000 automatically
detects the network adapter and installs the appropriate driver software for it,
If you want to connect to a network after setup, use the following procedure.

This procedure assumes that you've already installed a network adapter and that your computer is
physically connecred to the network-fo, instance, by a network cable.

To connect your computer to a local area network:

l' Log on to \Windows 2000 as an administrator or as a user with administrator rights.
2. click the start button, point to Settings, and then click control panel.

3. In control Panel, double-click Network and Dial-up connections.

4. Right-click Local'Area connection, and then crick properties.

5' Under Components checked are used by this connection, select the client software, network
protocol, and service specified by your netv'ork administrator. If the selections you want aren,r
listed, click Install to add them. Click OK.

If you're not sure which network components to select, contact your network administrat,rr.

1,. Define network interface card.

2. Vhat is wifi?
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6.10 LET US SUM UP

Computer nerwork can be defined as a group of independent computers possibly located at different

physical locations inter-connected with each other so that they can communicate with each other.

Local Area Network is a computer hetwork spanning within a small office or a building.

Application layer of OSI standard supports application and end-user application.

Presentation layer receives the packet from Application layer and translates it into network format

applying encryption etc.

Session layer accepts the packer u om the Presentation layer adds some more information such as

communication session number etc. and passes the same to the next layer.

Transport layer attaches transparent transfer to the packet received from the Session layer and Passes

the new packet to the nefi layer.

Network layer provides switching and routing technologies, creating logical paths, known as virtual
circuits, for transmitting data from node to node.

Data Link codes and decodes the data packets into bits.

Physical layer conveys the bit stream - electrical impulse, light or radio signal - through the network at

the electrical and mechanical level.

The TCPAP protocols are being used globally irrespective of the nature of the organtzations whether

it belongs to the general category of. organtzations or security specific sensitive organizations.

A hub is like a distribution box consisting of a number of ports where cables from various nodes can

be directed and redirected in a LAN.

Network Drivers are the software components that respond to the communication commands of the

participating computers in the network.

5.11 KEY\TORDS

Coruputer Network: A group of independent computers possibly located at different physical locations

inter-connected with each other so that the;'can communicate with each other'

OfiIine: Computers are not connected by communication circuits. Data is transmitted between a

terminal and information-processing unit through a magnetic tape and magnetic disk packs.

Local Area Network (I-AN): A computer network in which the participating computers and comPuting

resources are all located in a small geographical area such as a building or a university campus.

Metropolitan Area Network (MAN): A computer network, which is spread over a larger area than that

of LAN.

Widc Area Network (WAN): Networks covering larger area than that of MAN connecting the

participating compurers via telecommunication and satellite links are called VAN.

Public Networks: These networks controlled by the government. Public can use them by subscribing

to the seryices.
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Piuate Networks: These VANs owned and controlled by a parricular party and nor open for public
use.

Intranet: A computer network private to an organization that uses the Internet technology for
information access large scale intranet to which res;icred public access is granted.

osl or open sjtstem Intereonnection: A standard for worldwide communications that defines a
networking framework for implementing protocols in seven layers.

Network Topologlt: The manner in which nodes of a computer network are connected to each other is
called its topology.

Network Interface Card (NIC).. NIC is an
connected to communication media leading r

Routers: Devices and programmes (hardware
flow of the transmitted data.

Gatewajts: These are devices and
different kind.

programmes (hardware and Software) that connecr two networks of

add-on card that can be inserted into a pC. k can be
to the NIC of another computer.

, and Software) used in a network to determine the path of

Hubs: A hub is like a distribution box consisting of a number of ports where cables from various
nodes can be directed and redirected in a LAN.

Moderys: Modem $4odulator - DEModulator) is a device that converts digital signal inro analog signal
(modulation) at the sending end and analog signal into digital signal (demoi,rlrtio"r,

4.

5.

6.

5.12 QUESTTONS FOR DISCUSSION
1. \7hat is the purpose of a computer nerwork?

2. Explain the various layers of OSI model.

3' \what are the hardware and software cornponenrs of a LAN? Explain the working of each unit
with the help of a diagram.

Differenriate clearly between LAN, MAN and wAN using suitable examples.

\Vhat are the funcions of transpo rtlayer in a network?

Networking cards, cables and hubs belong to one layer of the oSI networking model. \7hich
layer is it?

7 ' Which layer of the oSI model responsible for maintaining user information during
communication?

8' 'Where would you find a private network? Give some areas of application of privare nerworks.
9. lVhat are the differences between rin and bus topology?

10' If a network has to have high degree of ;r,ailability which topology will you suggest? \75y?
ll. Compare and conrrast between different LAN topologies.
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Check Your Progress: Model Answer

1,. NIC is an add-on card that can be inserted into a PC. It can be connected to

communication media leading to the NIC of another comPtlter.

2. On the lines of Hi-Fi for High Fidelity, \ili-Fi is unofficially known as'Wireless Fidelity. It
is a wireless technology brand owned by the \7i-Fi Alliance intended to improve the

interoperability of wireless local area network products.
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PROGRAMMES

CONTENTS

7.A Aims and Objectives

7.t Introduction

7.2 Working with Programmes

7.2.1, Running Programmes for Search

7.2.2 Getting Help

7.2.3 To Start a Programme by using the Run Command

7.2.4 Shutting Down a \flindow PC

7.2.5 Adding and Removing New Programmes

7.2.6 To Start a Programme from the Stan Button

7.2.7 To Toggle between Running Programmes

7.2.8 To Quit or Close a Programme

7.2.9 To Minimize or Maximize a 'Window or Restore it to its Previous Size

7.2.10 To Start a Programme Each Time you Start lVindows 2000

7.2.1,1, To Run Programmes using'Windows Explorer

7.2.12 Running Programmes from a Document

7.2.13 \Torking from the Command Prompt

7.2.L4 Looking at the Registry

7.2.1,5 SchedulingTasks

7.2.16 Using the Advanced Menu

7.3 Let us Sum up

7.4 Keyx'ords

7.5 Questions for Discussion

7.6 Suggested Readings

7.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

a Run programmes from the start menu, from explorer, from Search, from a document

a Start programmes automatically when you start windows
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Minimize running programmes

IJse run command
'Work from the command prompt

Add and rernove programmes

Explain scheduling, adding and modifying tasks

Use the advanced menu

a

a

a

a

a

a

7.1 INTRODUCTION
This lesson will familiarize yort how to run programmes from rhe Starr Menu, from the Explorer,
from Search and from a document. You will learn how to start programmes auromatically when you
start your windows 2000 professional and learn how to run programmes minimized. You will learn
how to use the Run command to run programmes and how to use the Command Prompt. Also since
the programmes we use and might need are not always installed, we might need to add and remove
some programmes according to our needs. This unit will teach you how to add and remove not only
programmes but also windows components. Further you will learn about looking at registry and how
to schedules tasks according to your choice.

. Running programmes minimized

a Using run command

. 'Working from the command prompr

. Adding and removing programmes

. Scheduling, adding and modifying tasks

. Using the Advanced Menu

7.2 \T/ORKING \TITH PROGRAMMES

7.2.1 Running Programmes for Search

1. CLICK stan

2. Go to SEARCH

3. The Search x'indow will opened up according to which you can type what do you want to run
your choice to programme.

7.2.2 Getting Help

\Tindows XP Help is your principal source of information for learning how to use \(indows XP.
Always available from the Start merlu, Help describes how to perform a wide variety of tasks-from
setting up a printer to connecting to the Internet. Help also contains a glossary, keyboard shorrcurs,
troubleshooters, an online version of this book, and links to \Web-based resources.
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To OpenWindows XP llelp

1.. Click the Start button.
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2. On the Start menu, click Help.

Vindows XP Help appears. You can find topics listed on the Contents tab, look up keywords on the
Index tab, and search for text by using the Search rab.

You can also get information about a dialog box by clicking the question mark button on rhe title bar
and then clicking the dialog box area in question.

7,2,3 To Start a Programme by using the Run Command

1. Click Start, and then click Run.

2. In Open, type the path to the item to be opened, or click Browse to locate it.

3. The Open box lists items the user has opened recently. Click an item in the list, and then click
OK to open it.

4. One can open a file or folder or connect to a shared computer by typing its path in the Open box
and also connect to an Internet or intranet site.
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7.2.4 Shutting Down a Vindow PC

There are so many different ways to turn off your \Tindows XP computer, let's look at some of them:

l. The standard approach - click the Stan Button with your mouse, then select the Turn Off menu
and finally click the Turn off icon on the Turn off computer dialog.

2. Press Ctrl+Esc key or the Vin key and press u rwo times - the fastest approach.

3. Get the Shutdown utility from Download.com - it add the shut down shorrcurs for you. Else
create them yourself using approach

4. Create a shutdown shortcut on your desktop. Right click on rhe desktop, choose New Shortcut
and type shutdown -s -t OO in the area where you are asked to specify the location of the
Programme file. Now you can just double click this icon to turn off the computer. The best
location would be your quick launch bar.

5. Press the \X/in key + R key to open the run window. Type shutdown -s -t 00. [s means shutdown
while t means the duration after which yoir want ro initiate the shutdown process].If some open
processes or application won't let you turn off, append a -f switch to force a shut down by.lorirg
all active processes.

6. \7in+M to minimize all windows and then Alt+F4 to bring the Turn Off computer dialog.

7. Open \Tindows Task manager (by right clicking the \il/indows Task bar or Alt+Ctrl+Del) and
choose Shut down from the menu. Useful when the \Windows are nor responding.

7.2.5 Adding and Removing New Programmes

One can use Add/Remove Programmes to easily add new programmes or remove old ones that are
taking_up necessary space. Once installed, there are several ways to start programmes, and you can
store shortcuts to programmes in convenient locations.

Programme windows are verv easy to arrange, resize, and move around your screen. You can copy
and paste information from one programme to anorher, or link information so that when you ,rpdrt"
the file in one programme the information is also updated in the linked programme. Vindows 2000
also makes it easy to use your computer to perform tasks in several progrr--.s simultaneously.

AddNew Programmes

l. To add a programme from a CD or floppy disk

2. Open Add/Remove Programmes in Control Panel

3. Click Add New Programmes, and then click CD or Floppy

4. Follow the instructions on the screen.

\When using Add/Remove Programmes, you can install only programmes rhat were written forlVindows operating sysrems
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To add. a Prograrnmefrom a Network

1. Open Add/Remove Programmes in Control Panel.

2. Click Add New Programmes.

3. Select tlre programme to be added, and then click Add.

4. Follow the instructions on the screen.

T o Add. F e atures frorn Mierosofi Windows Up date

1. Open Add/Remove Programmes in Control Panel.

2. Click Add New Programmes, and then click'S(indows Update.

3. Follow the instructions on the \(eb site to locate and add new'Windows features, system updates,

and device drivers.

To Change or Rcmoae a Programme

1. Open Add/Remove Programmes in Control Panel.

2. Click Change or Remove Programmes, select the programme to be changed or rernoved.

3. Click the appropriate button.

4. To change a programme, click Change/Remove or Change.

5. To remove a programme, click Change/Remove or Remove.

:$+1 , , , J,
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To Add or Remoae a Windows 2000 Component

l. Open Add/Remove Programmes in Control panel.

2. Click Add/Remove \Tindows Components.

3. Follow the instructions in the \Tindows componenrs wizard.

4' You need to be logged on as an administrator or a member of the Administrarors group in add. or
remove \Tindows comPonent. If the computer is connected to a nerwork, ,r.t*orlf po[.y settings
may also prevent rhe user from completing this procedure.
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7.2.67o Start a Programme from the Start Button
Click Start, point to Programmes, locate the programme you wanr ro srart, and then click it.

7.2.7 To Toggle between Running programmes

After you start a Programme, a button representing the programme appears on the taskbar. To switch
from one running Programme to anothe., click its taskbar 6utron. Press ALT+TAB to switch to the
last open Programme or document by pressing, or cycle through open windows by holding down
ALT and repeatedly pressing TAB.

7.2.8To Quit or Close a programme

on the File menu of the Programme you are using, click Exit or click #at the far rightof tlie title bar.

7.2.9 To Minimize or Maximize a \flindow or Restore it to its previous Size

To minimize all open windows and dialog boxes, click lffion the raskbar. Minimized windows appear
as buttons on your taskbar. Click ffiagain to resrore all windows to their previous size. Double-
clicking the window's title bar also maximizes or resrores it to its previous size.

7.2.10 To Start a Programme Each Time you Start \trflindows 2000
1. click stan, point to sertings, and then click Taskbar & Start Menu
2. Click rhe Advanced tab, and then click Advanced.

3' In the Start Menu folder, find the shortcut to-the programme you wanr ro starr each time you
stan \Tindows 2000, and drag it to the Startup foldei

7.2.11To Run Programmes using Vindows Explorer
To open \Tindows Explorer, click Start, point to Programmes, point ro Accessories, and then click
\Tindows Explorer.

l. Open \Tindows Explorer

2. Click the file that you want

3. On the File menu, click Properties

4. Click Change

5' Click the name of the programme that you wanr ro open the file, or click other ro selecr a
programrne that is not listed.

7.2,12 Running Programmes from a Document
Orte can specify a programme by selecting a file, clicking the file menu, clicking open with, and then
clicking a Programme name, or clicking oih"., and then J"l..ting rhe name of thJprogramme.
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7.2.13 Vorking from the Command Prompt

Opening a Command Prompt

There are tv/o conventional ways to start a Command promPt.

1,. Start, Programmes, Accessories, Command prompt

2. Start, Run and type "cmd" (minus quotes) and press enter.

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

7.2.1,4 Looking at the Registry

The Vindows registry is a database which $ores settings and options for the oPerating system for
Microsoft W'indows 32-bit versions, 64-bit versions and \Tindows Mobile. It contains information and

settings for all the hardware, software, users, and preferences of the computer. \Thenever a user makes

changes to "Control Panel" settings, or file associations, system policies, or installed software, the

changes are reflected and stored in the registry.

7 .2.1,5 Scheduling Tasks

Adding a New Scheduled Task

1. Click on the My Computer icon located on the Desktop.

2. Then double-click on Control Panel to get to the Scheduled Tasks folder.

3. Double-click Add Scheduled Task.

4. Follow the instructions in the Add Scheduled Task wizard.

5. Select the Open advanced properties for this task for more set uP oPtions.
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Add Task and Select Programme in the List of prograrumes
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Click the progrdm yrru want \r,/indows to run.
To s*e more pr,:gramr, click Browse.
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Name the task in such a way that you can easily identify and determine whar the task does

Select a run schedule for the task and the tasks can be scheduled to iun periodically as in whether
daily, weekly, c,r monthly or only when a specific evenr occurs, such as;hen the computer srarrs
or when the task's user logs on.

Click Next to select a date and time to run rhe scheduled task.

The next dialog box depends on when the task is scheduled ro run.
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Naming the Task and Selecting a Run Schedule

C onfiguring a Dailjt S c he du le d T as k
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Configuing a Wee k ljt S cheduled Tas k

Configuing a Monthllt Scheduled Task

After configuring a start date and time, click Next then type a username and password which can be

used when running the scheduled task. This username must have appropriate permissions and

privileges to run the scheduled task.

The final wrzard dialog box provides a summary of the task scheduled.

Click Finish to complete the scheduling process. If an error occurs when you create the task, you'll see

an error prompt. Click OK. The task should still be created. Afterward, in Explorer double-click the

task to correct the problem in the related properties dialog box.
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Modifi ing Exist.ing S c hedute cl Tas k
Entries in the Scheduled Tasks folder show currently scheduled tasks.

You can work with entries in the Scheduled Tasks folder by completing the following steps:

l. Double-click Add Scheduled Task to start the Task scheduler \Vizard.

2' Double-click an existin-g task entry to view or change its propenies. you can ser advanced options
through the Settings tab.

3. Select a task entry and press Delete to delete the task.

7.2.16 Using the Advanced Menu

Yu hae urcxsfu$y schdrbd the lallming task:

!f lnternet Macros Brmsa

Windows wifl perlorm this task:

At 5:00AM way_Mor, Tue. Wed. Thu, Friof everg
week. stertkrg 3/2!/?101

C$ck Finish to dd this task toyw\r/indows ehed"de.
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In the Advanced Options, Check the Executable path

Iask i sctreuute I se$nss I

ifr Enabled [schaJuled task runs at specified timeJ

"E: \Program File;'rlf,1 \nnar;;;ii;;;"ffi+ffi

Scheduled Task lilizard
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t.

2.

\7hat is \Tindows XP Help?

\7rite the steps for removing a programme.

7.3 LET US SUM UP

One can run programmes through various ways by using the Start Menu, by using \Windows Explorer,
by using Search and running programmes from a document.

\(e can also configure in such a way that a programme starts automatically when we start the
'Silindows 

2000 professional.

tWe can nrn programmes minimized when we are simultaneously working with two or more

prograrnmes at the same time and switch between these programmes by clicking the programme

button at the taskbar.

\7e can also v,ork and run programmes using the run command and command prompt in \Window-s

2000 Professional. They can be accessed from the Start Menu itself.

Also 'Windows 2000 Professional allows the user to add and remove programmes according to our
choice. if the programmes on the computer are found to be defective we can change or remove them
as well as add new programmes which we need for our work.

Not only programmes we can add and remove windows components which had got installed during
the Setup of the operating system.

\Tindows registry contains information and settings for all the hardware, software, users, and

preferences of the computer. \Thenever you make changes to "Control Panel" settings, or file
associations, system policies, or installed softv'are, the changes are re{lected and stored in the registry.

Also one can schedule task which s,iil run for duration according to our choice, say daily, weekly,

monthly or one time. One can schedule one-time or recurring tasks to run automatically at any hour
of the day or night using the Task Scheduler \X/izard.

7.4 KEYSTORDS

9turt Menu: The menu that is brought up when one clicks on the Start button on the task bar.

Programme.r..A computer programme (often simply called a programme) is an example of computer

software which specifies what actions or computations the computer has to carry out.

Document: A file created using an application {or example a text document using a word processing

application.

Comruand Prompt: A screen symbol such as C: ) that requests user input. Also called the MS-DOS

PromPt.

Your
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Registryt: \flindows registry contains information and settings for all the hardware, sofrware, users)
and preferences of the computer. 'Whenever y-ou make changes to "Control Paneli' settings, or file
associations, system policies, or installed software, the changes are reflected and ,rorJd in the
registry.

scheduling Tasks: Scheduling one-time or recurring tasks to run auromatically at any hour of the day
or night.

7.s QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1. Explain how will you run programme from the Start Menu also explain its reach with the explorer.

2. How will you add a new programme from a CD or a Floppy Disk?

3. \Vhat does the windows component wizardhelp i,ou with?

4. How will you run programmes from a document?

5. V/hat is meant by Vindows Registry?

6. How will you modifying existing scheduled task? Give examples.

7. How can you configure a time bound scheduled task?

8. If one of the programmes on your computer is not working properly how will change or remove it?

9. If you don't have the administrator rights, can you add and remove windows component?

10. How would you use the run command to start a programme? Expiain using one programme and
try running it from the run command.

11. Explain how using the Task Schedtrler service you can schedule one-rime or recurring rasks ro run
automatically at any hour of the day or night.

12. How would you change a daily scheduled task to one which is weekly scheduled? Explain the steps.

Check Your Progress: Model Answers

1. \flindows XP Help is your principal source of information for learning how to use
\Tindows XP. Always available from the Start menu, Help describes lro*"to perform a
wide variety of tasks-from setting up a printer to .orr.r..iing ro the Internet. Help also
contains a glossary, keyboard shortcuts, troubleshooters, an online version of this took,
and links to \Web-based resources.

2. Steps for removing a programme are defined as follows:

(r) Open Add/Remove Programmes in Control panel.

(i, Click Change or Remove F.ogrammes, select the programme to be changed or remo

(iii) Click the appropriate button.

(iv) To change a programme, click Change,/Remove or Change.

(") To remove a programme, click Change/Remove or Remove.
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8.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Discuss customizing your desktop

. Discuss using the control panel

o Discuss setting up the active desktop

o Discuss making windows 2000 professional more accessible

. Discuss specifying accessibility options, using the accessibility accessories

. Discuss enabling web content, establish regionai settings, adjusting time and date etc

a Personalize the start menu

8.1 INTRODUCTION
This lesson will introduce to hon l'ou can set up Active desktop and make \X/indows 2000 more accessible,

how you can specify accessory options and use the accessibility options. You will learn how to customize
the desktop keyboard, mouse and customize the desktop which will enable you to display your favorite
screen saver, display as well as manipulate the display of color and resolutions. You will also learn how to
adjust your regional settings according to where you might be placed, adjust date and time accordingly as

well as learn to personalize your Start Menu according to how you prefer it.

8.2 OPENING CONTROL PANEL

To open a Control Panel item, click Start, point to Settings, click Control Panel, and then double-click
the appropriate icon.

8.2.1 Making \{uindows Professional more Accessible

The appearance and behavior of \Tindows can be changed to enhance accessibility for the vision-impaired,
hearing-impaired, and mobility-impaired users without installing additional software or hardware.

To enhance accessibility \Windows provides the foilon ing programmes:

l. The Magnifier helps in easier view-ing by enlarging a portion of the screen.

2. Narrator by using text-to-speech technoloel- enables one to read the contents of the screen aloud.

3. For people with limited mobiiitv the On-screen Keyboard provides the ability to type on-screen
using a pointing device.

4. Utility Manager enables users n'ith administrator-level access to check ar: Accessibility
programme's status, start or stop an Accessibility programme, and designate to have the
programme start when \Tindows srarts.

8.2.2 Specifying Accessibility Options

One can use Accessibility Options in Control Panel to set up the ways in which the keyboard, display
and mouse you want to use them.
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The functions performed by the accessibility tools available in Accessibility Options are:

1'. StickyKeys enables simultaneous keystrokes while pressing one key ar a rime.

2. FilterKeys adjusts the response of your keyboard.

3. ToggleKeys emits sounds when cerrain locking keys are pressed.

4. SoundSentry provides visual warnings for sysrem sounds.

5. ShowSounds instructs programmes to display captions for programme speech and sounds.

6. High Contrast improves screen contrast with alternative colors and font sizes.

7. MouseKeys enables the keyboard to perform mouse functions.

8. SerialKeys allows the use of alternative input devices insread of a keyboard and mouse.

The Accessibility tools are aimed at providing a minimum level of functionality for users with special
needs. Most users with disabilities will need utility programmes with higher functionality for daily use.
The Accessibtlity wtzard helps to set up the options and programmes aclording to individual neejs.

8.2.3 Using the Accessibility Accessories

ConfiguingWindowsforpeople who are blind or haue low aision

L. Using Display in Control Panel, select larger fonts and icons, increase the size of screen elements
by using a lower screen resolution, or change the size of windows and window borders.

2. Using Mouse in Control Panel, adjust mouse properries to display larger or more visible mouse
pointers and control the speed and animation of the mouse pointer.

3' 'S7hen using \Tindows-based programmes, change font sizes and colors, background color, and
window size. In some programmes, you can magnify the elements rhar are displayed in the
programme's window.

4. Using the Properties or Default dialog boxes in MS-DOS programmes, change font rypes, sizes,
and colors, background color, and the size of the cursor and programme window.

The following tools are available with \X/indows.

. UsingHigh Contrast: Specify that \Windows 2000 use colors and fonts that are designed for easy reading.

. Using Magnfier: Magnify a portion of the screen to make it more easily readable.

. Using Nanaror.'Narrator is a text-to-speech programme thar reads aloud the rexr thar is displayed
on the screen.

. Using ToggleKejs: ToggleKeys causes tones to sound when Caps Lock, Num Lock, and Scroll
Lock are pressed.

ConfiguingWindows 2000forpeople uho are deaf or hard-of-hearing

People who are,deaf or hard-of-hearing can configure \Tindows ro use visual cues in
increase the volume level of programme and system sounds.

place of sounds, or

. Use Soundsentry: SowdSentry displays a visual warning, such as a blinking programme window,
when the computer's built-in speaker makes a sound.
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. Use Showsounds: Showsounds instructs programmes to provide visual cues, such as informative
icons or tefi, for events that are normally only indicated by a sound.

. [Jse Sound Schemes: Use Sound Schemes to assign custom sounds to events. People who have

difficulty hearing sounds within a certain frequency range can use sound schemes to adjust system

and programme sounds to make them more audible.

C onfiguing Windows for p e ople w ho haae a mo bility impairment

People who have motion-related disabilities can use lffindows to configure their system to provide a

more comfortable computing environment and help minimize the impact of mobility impairments on

their work.

. Keyboard in Control Panel provides keyboard layouts for users of alternative keyboards. This is

especially useful for those who type with one hand.

. Mouse in Control Panel configures the mouse for right- or left-handed users, adjusts double-click
speed, pointer speed, and acceleration, and causes the mouse pointer to go directly to default
buttons in dialog boxes.

. lJse FilterKejts.. Using FilterKeys, located in Accessibility Options in Control Panel, you can tell
\Windows 2000 to ignore brief or repeated keystrokes.

. (Jse MouseKeTts: Using MouseKeys, located in Accessibility Options in Control Panel, you can

control the pointer with the numeric keypad on your keyboard.

. (Jse On-Screen Kejboard: On-Screen Keyboard users can type using the pointing device.

. use SerialKegs..SerialKeys, located in Accessibility Options in Control Panel, provides alternative
access to keyboard and mouse features.

. use StickjtKejts..stickyKeys, located in Accessibility Options in Control Panel, provides access to
the SHIFT, CTRL, ALT, or ffi k.yr by pressing one key at a time.

8.2.4 Setting up the Active Desktop

To turn on Actiue Desktop

There are three ways of doing it:

(r) In Control Panel, double-click Folder Options, click the General tab, and then select the Enable
'W'eb content on my desktop check box in the Active Desktop menu.

(b) Right-click a blank area on the desktop, point to Active Desktop, and then select the Show'Web
content check box.

(.) In Control Panel, double-click Display, click the \7eb tab, and then select the Show'Web Content
on My Active Desktop check box.

To use Larger or Smaller Display Fonts

l. Open Display in Control Panel.

2. On the Settings tab, click Advanced.

3. On the General tab, in the Font Size list, click the font setting you want to use for system fonts.
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8.2.5 Modifying the Display of Colours and Resolution

To ehange the number of colors displaged on a Monitor

t. Open Display in Control Panel.

2. On the Settings tab, if you are using multiple monitors, click the monitor icon that represents the
monitor that you want to adjust.

3. In the Colors list, click a color setting.

To changegour Screen Rcsolution

t. Open Display in Control Panel.

2. On the Settings tab, under Screen area, dragthe slider, and then click Apply.

8.3 CUSTOMIZING THE DESKTOP BACKGROI.IND

You can customize your desktop to your liking. Simply right click anywhere on the desktop, and
scroll down to properties. A window will appear offering several options for changing the way things
are displayed on your screen.

After clicking on the properties, we get a dialogue box as shown below:

ArrangB Irons By

Refresh

PEste

Paste 5hortcut

Undo Delete

Graphics Options

Dlsnlav laodes

New

8.3.1 Background

It allows you to select a background picture or html document as wallpaper.

:r.Irjl
ea*rmdl e+rasa*rl sei*iwl u*: l,Ef,r!*-l ridslisr f

[.lE ] u+t l, ;rr I

Fraperiies
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8.3.2 Screen Saver

Choosing the Sc-reen Sauer

The screensaver has seen quite a few changes since they were first introduced. Originally they
prevented images from being permanently burned into the coarings of monitor screens. Over time
technology solved that problem and screensavers were next toured as being a security feature. They've
become more an expression of individualiry and creativity rather than serving a truly necessary
function. The fscreen Saver] option consists of a drop down list, which displays the installed
screensaver selections.

*ari1['iii[[ #*i*
i:r1:-G ::::,rrr:rf* ._..:'1:r _...

Ett6gll:Nd*iruil*r*tse+ {t tr**{lrr '-
To aft.t$ tte ry s*tirgs fale"t rnonit*.
cH< Pc*rs.

8.3.3 Appearance

The [Appearance] dialog probably
in I7indows XP will be listed here

packs more potential customizations
also.

into one area than anv other
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8.3.4'$[eb
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8.3.5 Effect
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8.3.6 Settings

'When we are dealing with display options that can be impacted by screen resolution and color quality,
first thing we do after a clean install is to set the fscreen Resolution] slider. The slider makes it easy to
change it to whatever we are most comfortable using. Use the drop down box ro select the fColor
Qualityl and click [Apply] buffon. The options we will have available for resolution and color quality
are directly related to the installed monitor and graphics card. Just because we 'wanr' ro run at 1600 x
L200 in 32-bit color doesn't mean our hardware will make rt a reality. On the bright side, if we make a

Backgurd I Screen Saver I nppaance I Weu I ert*s settirue

l-- *_l ryq I ,+epE,::,1
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selection that isn't suPPorted by our hardware, \7indows2O00 gives us rhe option ro revert to our old
settings with no harm done. If there is a problem with the settings we have selected, click
[Troubleshoot...] and the [Video Display Troubleshooter] will open. Use"the radio buttons to work
our u/ay through the troubleshooter until a solution is founi. The Troubleshoot tab controls
fHardware Acceleration] via a slider and a feature called fEnable \rrite combining] via a check box. If
the display experiences any corruption this is the place to look. The default settirigs should suffice for
most circumstances.

Enabling web contents on your desktop:

l. Right-click a blank area on the desktop, and then point to Active Desktop

2. Click New Desktop Item.

3. Follow the instructions on your screen.

8.4 AD USTING DESKTOP ICONS AND

8.4.1 To set or change the Look of Individual Desktop Items

t. Open Display in Control Panel.

2. On the Appearance tab, in the Item list, click the element you wanr to change, such as \7indow,
Menu, or Scrollbar, and then adjust the appropriate settings, such as color, forit, o, font size.

To customize a desktop pattern

t. Open Display in Control Panel

2. on the Background tab, click Pattern to open the pattern dialog box.

3. In the Pattern list, click the desktop pattern you v/ant to modify, and then click Edit parrern.

4. Under Pattern, click the blocks to reverse the color and change the pattern.

5. Under Sample, you can see the pattern change with each click. Name, type a new name for your
pattern. Otherwise, the selected parrern will be changed.

6. Click Add to add your new pattern to the Pattern list, and then click done.

8.4.2 To Set or Change Visual Effects in Vindows 2000

1. Open Display in Control Panel

2. On the Effects rab, select:

(") Use.transition effects for menus and tooltips to enable animarions such as fading and
scrolling.

(b) Smooth edges of screen fonts to made text more readable.

G) Use large icons to increase the size of the icons that represent files, folders, and shorrcuts.

(d) Show icons using all possible colors to display desktop icons using all the colors supported
by your display adapter.
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G) Show window conrents while dragging to display the entire contents of a window while you
move it on your screen.

(0 Hide keyboard navigation indicators until I use the Alt key to suppress the drawing of
keyboard shortcuts and input focus indicators. These features are automatically activated

when you start using the ALT, TAB, or arrow keys to navigate in'Windows

8.4.3 To Change Fonts displayed on Your Desktop

1. Open Display in Control Panel.

2. On the Appearance tab, under Item, click the element that displays the font you want to adjust.

3. In Font, click a new font.

8.5 ESTABLISHING THE REGIONAL SETTINGS

8.5.1 To Install Additional Languages

7. Open Regional Options in Control Panel.

2. On the General tab, under Language settings for the system, select the check box next to the

language group you want to install.

8.5.2 To Add an Input Locale and Keyboard Layout

l. Open Regional Options in Control Panel.

2. On the Input Locales tab, click Add.

3. In the Add Input Locale dialog box, click the input locale and keyboard layout or Input Method

Editor (IME) you want to add.

8.5.3 To Switch to Another Input Locale

1. On the taskbar, click the indicator representing the current input locale, and then click the input
locale you want to use.

8.6 ADJUSTING THE DATE AND TIME

8.6.1 To Change Your Computer's Time and Time Zone

L Open DatelTime in Control Panel.

2. On the Date Er Time tab, select the item you want to change.

3. To change the hour, select the hour, and then click the arrows to increase or decrease the value.

4. To change the minutes, select the minutes, and then click the arrows to increase or decrease the

value.

5. To change the seconds, select the seconds, and then click the arrows to increase or decrease the

value.
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6. To change the am/pm indicator, select it, and then click the arrows.

7. On the Time Zone tab, in the box above the map, click your current time zone.

8.6.2 Personalizing the Start Menu

one can add and remove items from the Start menu. Its more convenient for many users ro put
shortcuts on the Start menu for quick access to the files and programnles they use most often. Also if
many people are using the same computer, each person .r., *rrJ-izethe.o*prr., without deleting
another person's settings. Vindows 2000 automitically saves rhe settings for each user and activates
that user's settings when the user logs on.

8.6.3 To Add a Shortcut to the Start Menu or a Submenu
1. click Starr, point to Sertings, and then click Taskbar & Starr Menu.

2. Click the Advanced tab.

3. Click Add, and then follow the instructions in the Create Shortcut wizard,.

1. rwrite the steps to change the number of colours displayed on a monitor.
2. \7rite the steps to change fonts displayed on your desktop

8.7 LET US SUM UP

The control panel holds mini application (applet) programmes for changing the sysrem environment.
Most changes are saved in the sysrem registry.
'Windows Professional makes computers more usable through a flexible, customizable user inrerface,
alternative input and ourput methods, and better visibility of1.re"r, elements.

Your
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Date and time setting tab allows us to set the time and date, time zone tab allows us to set the time

zone in which we live and the internet time tab automatically synchronize the comPuter with an

internet time server.

One can personalize almost everything on the desktop with Active Desktop and use Active Desktop

to add \7eb pages that contain active content to a desktop.

One can customize the desktop to one's liking. Simply right clicking anywhere on the desktop and

scrolling down to properties. Various options are available for changing the way things are displayed

on the screen. Themes, desktop, aPPearance, screen saver and settings.

A theme is a background plus a set of sounds, icons, and other elements to help one Personalize the

computer with one click.

The desktop tab gives the possible backgrounds that can be used.

The Screen saver allows power settings to be adjusted along with selection of the screen saver. The

screen saver option consists of a drop down box list, which displays the installed screensaver selections.

Appeaiance tab adjusts the'Windows color schemes.

The settings tab enables us to manipulate the screen resolution and color quality by using the screen

resolution slider and the drop down box list from which we can use the color quality.

The Veb tab allows a specific web page to be displayed all the time on the desktop.

The effects tab allows desktop icons to be changed'

The Settings tab allows screen size and colors to be changed.

The Start rnenu can be personalized and shortcuts to programmes can be added to make the menu for
efficient One can change Start menu options by going to Settings, clicking the taskbar and start menu

tab and then clicking the advanced tab.

To add a shortcut to rhe Srart menu, in taskbar and start menu properties, click Add, and follow the

instructions in the Creare Shortcut wizard. To add Start menu options, drag and drop programme

icons onto the start button.

8.8 KEY\TORDS

Control Panel: A programme that comes with \Tindows that enables you to make settings for many
.Windows acrions, such as changing network, keyboard, printer, and regional settings. Some

programmes (including many video card drivers) ^^y add sections to the control panel for you to use

to configure that programme.

Accessibilitjt Options: These are options for making the \Tindows 2000 Professional more accessible to

users.

Screen Saaer;It allows power settings to be adjusted along with selection of the screen saver. The screen

saver option consisrs of a drop down box list, which displays the installed screensaver selections.

C u s t omi qation : Making modific ation t o suit individual needs.
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Aaiue Desktop: Starting with Internet Explorer IV, Microsoft uses what is called 'push technology'
which can change the desktop into a webpageJike interface complete with hyperlinki to your sysr;;,
network or internet resources.

8.9 QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSTON

1. How do you customize a desktop?'Write briefly.

2. How do you select a screensaver?

3. How do you customize the desktop background?

4. \Vhat is meant by making rVindows more accessible?

5. lVhat are the various tabs of the accessibility options) How would you rurn off the accessibility
feature? Can you specify a rime limit?

6. \7hat is the active desktop? How would you rurn on the active desktop?

7. \7hat are the various tabs on the properties dialogue box when you right click on rhe desktop?

Check Your Progress: Model Answers

l. To change the number of polors displayed on a moniror

(, Open Display in Control Panel.

(ir) On the Settings tab, if you are using multiple monitors, click the monitor icon
represents the monitor that you want to adjust.

(iii) In the Colors list, click a color seming.

2. To change fonts displayed on your desktop

(i) Open Display in Control Panel.

(it) On the Appearance tab, under Item, click the element that displays the font you wanr
adjust.

(iii) In Font, click a new fonr

8.10 SUGGESTED READINGS
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Microsoft Corporation, Microsofi tYindoas 2000 Professional Resource Kit,Miuosoft Press; Bk&CD Rom edition
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e.0 AIMS AND OBJECTMS
Atter studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Discuss windows explorer/my comPuter

. Discuss creating files and folders

. Discuss deleting files and folders

. Discuss copy a file to floppy

. Discuss managing files and folders

9.1 INTRODUCTION

If you prefer to see files in a hierarchical structure (similar to a family tree), you'Il like using 'Sflindows

Explorer. Instead of opening disks and folders in separate windows, you can browse through thern in a

single w'indow. The left pane of the lVindows Explorer window contains a list of your disks and

folJers, and the right pane displays the contents of the selected folder. You can use the View menu to

change how the icons in the right pane aPPear.

In this lesson we will discuss working with files and folders such as creating files and folders, coPy a

file, managing files and folders, etc.

9.2 MY COMPUTER/USING EXPLORER

9.2.1 Vindows Explorer

To use Windows Explorer to view the contents of your local (hard) disk:

1. Click the Stan button, point to Programmes, point to Accessories, and then click Vindows

Explorer.

Z. In the left pane, click the plus sign next to My Computer, then the plus sign next to your local disk'

The contents of your hard disk appear in the right pane.
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9.2.2 Usine Folders

Folders are used in \Tindows 98, \Tindows 2OOO, \(indows XP, etc., to orgen;ze documenrs and
Programmes to suit our Preferences. 

rVe can store these files (documents and programmes) in folders,
and we can move, copy, rename, and even search for files and folders.

9.2.3 Opening Files and Folders

After we've located the file \r,e wanr, .we can double-click to open it.

To Open a File or Folder

l. On the desktop, double-click My Computer.

The My Computer window appears.

2. Double-click the drive that contains the file or folder you wanr ro open.

3. Double-click the file or folder.

9.2.4 Creating a Folder

IThen we use a programme and save our work, or when we install a programme, we're creating files.rwe can store our files in many locations on the hard disk, a networkdrir., , floppy disk, ,rrd Io or.
To better organize our files, we can also store them in folders.

To Create a Folder

l. On the desktop, double-click My Compurer.

The My Computer window appears.

Z. Double-click the disk drive or folder in which you wanr to creare a folder.

The drive or folder window appears.
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3. On the File menu, point to New, and then click Folder.

Or

M.S. Universitv - D.D.C.E.

Right-click in the drive or folder window, point to New, and then click Folder.

4. Type a folder name, and then press ENTER.

The new folder appears in the location you selected.

Note File names in Windows 98 can be up to 255 characters, including spaces. However, file
names cannot contain any of the following characters:

9.2.5 Creating a File

Any programme or document that we write in the 'Windows environment is saved in any storage

device in the form of a file.

9.2.6 Sharing Files and Folders

If we set up a Microsoft or Novell network client, we can share our documents with other people on
the network. To use file and print sharing, we must first choose which of two types of access we want
to give other users.

. ShareJevel control is the default access setting. It lets us require a password for each shared resource.

o User-level control lets us specify who has access to each shared resource, but it doesn't let us

require a password.

To share a folder with share-level access control:

l. In My Computer, right-click the folder you want to share, and then click Sharing.

2. In the Properties dialog box, click the Sharing tab, and then click Shared As.

3. In Share Name, type a name for the folder.

In Comment, you can type a brief comment or a description of the folder.

4. In Access Typ., click Read Only, Full, or Depends on Password.

Regardless of which type of access you select, you have the option of adding a password.

5. Type a password if you want to use one, and then click OK.

6. Retype the password, and then click OK.

The folder or printer icon changes to a folder or a printer with a hand, indicating that the item is now
shared.

To Share a Foldcr with User-leuel Access Control

1. In My Computer, right-click the folder you want to share, and then click Sharing.

2. On the Sharing tab, click Shared As.

3. In Share Name, type a name for the folder.

In Comment, you can type a brief comment or a description of the folder.
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4. Click Add.

5. In the Add Users dialog box, click the name(s) of the person(s) to whom you wanr ro granr
permissions.

You can scroll the list of users, or you can simply rype the name and the list wili scroll
automatically. If you want to grant the same permissions to everyone connected to your netv/ork,
leave The \7orld selected.

6. click the type of access permissions you wanr to give the selected user(s).

Read only means the user has the ability ro read, bur not change, files.

Full Access means rhe user has the ability io read, delete, and change files.

custom means the user has a combination of privileges that you specify.

7. \7hen you're finished adding users and permissions, click OK.

9.2.7 Copying and Moving Files and Folders

\7hen we create files and folders, we may wanr to copy or move rhem ro anorher location. Unless
we're an advanced user, we should avoid moving programme and system files.

To Copy orMoae a File or Folfur

7. In a window, selecr the file or folder you wanr to copy or move.

Nore; You can select multiple items. To select nonadjacent irems, hold down CTRL and click the
items you want to select. To select adjacent items, hold down SHIFT while you select items. To
select all of the items in a window, on the Edit menu, click Select All.

2. on the Edit menu, click copy ro copy the file, or click cur ro move the file.

3. Double-click the folder in which you s/ant to place the file or folder.

4. On the Edit menu, click Paste.

The file appears in its new location.

9.2.8 Renaming Files and Folders

If we decide to change the name of a file or folder, we can quickly rename it.

To Rcname a File oy Foldcr

1. In a window, select the file or folder you want to rename.

2. On the File menu, click Rename.

3. Type a name, and then press ENTER

9.2.9 Deleting Files and Folders

\Thenever you delete a file, it's temporarily moved ro rhe Recycle Bin on your desktop. If you change
your mind, you can restore the file. However, when you empty the Recycle Bin, all of th" items in-it
are permanently deleted from your compurer.
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To Delete Files and Folders

1. On the desktop, double-click My Computer.

The My Computer window appears. :

2. Select the file or folder you want to delete.

3. On the File menu, click Delete.

The Confirm File Delete dialog box appears.

4. Click Yes.

The file is moved to the Recycle Bin.

To Pennanentljt Delete Files and Folfurs

l. On the desktop, double-ciick Recycle Bin.

The Recycle Bin opens.

2. On the File menu, click Empty Recycle Bin.

9.2.10 Recycle Bin

The Recycle Bin is 
^ 

temporary storage place for deleted files. You can use it to retrieve files deleted in
error. \fhen you delete a file in'Windows, it goes to the Recycle Bin. To delete the file permanently,
you can empty the Recycle Bin

9.2.11, Finding Files and Folders

To Find a File or Folder

1. Click Start, point to Find, and then click Fiies or Folders.

2. In Named, type all or part of the file name.

Enter a word or phrase in Containing text if you do not know the name of a file but know a

distinctive word or phrase it contains.

If you srant to specify the location to start the search, click Browse.

3. Click Find Now.

Note:If. you u.'ant the search to be case-sensitive, click the Options menu and make sure a check mark
appears next to Case Sensitive. Click to create the check mark; click again to clear it.

9.2.12 Keeping Files Current with Synchronization Manager

To Sjtnchroniqe Files by Using a Disk

l. Insert a disk into a disk drive on your main computer.

2. Copy files to My Briefcase.

3. Drag the My Briefcase icon to the disk.

The contents of My Briefcase are copied to the disk.
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4. Insert the disk into a disk drive on your portable or laptop compurer, and then edit the files in
My Briefcase.

5. 'S7hen yo! areready to synchronize the files, reinsert the disk containing My Briefcase into a disk
drive on your main computer, and then double-click My Briefcase.

6. On the Briefcase menu, click Update All.

Or, to update only some files, click the files you want to update, and then click Update Selection.

To Synchroniry Files on Connected Computers

1. On your portable computer, copy files from shared folders on your main computer to My Briefcase.

2. S7ork on your files on your ponable or laptop compurer.

3. \When you have finished working on the files, connect the two compurers, and then double-click
My Briefcase.

4. On the Briefcase menu, click Update AIl.

Or, to update only some files, click the files you want to update, and then click Update Selection.

Notes

. \7hen you copy files from your main computer to My Briefcase, the two compurers must be
connected, either over a network or by a cable.

o \7hen you work in your files, your computers do not need to be connected.

9.2.13 Understanding and Using Folder Options

The Folder Options dialog box has three tabs:

1. GeneralTab:It contains three styles to choose from, for folders. These are:

(, Web Style The computer looks and acts like the \7eb (e.g., single-click to open).

(ir) Classic Style: The compurer defaults to rVindows classic setrings.

(in) Custom: Based on semings the user chooses.

2. View Tab: It contains the following:

(r) Folder views

(r) Like Current Folder

(b) Reset All Folders

(ir) Advanced Settings

3. File Tgpes Tab: It lists the various registered file types and provides for addition, remoaal and
editing of a file rype.

9.2.14 Handling Floppy Disks

Copjing a Floppy Disk

To Make a Copy of a Disk
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l. In My Computer or in the right pane of Vindows Explorer, click the icon for the disk you wanr
to coPy.

2. On the File menu, click Copy Disk.

3. In Copy from, click the drive you want to copy from.

4. In Copy to, click the drive you want ro copy ro.

5. Click Stan.

Noles

. You can use the same drive for both disks.

o The disks musr be the same type.

. Any existing informarion on the disk you copy ro will be deleted.

To copg a File or Folfur to Floppl

L. If you are copying a file or folder to a floppy disk, insen the disk in the disk drive.

2. In My Computer or lVindows Explorer, click the file or folder you want ro copy.

3. On the File menu, point to Send To, and then click the drive you wanr ro copy the file or folder
to.

Notes

. To select a folder in the left pane of \Tindows Explorer, click the folder.

o Sending a file or folder to a disk sends a copy. The original file or folder remains in the original
location"

Formatting a Floppg Disk

I. If you are formatting a floppy disk, insert the disk into its drive.

2. In My Computer or in the right pane of \Tindows Explorer, click the icon for the disk you wanr
to format.

3. On the File menu, click Format.

Noles

o Formatting a disk removes all information from the disk.

. You cannot format a disk if it is open in My Computer or \il/indows Explorer.

o You cannor format a disk if files are open on that disk.

9.3 MANAGING FILES AND FOLDERS
File names in \Tindows 2000 can be up to 255 characrers, including spaces, but can'r conrain any of the
followingcharacters: \,/ :'r' ? " < > 

I

Vhen you add a programme or use a programme and save your work, you create a file. For example,
the Microsoft \7ord programme is a file, and every documenr you creare with \7ord is also a file. iou
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can befter organize your files-by storing them in folders. For example, you may wantro creare a folderfor.each of your projects and keep files associated with the projects, such as documents and saved e-mails, in those folders. You can also move, rename, and delete files and folders.

9.3.1 Vorking with Frequently Used Files

For easy access to files and folders that you use frequently, you can create shortcuts to them. Ashortcut doesn't change the location of a fiie or folder, nor is'it a copy - ir's a pointer you use ro open
the file or folder quickly. Deleting, moving, or renaming the shortcut doesn'r ,ff".t th. original item.
In Microsoft Y/indows XP Professional, you will find one of three differenr accounrs in use on anv
giYen system.. --- -'--r

(a) Local user accounts.' Local user accounts allow you to log on to the local system and access
resources there.

(b) Domain userc:Doma:rn user accounts allow you to.log on to the domain the user account belongs to in
order to access network resources' You may be ablJto access resources in other domairn a"p'*ai.rg
on how the trust relationships are defined oi if ,rry modifications have been made to them.

k) Built'in user: Built'in user accounts allow you to perform administrative tasks on the local system

:11::T*T es they can access local or network-resources, depending on their configuration on
the network

9.3.2 Using the Local lJsers and Groups Snap-in
You would normally need to be a local administrator to perform mosr sysrem configuration functions
(even just taking a look at the current con{iguratio, ,.ttirrgr) on a \windows Xp professional system,
and in some cases, there may be a local po[c] set by ,o*. o"ri", administrator or if your sysrem is in aDomain, a Domain policy setting, which may prevent you from p.rr..-i"l ro*.^r.rionr.
To manage local users. and groups you can use the Local users and Groups MMC and you can accessthis tool a number of different ways.

one way is to select st11 risht-click My compurer, and then click Manage, which will open thecomputer Management MMC. under the System rools icon, click Local UJers ,.rd Groups io op.r,the Local Users and Groups MMC.
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You can also type compmgmt.msc in the RUN box or from a command line to launch the Computer

Management MMC.

*ffi Type the name of E progrnmr folder, documenl, ,lr
;*:]J Internet resourcer and Windo,i+s willopen it l=or you,

il-q!=tr{r4 ltj'-q*;l

1. \7rite the steps used to open file or folder.

2. \Write the steps to permanently delete files and folders.

9.4 LET US SUM UP

When we use a programme and save our work or when we install a Programme, we are creating files

and these files are stored in many locations on the hard disk, a network drive, a floPpy disk etc.

ffi l4icr,:sot't',Jisual 5!:urlin .lrJET

All Proorams p

Your

s#
..,.i

; :_i-lx

td
,YS

ffi
ffiffi
ffi
iln'milr
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Folders are used to organize documents and programmes to suit our preferences.

Folders and files can be moved, copied, renamed and searched.

To open a file or folder, double click the icon My Compurers, double click the drive that contains the
file or folder and then double click on the file or folder. 

-

To create a folder, one should double click My Computers on rhe desktop, double click the disk drive
or folder in which you want to create a folder and point to New on rhe file men,, and click folder and
name it.

Any programme or document written in the Windows Environment is saves in any storage device in
the form of a file.

To use a file and print sharing there are two types of access, which are share level control and user
level control.

Share level control is the default access setting which require a user password for each shared resource.

User level control does not require a password and lets us specify who has access to each shared
resource,

Synchronization of files to keep them current can by done through two ways: synchronizing files
using by using a disk, synchronizing by using connected compurers.

The folder options dialog boxes has three tabs, which are general rab, view, and files tab.

The General tab contains three styles to choose from for folders, which are web style, classical style
and custom.

The view tab contains the folder views and the advanced settings.

The Files tab list the various registered file types and provides addition, removal and editing of a file
tyPe.

The whole floppy disk can be copied and files and folders can be senr ro a disk.

Formatting a floppy disk removes all the information from the disk.

You cannor format a disk if it is open or files on rhe disk are open.

9.5 KEY\TORDS

F.ile: Any Programme or document written in the Windows Environment is saves in any storage
device in the form of a file.

Folders: These are used to organize documents and programmes to suit our preferences.

!e1fnp: Desktop is the main entrance to the resources stored on rhe compurer and beyond. It is a
folder on the hard disk located on the windows directory and can conrain files, folders and shortcuts.
web stjtle: This style makes the computer look and act like the \7eb.

classical stjle:The compurer defaults to vindows classic settings.

Custom: This style is based on settings the user does.
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Sjnchroreiqation: Synchronization of files is done to keep them current through two ways:

synchronizing files using by using a disk, synchronizing by using connected computers.

Flopp! Disk:It is a data storage device that is composed of a disk of thin, flexible ("floppy") magnetic

srorage medium encased in a square or rectangular or plastic shell. Formatting is the process of
preparing a hard disk or other storage medium for use, including setting up an empty file system.

e.6 QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Create a file name Student on the desktop.

2. Creare a folder named Trial on the desktop and put the file named Student inside it.

3. -il/hat are the two types of access that can be given to other users for file and print sharing?

4. Create a folder named Share and put some files in it which you want to share. Show how you will
share this folder with the two types of access control.

\(hat is a floppy disk? How would you send a file or folder to a floppy disk?

\(hat does formatting a disk drive mean?

Create two files and a folder and put these two files inside the folder. How would you delete one

of the files permanently?

Check Your Progress: Model Answers

3. To Open a File or Folder

(r) On the desktop, Doubie-click My Computer.

The My Computer window appears.

(iil Double-click the drive that contains the file or folder you want to open.

(iii) Double-click the file or folder.

2. To Permanently Delete Files and Folders

(i) On the desktop, double-click Recycle Bin.

The Recycle Bin opens.

On the File menu, click Empty Recycle

8. 'Whar are the two ways of synchronizing files? How would you synchronize files using a disk?

9.7 SUGGESTED READINGS

Jerry Honeycutt, IntroducingMicrosofi lY'indous 2000 Profexional,MicrosoftPrMay t999.

Sybex, Windouts 2000 Complete, Sybex Books;1st edition (]une 15. 2000).

Microsoft Corporation, Microsoft lVindous 2000 Professional Resource Klr, Microsoft Press; Bk&CD Rom edition
(N4arch 15,2000)

Microsoft Corporation, Microsoft lVindouts 20OO Professional,Microsoft Press; Package edition (]uly 2001)
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1O.O AIMS AND OBTECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Discuss printing overview

. Discuss installing prinrers

. Specify your default printer
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10.1 INTRODUCTION
'When you create a document or enter data into a spreadsheet, you may want to see what your work
looks like in print. To do this, you must install a printer. The printer might be attached directly to
your computer, or it may be a shared network printer located in a common copy room. Once

installed, the printer will be listed in the Printers folder as well as in the Print diaiog box of the

programme you are using.

In this lesson we will discuss document printing, installing various printers, and specifying your
default printer.

10.2 PRINTING OVERVIE\T

A variety of settings and print options are available once the printer is installed on your computer. For
example, you can share your printer with another user or set up a separator page so you can easily

identify your document among other documents. You can also change options that specifically affect

how a document is printed. For example, you can change the page layout from ponrait to landscape or
you can change the number of copies that are printed.

10.2.1To Print a Document

l. Open the document you want to print.

2. On the File menu of the programme you are using, click Print.

Notes:

o In the Print dialog box you can see the number of documents waiting to print on any printer
installed on your computer by right-clicking the printer in Select Printer and then clicking Open.

. If you are logged on to a \Tindows 2000 domain running Active Directory, you can click Find
Printer to search for a printer on the network with the capabilities you want, such as high-speed

or color printing. For more information on searchingfor a printer, see Related Topics.

. To store a documeni as a file rather than sending it to the printer, click the Print to file check

box in the Print dialog box.

. For easy access to your printer, you can create a shortcut to it on the desktop. You can

double-click the shortcut to open the print queue and view the documents waiting to print.
You can print a document without opening it by dragging its icon to a printer in the Printers
folder or to a shortcut on your desktop.

. Vhile a document is printing, a printer icon appears next to the clock in the status area on
the taskbar. 'Sflhen this icon disappears, it means that your document has finished printing.

1,0.2.2 Adding Printers

The printer icon will be added to your Printers folder.

l. If you could not install your printer using Plug and Play, or if the printer is attached to your
computer with a serial (COM) pott, then open Printers
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2. Double-click Add Printer to start the Add Printer wizard, and then click Next.

3. Click Local printer, make sure that the Automatically detect my printer check box is cleared, and
then click Next.

4. Follow the instructions on the screen to finish sefting up rhe local printer by selecting the printer
port, selecting the manufacturer and model of your pri.rier, arrd typlng a name fo, yo,l, prirrt.r.

\[hen you are finished, the icon for the printer appears in your Printers folder.

10.2.3 Installing a Network Printer

l. Open Printers

2. Double-click Add Printer to start the Add Printer wizard, and then click Next.

3. Click Network printer, and then click Next.

4. Connect ro rhe desired printer by:

* Searching for it in the Active Directory

* Typing its.name using the following formar, or clicking Next to locare the printer on rhe
network: \\printserver_name\share_name

.t Typing its URL using the following formar:

httpt / / prinrserver_nam e / P rinters /share_name / .prrnter

5. Follow the instructions on the screen to finish connecting to the network printer.

The icon for the printer appears in your Prinrers folder.

l0.2.4Installing a Local Printer

1. Connect the p.rinter to the appropriate port on your compurer according to the printer
manufacturer's instructions.

2. '$Tindows 
2000 will automatically install most printers. However, for older prinrers, you may be

required to provide additional information to complete the installation. Choose one of the
following, depending on the type of printer you have.

10.2.5Install a Parallel Port (LpT) Attached printer

If your printer attaches to your computer with a parallel pon (LPT pon), connect the printer ro your
comPuter, and then open Printers Double-click Add Prinier to ,t"r, th. Add Printe, *'rz^rd, rrd ihen
click Next. Click Local Printer, make sure the Automatically detect my printer check box is selected,
and then click Next. Depending on the printer you are instailing, a Fo.rni New Hardwrr. *.rrrg. o1.
the Found New Hardwarewizard appears to notify you that tIr" p.irte, has been detected and that
installation has begun. Follow the instructions on the icreen ,o .o-pl.r. the printer installation.
Alternatively, after connecting your printei, you can srert or restart your computer to allow
\Tindows 2000 to automatically start the Founci Nen, Hardw are wizard.

The printer icon will be added to your Printers folder.
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70.2.6Install a USB or IEEE 1394 Printer

If you install a universal serial bus (USB) or IEEE 1394 printer, rWindows 2000 detects it and

automatically starts the Found New Hardware wizard. You do not need to shut down or restart your
computer. Simply follow the instructions on the screen to finish installing the printer. (You do not
need to continue with the instructions below.)

The printer icon will be added to your Printers folder.

10.2.7Install an Infrared Printer

If you install an infrared printcr, 'Windows 2000 detects it and automatically installs it. You do not
need to shut down or restart your computer. First, make sure that the infrared-enabled computer and

the printer are turned on. Then, position the two infrared capable devices to within approximately 1

meter of each other to establish a wireless infrared connection. After several seconds the computer will
recognrze the printer, the printer icon wiil appear in the status area of the taskbar, and the appropriate
drivers will be installed on the computer.

10.3 TO SPECIFY YOUR DEFAULT PRINTER

L. Open Printers

2. If you have more than one printer installed on your computer, right-click the printer you want to
use as the default printer, and then click Set as Default Printer.

A check mark appears next to the printer icon in the Printers folder.

10.3.1 To Set Page Orientation

1. Open Printers

2. Right-click the printer you are using, and then click Printing Preferences.

3. On the Layout tab, under Orientation, click one of the following options:

(, Portrait to print vertically on the page.

(ir) Landscape to print horizontally on the page.

(iii) Rotated Landscape to rotate the print 90 degrees counterclockwise on the page.

1,0.3.2 To Specify Paper Size

1. Open Printers

2. Right-click the printer you are using, and then click Printing Preferences.

3. Click Advanced, and under PaperlOutput click Paper Size.

4. Click the paper size you want.

10.3.3 To Print on One or Both Sides of the Paper

l. Open Printers

2. Right-click the printer you are using, and then click Printing Preferences.
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3. On the Layout tab, under Print on Both Sides (Duplex), click one of the following oprions:
(, None to print on only one side of the paper.

(ii) Flip on Short Edge to print on both sides of the paper with pages that are bound on rhe rop
edge.

(iii) Flip on Long Edge to print on both sides of the paper with pages that are bound on the left
edge.

A representation of your selection will appear in the display area ofthe dialog box.

10.3.4 To View Documents Vaiting to print
. Open Printers

' Double-click the printer for which you want to view the documents waiting to print.

10.3.5 To Pause or Resume Printing of a Document
1. Open Printers

2. Double-click the printer you are using, which opens the print queue.

3. Right-click rhe document for which you wanr to pause or resume printing.

4. Do one of the following:

(, To pause printing, click Pause.

. The document will not print until you resume printing.

(i0 To resume prinring, click Resume.

The document will begin printing. However, if higher priority documents are waiting to print, they
will print first.

10.3.6 To Cancel Printing of a Document

1. Open Printers

2. Double-click the printer you are using, which opens the print queue.

3. Righr-click the document you wanr ro stop printing, anrJ then click cancel

10.3.7 General Printer Information

The General tab for all printers includes the printer name) location, and commenrs. you should use
the Location and Comments textboxes to help users identify (and find) printers. Develop a
companywide convention for these entries. As shown in the figure' below, the^ printer,, prop"ni.,
m-enu has got the tabs, like The Generai Tab, The Ports Tab, Tf,e Advanced Tab, The Services Tab,
The Device Settings Tab, The Security Tab, and the Color Management Tab. Each tab is for a specific
purpose, as indicated by its name.
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t.

2.

'$7rite the steps for setting page orientation'

\Write the steps to install a local printer.

10.4 LET US SUM UP

One can add network printers by using the Add Printer wizard or Point and Print. Point and Print

automatically downloads and installs required printer drivers on the client computer.

One can find a printer by entering the printer name (UNC), browsing the network, or typing a

printer URL for printers with known locations or find printers by using Search for Printers or Active

Directory.

One can add a local printer by using Plug and Play if supported by the printer or use the Add Printer

wizard. '\trrindows 
2Ob0 can be prompted to detect Plug and Play printers that use parallel connections

using the Add Printer wizard.

Depending on rhe privileges of the user, implement security can be implemented for printers,

est;blish times when the printer can be used, establish priority for users whose print jobs must print

before everyone else's, and manage some or all of the print jobs that have been sent to a printer

One can print documents by clicking Print on the File menu of the programme.

Printer settings are configured by using Printing Preferences.

Print preferences are configured by using the Layout or Paper/Quality tabs.

Printer properties allow each user to set a unique set of persistent properties.

Your
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10.5 KEY\TORDS

Pinter: A computer printer is a computer peripheral device that produces a hard copy from dara
stored in a computer connected to it.

Network Printer: A printer available for use by workstarions on a nerwork. A network printer either
has its own built-in network interface card, or it's connected to a printer on the network.

Application' An executable programme capable of performing a specialized function such as games,
educational programmes, and communications software. lVord processors, databases, and spreadsheets
are also examples of an application.

Customiqation:Moditication of packaged software to meer individual requiremenrs.

De.sknp: Desktop is the main entrance to the resources stored on rhe compurer and beyond. It is a
folder on the hard disk located on the windows directory and can conrain files, folders and shortcuts.

10.6 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

L. How will you add a new printer?

2. Explain the steps in installing a network printer.

3. How would you print a document from the desktop?

4. How would you print a documenr from an application?

5. How will you ser the page orientation and print on both sides of the paper?

6. How will you pause and resume printing of a document?

7. How would you customize the prinrer's properries?

8. How would you share printers over the network?

9. You set the default printer by clicking on

(r) PrintingPreferences

(b) Default Printer

G) Systems Application

(d) None of the above

Check Your Progress: Model Answers

1,. To Set Page Orientation

(i) Open Printers

(ir) Right-click the printer you are using, and then click Printing Preferences.

(iii) On the Layout tab, under Orientation, click one of the following options:

(r) Ponrait to print vertically on rhe page.

(b) Landscape ro print horizontally on the page.

(.) Rotated Landscape to rotate the print 90 degrees counrerclockwise on the page.

Contd...
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Installing a Local Printer

0 Connect the printer to the appropriate port on your computer according to the
printer manufacturer's instructions.

(ir) '$Tindows 2000 will automatically install most printers. FIowever, for older printers,
you may be required to provide additional information to complete the i.:stallation.
Choose one of the following, depending on the type of printer you have.

10.7 SUGGESTED READINGS

Jerry Honeycutt, IntroducingMicrosoft lY'indows 2000 Professional,MicrosoftPr @Lay 1999).

Sybex, Sybex Inc., lVindous 2000 Complete Sybex Books; lst edition (]une 15, 2000).

Microsoft Corporation, Microsofi Windozts 2000 Professional Resource Kit, Microsoft Press; BktrCD Rom
edition (lvlarch 15, 2000).

lvlicroso{t Corporation , Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional, Microsoft Press; Package edition (}uly 2001).
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11.0 AIMS AND OB ECTIVES
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

o Discuss installing application programmes

' Discuss installing hardware system tools such as scan disk, data compression oprion, paint brush,
etc.

11.1 INTRODUCTION
This walkthrough demonstrates the process of creating an installer for a \flindows-based application
that starts Notepad..In this walkthrough, you will create the \Windows-based application.'you will
then create an installer that sets up shortcuts and file associations, adds ", "rrrry 

ro the registry,
displays custom dialog boxes, and checks the version of Interner Explorer during installation.

Also we will discuss installing hardware system tools such as scan disk, data compression option, paint
brush, etc.
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II.2 INSTALLING AND UNINSTALLING A \T/INDO\UT BASED
APPLICATION

When creating your own installers, some of these steps are not necessary. This walkthrough is

intended to introduce you to sorne of the optional capabilities of deployment that you may find
useful. To create a basic installer, complete the first four sets of procedures.

To create a \X/indows-based application

1. On the File menu, click New Project.

2. In the New Project dialog box, in the Project Types pane, select Visual Basic, and then click
'Windows Application in the Templates pane. In the Name box, type My Notepad.

3. Click OK to close the dialog box.

4. The project is added to Solution Explorer, and the Y/indows Forms Designer opens.

5. Select the All'Windows Forms tab in the Toolbox and drag a Button control onto the form.

6. Double-click the Button control to add an event handler for the buffon. In the event handler, add
the following code:

coPy

Shell("Notepad.exe ", AppVinStyle.NormalFocus)

This wiil start Notepad.exe and give it focus.

7. On the Build menu, ciick Build My Notepad to build the application.

To add the Vindows-based application to the installer

1.. Select the My Notepad Installer project in Solution Explorer. In the File System Editor, right-
click the Application Folder node.

3. On the Project menu, point to Add, and then click Project Output.

3. In the Add Project Output Group dialog box, seiect My Notepad from the Project list.

4. Select the Primary Output group from the list. In the Configuration box, select (Active). Click
OK to close the dialog box.

5. On the Build menu, click Build My Notepad Installer.

l,l.2.l Uninstalling

This step will test starting the application from a desktop shortcut and will also test uninstalling it.

To test the installation

1. Verify that the shortcut is installed on the desktop and that it correctly starrs rhe My Notepad
application.

2. Uninstall the application by using Add or Remove Programmes in Control Panel. In Add or
Remove Programmes, select My Notepad, and then click the Remove button.
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Note: To uninstall
Uninstall.

Installing Application Programmes and Hardware S1'stem Tools i6Z

the application from your developmenr compurer, on the Project menu, click

3. The icon should be removed from the desktop and the installed application files and folders
should be deleted from your computer.

11.3 INSTALLING HARD$TARE SYSTEM TOOLS

11.3.1, Scan Disk in Vin XP

o Scan Disk needs exclusive access to a drive when it accomplishes. So, if one or more of the files are
oPen on the drive that are required to be scanned, Scan Disk shows a prompr inquiring if you
need to plan the drive check for the next time when you resrart your computer.

. Scan Disk might be time consuming in scanning, relying on the number of files and folders, the
size of the drive, disk performance, and available system resources, like processor and memory.

. Scan Disk might not properly reporr information in read-only mode.

How to Scan Disk iru Win XP

. Press the Start button

. Select My Computer

. UnderHardDisk Dives, higffight tbe ilsk wilch you want to scan

o Open the File menu and choose Properties

Open rhe Tools tab

Click the Check Nov'button

Erorcheckinq 
,

" . This rption will check. the tclume lor i
j --$i* errors. 

i

*iCh*kNow... t-.tu*.-*.-,--*r

Ief ragmerrtation

*1 , This option rvrll defragment filer on the vnlrrme

EH#

l3'q:iEglg1}:r r

Backup

*dr,4 
Thit ootion r+illback up files orr the volLrme.

'" tl 
a""tup llo* I

a

a

:-!ef i:-!ari: riri

'.i4rq!s;, $.p:qe#ie*fqil::i::'":ri:::::::l:'!':ri' 
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1, 1,.3,2 Installing Data Compression Software

Data compression software locates data and diminishes the quantity of space that is used on the hard
disk. These also create ZIP or RAR files that are simpler to handle and Jrive over rhe inrerner. These
data compression software tools are usually known as archiving rools, as data is generally compacted
during storage and archival. To install data compression sofrware, follow thelteps mentioned as
below:

t. Choose: Start by selecting the data compression sofrware of selection. There are ample to select
from, ranging from ARJ,7 ZIP, Advance Comp, Bzip2, File Roller, Gzip,Plzip PNGOUT,
Pngcrush, Zlib, \X/inrar, Winzip, and many more. Select your data compiession cautiously, as

each software will have some drawbacks and flaws. There are some 
"rrrr"J compression software

that will comPress the files to a tiny file size, but which can negoriare rhe quality of the file when
removed. or which may be very time consuming to process. This can be a very big disturbance
when dealing out with huge file batches. Also, the objectives of data compression will mamer
when it comes to selecting which software to opt for. If you are using compiession for archiving
intentions, vou need a software that will work fast over huge batches of files and which will keep
your files protected and encrypted as well, but if you are using the comoression softwar" ,o -or.
data over the internet, you will need the minimum file size for the fastest communicarion.

2. Download: After selecting the application, the subsequent step is to go rhe site. Most of the
compression software is free, but you should ensure that you download these {rom respectable
sources.Use licensed download websites like CNET that have confirmed virus and malware free
downloads As much as possible. Sometimes, popular compression sofrware is faked from
unconfirmed sources, which are websites that enclose software that has been customized and,
which has been inserted with malware. Certainly, the besr sources are the real websites from the
manufacturers or authors of the data compression programme. In the rnain site, you will either
find direct downloads or links to sites where you can download clean software. To downloacl,
click on the button on the site. It will then routineiy download the file for you. If the browser
confirms whether you have started the download, click yes to save rhe file on ih. .ornprr...

3. Instull: After the download has finished, you will require right clicking on the file, or double
clicking it. It wili then display a dialog box that will instruct you via the installation process. In
Vista operating systems, you may s'ant to have administration account use preferen.., to install
the software. You can gain this status by logging on as the administratoi in the computer's
administration accounr.

With data compression software, you can handle your files simply for improved data srorage and ro
free up your valuable hard disk space. You can also use these compression software tools to .Lop yorr
files into minor sizes that are simpier to send over the inrerner.

11.3.3 How to Reinstall Defrag in \Windows XP

Frequently defragmenting your hard drive is a simple method to keep ir running effonlessly. 'Windows

emerges out with a basic however effective defragmentation programme. That piogr*- may sometimes
stop working, and Microsoft does not make it obtainable for download. Luckily, ii ir easy to fix up.

Things You'll Need:

. \Tindows XP, \windows 2000 or \windows 2003 installed on your compurer

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.
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Instruetions

L' open "My Computer," right-click on a hard drive and go to "properties.,' Navigate to the
"Tools" tab.

2. Your Defrag is omitted and requires reinstalling if:

(a) the "Defragment Now..." button is missing or grayed_our, or
(b) when you click on it you ger an error message reading,

'The Disk Defragmenter is not installed on your compurer". To install it, double-click the ,,Add or
Remove Programmes" icon in Control Panel, click the "Install/Uninstalli tab, and then follow the
instrucrions on your screen. Skip to "Reinstalling Defrag.',

Your Defrag is broken and.requires repairing if: 1)you are capable to unlock the Defrag programme,
but nothing takes place when you click "An^ly'r"" or "De'fragment," or 2)you receive rhe error
message, "Irindows cannot connect to the Disk Defragmenrer enfine." Skip to"'Repairing Defrag.,'

Reinstalling Defrag

1' In your main hard drive, find the c:\\Tindows\Inf directory. If your sysrem directory is nor onyour c: drive or nor named windows, find it by clicking or, ;srrrr,; then ,,Run,' and typingo/o\Tindir%\Inf in the box.

2. Find the file named dfrg.inf.

3. Right click the file and select "Insrall."

Repaiing Defrag

1. click "stan," then "Ruil," and run this command: regsvr32 dfrgsnap.dll

2. click "start," then "Run," and run this command: regsvr32 dfrgui.dll
3. Run Defrag

11.i.4 How to Install Paint Shop Brushes

corel's Paint Shop Pro is a trendy image editing agenda. Similar to many graphic applications on themarket today, Paint Shop Pro is ertr.-.ly *odiflbt.. You can bring in or ser up cusrom brushes,
textures and more into the Programme. These tools can affix great flaii to your images, and speed upyour workflow, too.-Installing brushes to Paint Shop Pro is f"ast and easy, ana -ittirrir, yo, oUrril
the most out of Corel's software.

Instructions

l. Download brushes for Paint Shop pro from onrine resources.

2' Unzip the brush file if it's a zipped file. Use VinZip or a similar programme. The unzipped file
should have a .psp extension.

3. Open your Paint Shop Pro programme.

4' Choose the "File" menu. Select "Import" from the menu list, and then ',Custom Brush.,, The
Cusrom Brush dialogue box will open.
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5. Click "Open." Pick the brush file you want to install from the list that appears. Click "Open" to
close the dialogue box.

Click the brushes that you want to import from the list that appears in the Custom Brush
dialogue box. Select 'Add" when you're finished.

Press "OK."

l. \7rite the steps to add the \Tindows-based application to the installer.

2. 'Write the steps for repairing defrag"

71.4 LET US SUM UP
'When creating your own installers, some of these steps are not necessary. This walkthrough is intended

ro introduce you to some of the optional capabilities of deployment that you may find useful. Scan Disk
needs exclusive access to a drive when it accomplishes. So, if one or more of the files are open on the

drive rhat are required to be scanned, Scan Disk shows a prompt inquiring if you need to plan the drive

check for the next time when you restart your computer. Data compression software locates data and

diminishes the quantity of space that is used on the hard disk. These also create ZIP or RAR files that are

simpler to handle and drive over the internet. These data compression software tools are usually known
as archiving tools, as data is generally compacted during storage and archival. Frequently defragmenting

your hard drive is a simple method to keep it running effortlessly. \Windows emerges out with a basic

hon ever effective defragmentation programme. That prograrn may sometimes stop working, and

Microsoft does not make it obtainable for download. Corel's Paint Shop Pro is a trendy image editing

agenda. Similar to many graphic applications on the market today, Paint Shop Pro is extremely

modifiable. You can bring in or set up custom brushes, textures and more into the program. These tools

can affix great flair to your images, and speed up your workflow, too. Installing brushes to Paint Shop

Pro is fast and easy, and will assist you obtain the most out of Corel's software.

11.5 KEY\TORDS

Data Compression: Data compression software locates data and diminishes the quantity of space that is

used on the hard disk.

Scan Disk: Scan Disk needs exclusive access to a drive when it accomplishes.

11.6 QUESTTONS FOR DISCUSSION

L.

2.

4.

5.

6.

Discuss the process of installing window based application.

Discuss the steps used for testing the installation.
'$ilhat is scan disk? -What are steps for scanning disk in \7in XF?

Discuss the steps for installing data compression software.

How is defragmenting disk installed?

Discuss the installation of paint brushes.
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Check Your Progress: Model Answers

3. To add the \(indows-based application ro rhe installer:

(0 Select the M1' Notepad Installer project in Solution Explorer. In the File System
Editor, right-click the Application Folder node.

(ir) on the Project menu, point to Add, and then click project output.
(iii) In the Add Project Output Group dialog box, select My Notepad from the project

list.

(iv) Select the Primary Output group from the list. In the Configurarion box, selecr
(Active). Click OK to close the dialog box.

(") On the Build menu, click Build My Notepad Installer.

2. Repairing Defrag includes the following:

(, click "start," then "Run," and run this command: regsvr32 dfrgsnap.dll

(i| click "Starr," then "Run," and run this command: regsvr32 dfrgui.dll

(iii) Run Defrag

1 1.7 SUGGESTED READINGS
Peter Norton's, In*oduction to Computers,4thEd. TMGH.

Ramesh Bangia, Learning corel Draw, Khanna Book publishing co.p.Ltd.

Manoj Kumar, Information Technologt for O Leoel, Excel Books.

Ashok Arora & Shifali Bansal, Computer Fundamentals, Excel Books.

Deeepak Bharihoke, Fundamentals of Information Tecbnologt, Excel Books.


